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The two greatest fighting 

games of all time. 

Together, at last, ‘til death 

do they part. 

11 vicious Fighting Vipers"1 

characters. 

11 combatants from Virtua 

Fighter™ 2. 

10 hidden mystery 

characters. 

Sega is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark office. Sega Saturn. Virtua Fighter 2. Fighting Vipers, and Fighters MegaMix are trademarks of SEGA. © 1997 Sega. P.O. Box 8097. Redwood City. CA 94063. All rights reserved. 



SEGA SATURN 

www.sega.com 

One of the largest collections 
of fighters ever. 

New and nasty Virtua 
Fighter™ 3 moves. 

Choose from 32 rockin’ 
arenas. 

5 battle Modes, including 
Team. 

VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 VS. FIGHTING VIPERS 
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Dozens of close-ups and action shots The ultimate strategy game Over 40 missions,on two CD-ROMs 

SEGA SATURN 
PlayStation 

r7h~J d 
Also available on DOS, Windows®, Windowsc' 95 & Macintosh*5 CD-ROM. 

Command & Conquer is a trademark of Westwood Studios, Inc. © 199l>, 1996 Westwood Studios, Inc. All rights reserved. Sony PlayStation and th< PlayStation logo are trademarks of S.ny Computer Entertainment, Inc. 

Sega Saturn and the Sega Saturn logo are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, ltd* Windows and Windows 90 are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is a register* - 

DOMINATION 
IN A 00X 

FOR SEGA SATURN™ AND SONY PLAYSTATION 





THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A TWO-GAME GARAGE 

Lose the pretenders. Rage Racer" is the king of speed. Nothing 

captures the realism of street racing like it. Rage Racer is not some 

retread. It’s brand new from the ground up. But please, don’t take 

our word for it. Take one lap. Then you’ll know why Game Fan calls 

Rage Racer “the greatest racing game on the planet.” Real. Fast 



ABE’S ODDWORLD ODQYBEE 
APOCALYPSE 
BRAHMA FORCE 
BROKEN HELIX 
BUG RIDERS 
BUSHIDO BLADE 
CASTLEVANIA X 
CHORO Q2 
CLAYFIGHTER EXTREME 
CLAYFIGHTER 63 1/3 
CYBERBOTS 
DORAEMON 
DROID HUNTER 
DUKE NUKEM 
DUKE NUKEM 64 
DYNASTY WARRIORS 
EXCALIBUR 
FIFA 64 
FIGHTING FORCE (PS) 
FIGHTING FORCE (SAT) 
GOAL STORM 
HEAVEN S GATE 
HUMAN GP 
KOWLOON’S GATE 
LEYNOS 2 

I LOST WORLD 
MACROSS DIGITAL MISSION 
MANX TT 
MDK 
MEGAMAN X4 

( MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE 
NAMCO MUSEUM 5 
NBA LIVE ’97 
NEED FOR SPEED II 
NORSE BY NORSEWEST 
OVERBLOOD 
POWER PRO BASEBALL 
QUAKE 
REAL BOUT SPECIAL 
REBEL MOON 
SAMURAI SHODOWN 64 
SPAWN 
SYNDICATE WARS 

1 THUNDER TRUCK RALLY 
TOP GEAR RALLY 

I TRIPLE PLAY’98 
VR BASEBALL ’97 
WARGODS 
WELCOME HOUSE 2 

WING COMMANDED ll 2 
XEVIOUS 3D/G+ 

MURAI 6 
SATURN SECTOR 

NINTENDO 64 THEATER 

GAMEFAN SPORTS 

COVER ILLUSTRATION BY SHAWN MCMANUS 
Duke Nukem 3D name and character likeness 
is™ and property of 3D Realms, © 1996. 
Quake name and character likeness is ™ and 
property of id Software, © 1996,1997. 
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TIME LIMIT 
7'22" 

TIMELIMIT 
lO'OO" 

w, felcome to the land of the flat-out 

fast. Tear up hellacious hills and rocket 

around hair-pin turns. 13 new Rage Racer 

cars stick to the tarmac like gum to the 

bottom of your shoe. 4 new tracks and 

an 11 circuit challenge will twist, fold, 

bend and bludgeon your central nervous 

system. The more rivals you humiliate, 

RAGE RACER™ 

Real. Fast. 

the more cash you accumulate. Use it to modify your 

existing car, or save it to finance a tricker, quicker ride. 

See the face on the hood of that car? His handsome 

mug was lacquered on with the Custom Paint & Team 

Logo Designer. No bolt was left untorqued in an effort 

to make Rage Racer the most realistic street racing 

experience. The only question is, how Powered By 

fast can you race to the store and buy it? 3 GZ 0@ <S P 
PlayStation 

Rage Racer™ & © 1996 Namco Ltd. All Rights Reserved. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings bon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. 



EVELDPMENT 

Activision’s latest (and quite 
possibly greatest) console title rep¬ 
resents a significant step forward 
for the videogame industry. The 
reason? It is the first time a major 
“A” list Hollywood action star has 
allowed his voice and likeness to 
appear in a videogame. Sure there 
have been actors in games before, 
but normally only through FMV, and 
certainly no one who commands 
over $20 million dollars a picture. 
The actor? Bruce Willis. The 
game? Apocalypse. 

Apocalypse is an experimental 
collaboration of entertainment 

ronments, such as prisons, sew- 
ers and war factories. A cyber 

H scanned and motion captured 
Bruce Willis plays Trey Kinkaid, 

£9 your 'virtual partner' (in essence a 
I computer controlled player 2) who 
I fights alongside you and responds 

to your performance with his own 
actions and comments. Willis recorded several 
movies worth of dialogue for Apocalypse and was 
reportedly quite enthusiastic about the project, taking 
a stake in Activision as part of his payment. 

The story revolves around a character called the 
Reverend, a religious megalomaniac who intends to 
bring about the end of the world by using nanotech¬ 
nology to resurrect the four horsemen of the 
Apocalypse. Now it’s up to you and your partner Trey 
to stop him before it’s too late. 

Even though the engine is still very early, the 
framework is in place for a really cool game, with 
or without Willis’ involvement. The conceptual art 
is awesome and the game’s designers seem to 
have their feet planted firmly on the ground (wise¬ 
ly, they’ve chosen a Robotron X-style control set 
up). So who knows? Apocalypse may end up 
delivering the best of both worlds. K 

mediums that could, if it succeeds, pave the way for 
future Hollywood involvement in videogames. Of 
course, that could be construed as an evil thing, but in 
this case Activision is quick to point out that 
Apocalypse is being designed first and foremost as a 
great game, with Willis’ presence merely providing 
the charismatic icing on the gameplay cake. 

The game itself is a 3rd-person scrolling 
shooter (reminiscent of Contra: Legacy of 
War) that features texture mapped 
polygon characters fighting their way 
through numerous futuristic 3D envi- 

Artwork © Activision 1997. 



mm 
Only the IMG4 could 
.handle this game. 

“*©1993.1991? id Software. Inc. All rights reserved. oil 
other trademarks are the property offhelr respective" 

Slway Home Bm 
tendo. Nintendo t 

jc. under i town id Software, Inc. Midway® is a registered ftackwIBpflwway Games Inc. Used by permission, 

trademarks ot Nintendo of America Inc. Licensed by Nintendo. 



Ftee l year 
GameFan 

Subscription!! 

QecondCpriaef* 

Viewpoint 
jame of your 
, choice! ^ 

. ffirstCprisef 

Sega Nomad 
System!! 

GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with hyper-amplified sound 
and graphics. Enhance the thrill of gaming with adjustable speak¬ 
er doors, stereo surround sound and a 15 watt sub woofer. Plus, 
the intense screen graphics will make you feel like your head’s 
right inside the game. GXTV is also a 181-channel, 13” stereo TV 
with two A/V inputs, stereo headphone jack, backlit remote control 
and tilt/swivel stand. So whatcha waitin’ for? Send in those codes 
and maybe you can win one of these GXTVs for yourself! 

o)ravc{ ^With Contr°ffer °In 

(Hancf qJo ^cjand’ (-Where 

Cheaters ^Prosper... 

Due T<> Hie yummy codes this monthr I hardly had the room to list the 
winner’s codes.... But I do have some DOOM 64 stuff thanks to Hifraru, 

Bliiilty Da Clown, and Kiiightmare and their awesome ‘ DOOMING skills 
AWW YEAH! Sorry fellas! We got ya this time! 

GRAND PRIZE WINNER: 

RAYMOND KELLY, RIDGEFIELD, NEW JERSEY 
FIRST PRIZE WINNER: 

CHRIS GROSS, MART INEZ, CALIFORNIA 
SECOND PRIZE WINNER: 
PATRICK DALTON, COVENTRY, RHODE ISLAND 
THIRD PRIZE WINNER: 
jgiello@erols.coin 

Waka and Chief Hambleton seek the 
finest cheats, secrets and tips known 
to humanity, and we need them from 
YOU!! We’ll look over all the codes 
you send and award a magnificent 
Grand Prize every single month! 
Remember, no cheap codes from 

previously published US magazines! 
Winners will be drawn each month 

and displayed in the only place 
where cheaters prosper. (Current 

subscribers who win a subscription 
will receive a one-year extension.) 

Waka and Chief Hambleton 
Hocus Pocus 

5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
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THEATRE TEKKEN2 

>0P TEKKEN2 
OP HEIHACHI A 
OP HEIHACHI B 
ED HEIHACHI 
ED PAUL 
ED LAN 
ED JACK-2 
ED NINA 
ED KING 
ED YOSHIMITSU 
ED MICHELLE 
ED JUN 
ED LEI 
ED LEE 
ED KUMA 
ED BAEK 

PRESENTS 

Now there is a way for you to see all of the lovely CG in Tekken 2 without having to beat the game every time! 
Just have a memory card with all 25 characters selectable, then load the game and turn on your system. 

At the black PlayStation loading screen, press and hold DIAGONAL UP-RIGHT on the D-Pad, CIRCLE, X, AND 
SELECT. Continue to hold the ALL of the buttons until you see the “Namco Presents”screen fade out. You will 

then see a list of all of the Tekken 2 CG from the game! Pretty nifty trick, huh? - Waka 

MEW GAMS. 

sftPAD t 
A'Sornow? v 

CONGRATS TO THIS MONTH'S WINNERS! REMEMBER-“GXT 
OR “L0LLlJ*0PS”„..”i.0i.LlP0J,S”... WHATEVER THE PRIZE, SE 

CODES! - WAKA & CHIEF HAMBiETON 
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DOOM 60 NINTENDO 64 DOOM 64'$ INNARDS ARE REVEALED! 

By now most of you N64 owners will have played and probably beaten Doom 64. But have you uncovered all the game s darkest 
secrets yet? In order to beat the game properly you must find all four secret levels and collect the 3 Doom artifacts that power-up 

your most deadly weapon: the laser. And here’s how to do it. 

The exit to Hectic, and the hardest secret to locate in the entire game, is found on the first level. By destroying all ten explosive barrels on the level you open a 
hidden exit in the secret room behind where you start (where the berserk pack is). What you must do is blow up all the barrels EXCEPT the one just to the right of 
your starting location (see picture). Then teleport back to the start, shoot the barrel and quickly run into the secret room. The door only stays open a few seconds. 

Hectic may be short, but it’s one of the toughest levels in the game. Do the rooms in this order: orange key, blue key, yellow key. You can collect the 
green armor if you’re careful. Collect all the keys and hit the protected switch (see picture) to activate a CHEAT MENU. Just pause at any time and go 

to the new option: FEATURES. Of course, if you’re playing the game legitimately Hectic gives you the rocket launcher early. 

AREA 

This level lets you collect the Laser and the first Laser power-up. In the room with the four cages, push against this panel to open a secret area with 
the red key in it. Then, when you are in the multi-level maze section you must shoot 3 switches to collect the Laser and lower the entrance to the room 

with the Laser power up. Check all the walls to find a moving platform with the laser on it. 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

i_t 1_l 

Near the level’s exit you will see four elevated platforms with switches at the end (see picture). Hit the switches in the order shown (third, first, second, fourth) 
and the circular platforms will level out allowing you to reach the secret exit. In order to reach the first circular platform you must strafe run (run at 45 degrees). 
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WARP TO LEVEL STAGING AREA 
1NVULNERABLE ON 
HEALTH BOOST lOOX 
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At the point where you collect the yellow key run out onto the platform where the blue Soul Sphere is. Then turn and face in this direction and run into 
the wall. The wall is invisible and you will enter a hidden area leading to the secret exit. 

As you walk onto the floorboards in the raised right hand section behind where the Laser power-up is located, it triggers a switch to appear on a wall behind the 
laser. Shoot the switch and that triggers another switch to appear to your left through the square window. Shoot that switch and the power-up will lower. 

As you approach the level’s exit 
(through the yellow door) and 

climb the stairs pictured you will 
trigger a secret door back outside. 
Go back out through the yellow key 
door, turn left and enter the cave 

to reach the secret exit. 

As you approach the level’s exit and you walk past this overhang the screen will shake. Return back to the room where the last Laser power-up is 
located and a switch will have appeared. Hit the switch to transport the power-up and quickly run to the area shown. 

The first power-up makes your laser fire faster, the second makes it fire two 
beams and the third makes it fire three beams! But not only do the Demon 
icons act as laser power-ups, you can also use them as keys to close the 
three portals on the last level! Simply push against the three switches to 

stop the monsters from teleporting in! 

\ 
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.. 
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18 Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 





READERS’ TOP TEN 
1. Mario Kart 64 - N64 

2. Mario 64 - N64 

3. Tomb Raider- PS 

4. Turok- N64 

5. Star Wars: SOTE-mA 
6. Resident Evil - PS 

7. Tekken 2 - PS 

8. SoulBlade - PS 

9. Wave Race 64 - N64 

10. Daytona CCE - Saturn 

SKBSr* 

1. Zelda 64 - N64 

2. Final Fantasy VII - PS 
3. Tekken 3 - PS 
4. StarFox 64 - N64 

5. Resident Evil 2 - PS 
6. Doom 64 - N64 

7. Yoshi’s Island 64 - N64 

8. SF III -Arcade 
9. VF3 - Saturn 
10. Wild Arms - PS 

1. Castlevania X - PS 
2. Wild Arms-PS 
3. Shining the Holy Ark - Saturn 
4. Doom 64 - N64 
5. Cyberbots - Saturn 

6. Blast Corps - N64 
7. MegaMan 8 - PS 
8. Human Grand Prix - N64 
9. Metal Slug - Saturn 
10. Guardian Heroes - Saturn 

1. Death Tank (PowerSlave) - Saturn 
2. Castlevania X - PS 
3. Final Fantasy VII - PS 
4. Street Fighter III - Arcade 
5. House of the Dead - Arcade 

6. Cyberbots - Saturn 
7. Doom 64 - N64 
8. Blast Corps- N64 
9. ManxTT- Saturn 
10. StarFox - SNES 

1. Blast Corps - N64 
K 2. Turok- N64 
(/) 3. Street Fighter III - Arcade 

4. Rally Cross - PS 
5. Choro Q2 - PS 

1. B/asf Corps -N64 
Q 2. Castlevania X - PS 

3. Sangoku Musou - PS 
gj 4. Raystorm - PS 

5. Cyberbots - Saturn 

UEVELOPEFI’B 
TOPTEN 

This Month's Guest: 

Dominick Meissner 
Designer, LOBOTOMY SOFTWARE 

6. Jet Moto - PS 
7. Cyberbots - Saturn 
8. CoolBoarders - PS 
9. Black Dawn - PS 
10. Agile Warrior F111X -PS 

6. Street Fighter III - Arcade 
7. Choro Q2 - PS 
8. Super GT - Arcade 
9. Bushido Blade - PS 
10. Cotton-TurboDuo 

1. Final Fantasy VII - PS 
2. Turok- N64 
3. Castlevania X - PS 
4. Bushido Blade - PS 
5. RockMan 8 - PS 

1. Suikoden- PS 
2. Persona - PS 
3. KoF ’96 - Saturn 
4. Samurai Shodown IV - Neo»Geo 
5. Soul Blade - PS 

6. Herzog Zwei - Genesis 
7. Bushido Brade - PS 
8. Space Harrier- Saturn 
9. Quake - PC 
10. Trouble Shooter- Genesis 

1. Death Tank (PowerSlave) - Saturn p 
2. Bushido Blade - PS 
3. Castlevania X - PS 
4. Wild Arms - PS 
5. Guardian Heroes - Saturn 

6. Blast Corps - N64 
7. Bare Knuckle 2 - Mega Drive 
8. Nights - Saturn 
9. Electrocop - Lynx 
10. Diablo -PC 

6. Seiken Densetsu - SNES 
7. Soul Edge - PS 
8. Fighters Megamix - Saturn 
9. Zelda: Link’s Awakening - GB 
10. Mario 64 -N64 

WIN THE MINE SYSTEM SF YSIICMICEI ENTER TOMYI 
All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren’t out yet, 
on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: GAMEFAN TOP TEN, 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: 
Your choice of a 32X, Your choice of one of the Picks A FREE year of GameFan! 
VIRTUAL BOY, or NOMAD. of the Month in Viewpoint. The best magazine in the universe! 

Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per month. Drawings will be held on the 21st ot each month. The three (3) winners will be notified 
by mail and listed on this page. For a complete list of rules and regulations write: GameFan Top Ten with self addressed & stamped envelope. 

to last month’s winners: 
I First Prize: 
Sang Kwon, Torrance, CA 
Second Prize: 
Shannon Tsai, Buena Park, CA | 

I Third Prize: 
| Joe Stepsis, Millsboro, DE 



• 10 all new arenas, and this time they’re enclosed. 
• 30 characters. 12 completely new, each armed with their own deadly weapon. 

• Select from an unbelievable 30 frames per second or an even faster 60 frames per second. 

• Unique save/ranking feature holds your place between matches. • 2 player mode. 
• Dozens of brand new fighting combos. • Improved game and control dynamics. 

http://www.playmatestoys.com 

ESRB 

4^ 
PlayStation 

PIErM is a trademark of Playmates Interactive Entertainment. Battle Arena Toshinden 3 and its characters are trademarks of 
Takara Co. Ltd. ® 1997 All rights reserved. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the PlayStation 

game console. PlayStation and PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. 
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ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 

PlayStation 

RAVCN 

MACINTOSH, and. Windows®95 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR NINTENDO 64 

SUPPORTS 

4 PLAYERS! 

(NINTENDO 64 VERSION ONLY) 
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welcome, runtendo 64 users, ro the decaying world of iDCyCCTl. 

us a mAge, a cleric, or wArrior, you And trbV~££ friends bAve rbe Abiliry ro go 

be Ad-to-be Ad m a split scrttn deAtbmAtcb. you bAve a wiclced 

of meclievd. L we a ArsenAl of meaievd.1 weAponry. you bAve superbumAn 

powers, you hAve TTO l cl £ A wbAt you’ll be gerring yourself5 inro. bejcen. 

be yond evib . beyond hope, beyond Any 3-d ^AKtie ever ereAted. 

^jfTrf^T.TTS 
' Distributed by 

GT Inturjclivo Soil wore1 

If. EAST 40TU SI.. NIAV YORK, NY lOUK. 

www.gtinteractive.comwww.idsoftware.com 

Oj§95, 1997 Raven Solfware, Int. All Rights Reserved. Published by Id Sotlware, Ini . Distributed by C1T Interactive Software Corp. PlayStation and the 

•lotion trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Int. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Nintendo, The Official Seal, Nintendo 64 

llfandlogo are trademarks ol Nintendo ol America Inc. 1 199b Nintendo ol America Ini. All other trademarks are the property of their respective companies. 
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WARGODS 
NINTENDO 64 

NINTENDO 
FIGHTING 

The 1st problem I had playing I I 
WarGods N64 was the 3D joystick. Tv 
Neither the D-pad or analog stick pro- 
vide accurate enough response vs this \ ^ 
insane CPU Al. If you like WG and \\ 
really want everything out of it buy a \ 
good arcade stick. As far as the lrans-1 . r_-L._ 
lation goes, Midway & Eurocom have done a fantastic 
job as this is purely the version to own. I find the 
game itself, when taken lightly, an OK cliche fighter. 
3D with MK/SF controls. It’s not a deep strategic 
game but an entertaining one nevertheless, if you’re 
into that sort of thing. My main complaint? The walk¬ 
ing animation... Polygonal constipation? 

iGk ICL iPl-, fMk [OL [7Al 
8 8) 7 7 8. 

For all intents and purposes,[~~~~ 
WarGods is Mortal Kombat 3D. TheP**;^' 
characters may be new, but the set‘ 
ting and gameplay are all too famil-|' • , 
iar. If you like the idea of MK-s\y\ef*v: * 
gameplay in a 3D environment then 
WarGods is for you. Of course, thatL_>.—«I 
also means you’re mentally ill, but I guess that 
goes with the territory. Midway are to be com¬ 
mended on taking the time to improve the N64 ver¬ 
sion of WarGods over all others, but in my opinion 
they wasted their time. Still, this could be the last 
Midway game EVER to feature fatalities, so gore 
junkies should get their kicks while they can. 

WWAB 

I’ll just come right out and say it: l|‘l*M0^-- 
don’t like this game. I could care T «« 
less that it’s passe to say that I M\ <) 
never liked MK, but it’s true, and V*Y W 
this is basically a 3D MK. I must r ? 
commend Eurocom for taking the! ; .~i.iL.- 
extra time to actually improve this version over 
the arcade, but that’s like trying to turn Mama’s 
Family into quality TV. I suppose if you like MK, 
this 3D take might be satisfactory, though it’s far 
too issue-laden for me. What sorry state do we 
exist in where this is the only 3D fighter for N64? 

[GT-, [cv. [Pl-1 [Mk [OU fftftl 
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DORAEMON 
NINTENDO 64 

EPOCH 
ADVENTURE 

I’m surprised it’s taken this long for 
the first Mario 64 clone to arrive, but 
then there hasn’t been a whole lot of 
3rd party N64 software coming out of 
Japan recently. Doraemon is a bia 
tant rip off of NCL’s masterpiece in 
almost every conceivable way: graph¬ 
ics, sound, control, camera, and most of all game¬ 
play. Still, Mario 64 is an amazing game, and by 
merely being half as good, Doraemon manages to 
be worthy. Taken on its own, it’s great fun, and the 
variety of controllable characters are a nice touch. 
But if Mario 64 didn’t exist, neither would this. 

|GL |Ck [PL [ML \Ol [Ml 

Here we have the first true Mario 64 clone. 
The engine, the design, literally everything 
in Doraemon looks like it was...umm... 
inspired by Mar/o 64. Thankfully, this inspi- 4 
ration couldn’t have come from a better 
game, and Doraemon adds to the formula. | * .> :tf\ 
Four other friends accompany Japan’s \ 
favorite blue pussy cat, so with 5 uniquel.. V— 
characters to use (each with their own personalized items) 
the game takes on a whole new appeal. It’s a little short, 
with only 17 levels, but the environments are huge and 
somehow very addicting (as in ‘sure, I’ll explore this’). The 
music is death to the ears, and some sound effects reach a 
level of high-pitch annoyance that only dogs could appreci¬ 
ate, but otherwise the game is aesthetically sound. A decent 
little 3D platformer, but not spectacular. _ 

8 8 8 6 5 

GL C PL ML O 
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As those in the know at GameFan 
will tell you, I am not a corridor 
player. The genre’s just not for me, 4 $1$ 
and Jaleco/Genki’s Brahma Force *’ 
makes little headway towards f 
altering that personal preference. 1 \ 
While I must commend the well done and intu¬ 
itive control, there isn’t that much else here to 
light my fire. The fighting game style 2D back¬ 
drops are visually disheartening, as are the 
somewhat lame and boring mechanical ene¬ 
mies. Merely an OK game in my book. 
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THUNDER TRUCK 
PLAYSTATION 
PSYGNOSIS 

RACING 

wesesot y 
OVERBLOOD 

PLAYSTATION 
ELECTRONIC ARTS 

ADVENTURE 

L 9 

iSSrl 

I’d have to say that I was pleasantly sur¬ 
prised by Brahma Force. The graphics 
are clean and appropriate to the theme, 
with control that deserves kudos just for jjJuSS 
putting everything where it should be.Hj^ 
The level design, while visually repeti-1 Jj _( 
tive, is actually quite varied from area1-—^ 
to area with a great deal of Jumping Flash style plat¬ 
form action required. Unfortunately, the enemy drones 
are pretty boring and therefore un-satisfying to kill. 
Still, an enjoyable corridor experience - if you can live 
without shooting people,dinosaurs or demons. They 
don’t call me DJ Beltlogger for nothin,’ you know. 

GjL [CL [PL M[ 0 , DO 
® © © ® 

I ended up enjoying this game a lit- , 
tie more than I initially thought I y 
would. Corridor games, while I do JttfS-q 
play them on occasion, are no\WmfGmV 
exactly my cup of tea. But Brahma * r 
Force’s solid control and better 
than average three dimensional ' 
level layout had me enjoying myself. The occa¬ 
sional massive boss was also greatly appreciat¬ 
ed as was the intermittent and intro CG. If you 
like corridor games, especially those with a 
Japanese mech flavor, Brahma Force should do 
you nicely. 

IGL fi^L fPL 1ML fOL [041 
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There seems to be a torrent of off-road 
racers flooding the GameFan offices at 
the moment, and with the exception of 
Rally Cross, they’ve all been pretty 
crap. So how does Thunder Truckmea 
sure up? Not bad actually. I like the 
tight control and the vehicle interacts 
convincingly with the terrain. But why, oh why is it so 
easy to damage your truck? You actually get penal¬ 
ized for catching air—one of the coolest parts of the 
game. The graphics are smooth and well lit, albeit 
marred by some harsh pop-up, while the music fits the 
action perfectly. The whole thing also seemed a little 
slow, but I guess you get used to it. Not bad._ 

Hmm, Thunder Truck... The charac¬ 
ters are excellent. The sound and ipj 
graphics, acceptable. The control is IK f / 
a bit goofy, and feels a bit over-sensi- f * 
tive. My biggest gripe with this game: 
Catching big air, only to be taken out , j 
of the race by a broken suspension.VJEk ml. 
I’ve been told Rally Cross (which I love!) was just too 
realistic for a game, but if you’re going to be realis¬ 
tic, shouldn’t the realism add to the game, instead of 
taking out one of the funnest parts of a game? TTR’s 
pretty good, if you don’t mind that little factor, 
though. I guess we all prefer our own slices of real¬ 
ity^. How’s the new laugh coming, Shidoshj?_ 

G CL P M O G !CL Ph ML O 
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Overblood has issues. The graphics are 
phenomenal—some of the best in the 
genre—but they do little to hide the prob¬ 
lematic gameplay. With a 3D engine this L 
incredible (and the huge environments it ayL 
supports) the game should be completely *> 
non-linear. Instead, you’re led from puz- * 
zle to puzzle, often completely cut off 
from further exploration. I appreciate the fact that many 
of these scenarios are isolated to give the game a cine¬ 
matic feel (complete with story CG at every turn), but this 
begins to get old. Ultimately, the lame fighting system 
could fail you, the camera will annoy you, and the stiff 
controls might kill you. The game is huge, though, so 3D 
adventure fans should enjoy the quest. 

Don’t be fooled. Just looking at the 
screen shots, this game looks amaz¬ 
ing. Pick it up and play for a bit and 
that illusion is completely shattered. 
The control and collision are so bad 
that simply moving forward with 
seemingly no obstacles in your pathL 
becomes a tedious chore. The control is way too 
imprecise, and what’s worse, the game is con¬ 
stantly putting you in situations where this failing 
is slapping you in the face. So much time was 
obviously spent on the environment in this game 
that it’s hard to believe that something as crucial as 
player control could be so screwed. 
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Oh man, hurt me why don’t you!! 
An anime series of legendary pro¬ 
portions, which I love, gets a 
heapin’ helpin of a heatin’ with the 
ugly stick. This game is just poor 
in every sense of the word. 
Obviously created in mere months to cash in on 
the anime. Bandai should be ashamed of them¬ 
selves. Beyond the animation clips which aren’t 
even full screen, everything about VFX\s disas¬ 
trous. Will the 2D Saturn version help mend 
these wounds? I sure hope so. 

This is a spectacular RPG. In fact, 
if not for FF7, Wild Arms would def¬ 
initely be RPG of the year so far. 
Never mind though, Sony’s got ’em 
both! And if you’re smart, you’ll buy 
’em both! Awesome music (I even 
bought the soundtrack), a great 
story with fantastic characters, and some of the 
best fighting I’ve ever seen (including summon- 
able beasts which fill the screen with dancing 
light) will keep you crazy-glued to this huge feast 
of an RPG. Add to that, rendered characters in the 
overhead mode (it’s about time) and super 
detailed locales and you’ve got RPG bliss,___ 

[Gk [Cl, [Pk [Ml-, ®l OR 

Need For Speed is one of the few 
games that was better on 3D0 than 
PS, and after seeing NFS2 on PS you 
can’t help but imagine what it would 
be like on 3D0, because it sure can’t 
be any worse than this! NFS2 fea¬ 
tures a mediocre frame rate, terrible 
control, bad pop-up and a road that seems to stand 
still when you go fast! That’s just wrong! The real 
cars are a cool hook, and the tracks are actually 
pretty well thought out, but the whole deal is let 
down by the weak game engine. I know NFS is pop¬ 
ular, but I think even NFS fans are going to be dis¬ 
appointed with this one. Try before you buy._ 

www 
Macross anime: cool! 
Macross PS game: poor! 
That’s right people, this 
‘game’ is an unfettered 
tragedy that makes the 
Titanic look watertight. Ugly, jerky 
visuals; repetitive, tedious game- 
play; sad, SAD tunes and poor FMV. 
Even die hard Macross fans should 
say ixnay to this one. 
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LEYNOS 2 
SATURN 
MASAYA 

PLATFORM SHOOTING 
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A series which I’ve loved since the[T 
impossible Target Earth gets a huge I 
kick in the butt by the 2D savvy A S; 
Saturn. The options in Leynos 2are V 5 
absolutely stunning as this version 
is as deep in strategy as it is in * 
action. Choosing and setting up your 
mech for each level has never been this integral a 
part of the game, but it’s certainly welcome as it 
only adds to the overall feeling of the quest. 
Graphically, detail is high, scaling is prominent 
and the art is first rate. A top-notch game that 
should get the full SOA treatment... We’ll see. 

Gk [CL Bn (ML o [oa 
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Hey, remember me? Just thought 
I’d stop by and educate y’all ’bout 
a brown-toned gem that’s one of 
the finest RPGs in recent memo 
ry. Sure, it can’t compete with 
FFVII (except in the category of 
brown-ness), but there’s no better game to 
play while you wait for that masterpiece. Wild 
Arms is full of cool puzzles, well-designed 
enemies, good tunes, and very brown loca¬ 
tions. This’ll probably be the 2nd best RPG 
you play this year, and definitely the brownest. 

Ik Ik Bilk [Ok [So 
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I loved the original ASL with a pas-l ■_ > ■ 
sion, and believe me: No one was 
looking forward to this sequel more 
than me. So does it live up to my Jp • | ' 
expectations? Hell, yeah! ASL2f\5^,* jro 
rocks in a big way. It has some 
problems (namely, it’s too short! .fer: 
and the animation is occasionally lacking), but 
the hardcore 2D blasting action and advanced 
mech management sections more than make up 
for that. The bottom line is: If you liked ASL 
you’re going to love ASL2. At times the sprite 
count is just insane! Feel the Saturn 2D power! 
Now let’s hope it gets an official release._ 

Oh Lordy, the 3-D engine in this 
game is so sub-par. Marvel in 
seeing the road texture seeming¬ 
ly come to a halt as you blast 
through canyon passes. Thrill toi I 
the horrendous frame rate. ThisL_ 
could have been a good game, as the 
premise is sound and the track layouts are 
good. There’s also a great replay system and 
the two player mode is decent, in that it’s not 
much worse looking than the one player. Too 
bad, this coulda been a contenda. 

I know Macross. I like Macross. This Tm I 
game, dear sirs at UNiT, is NO 
Macross. If this had been done to a 
series that I loved, like Evangelion or " - " 
Tenchi Muyo, I would probably be 
assembling a letter bomb addressed 
to the programmers right now instead L_—_ 
of writing this viewpoint. Horrible graphics, horri¬ 
ble music, horrible gameplay, horrible control, 
even after more than a year of delays. I’m honest¬ 
ly surprised Bandai allowed this game to come out. 
I’d be willing to bet that I could open up a copy of 
C++, let my cat walk around on the keyboard, and 
come up with a better game than this. 

Ik ick gk ik [oi [33I <k <k <k (2) <k\*o\ 

I can only look at so many CG ren¬ 
ders’ before I snap. Wild Arms is all 
traditional, loaded with the beautiful £1^ 
2D artwork I crave in an RPG. Cool kq 
3D battles too, with some truly ( 
frightening enemies. But the game, 
oh, the game! This is such an1 J 
enjoyable quest. It’s not terribly difficult, but the 
dungeons offer countless little Zeida-style puzzles, 
an unexpected feature in your typical RPG. The 
music is excellent (sometimes spectacular) and 
the translation is very well done. Wild Arms is a 
super-solid RPG well worth your money. 

Like any hard-core Sega fan, I loved I - . 
the original Leynos (in all of its 
impossible to beat glory). The 4 
sequel keeps with the same formu- f? *■; 
la: mad sprites, perfect control, and { 'tf. 
a running storyline. The Saturn is , % 
such a 2D monster! It’s hard to1-—-J 
believe there’s so many detailed little sprites flying 
around the screen at once. The game is a little too 
short, but you’ll have to earn your way into the cool 
ending which takes mucho skill. Besides, the 
gameplay is so, so solid you’ll probably come back 
many times. US release? Think Sega, think. 
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MANX TT 
SATURN 

SEGA 
RACING 

REAL BOUT 
NE09GE0 

SNK 
FIGHTING 

Wow, a Sega racer that I really don’tI I 
care for, who’d of ever thunk it? Manx 1 ^ 
is just to unrealistic and one dimen- ' A &<> 
sional for my taste. The cycle’s turn- £ 
ing radius is broken, and there’s but a W 
mere two tracks (each mirrored to 
equal four), wow, thanks a lot. I-- 
never got the feeling I was in a realistic or fair race 
as the CPU bikes sweep through turns as I wrestle 
my bike to and fro attempting to negotiate the terrain 
as smoothly. The analog’s not much better. I have 
no idea what my comrades are smokin.’ 50 bucks? 
No way! I’d rather play Hang-On Genesis, honestly. 

Gk [Ck gk Ik [CO 
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Striding into the fighting arena is Terry 
Bogard. And his brother Andy. You may 
have met them before. Like twenty times^ 
before... But no matter, because this^^ki|r 
game has large explosions, men in bothHI 
tight-fitting and wide-leg pantaloons,5-.. 
bouncing breasts (Mai shows no sign of || ' 
sagging) and the Chief’s very favorite fight- ”——— 
ing game character... an elderly vegetable gardener named 
Tung Fu Rue... SNK has obviously lobotomized their devel¬ 
opers and encrypted the old adage “If it ain’t broken...don’t 
fix it!” into their skulls. However, even if Mr. Rox is begin¬ 
ning to sicken himself of the Fatal Fury series, I’m still 
happy to pummel Geese Howard into the dirt... again. And 
of course, despite this tired game engine, this still pum¬ 
mels War Gods into small squishy pieces. 

WkMUS 

Considering this is the first AM con-[~~~ 
version to be developed out ofRpS^k^S 
house, it really isn’t that bad. The * 
courses are detailed, the control is ‘15? 
tight (particularly with the analog * 
pad) and apart from some occasion- 
al clipping issues, the graphics are- 
above average. What’s more, the split-screen two 
player mode actually works for a change! 
However, there are problems. The CPU Al is hor¬ 
rendously cheap, and a couple of new tracks 
would have been nice. Still a decent fix for speed 
junkies and another notch in Sega’s belt. 

iGk fCk [Pk [MU lOln [OCl 
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Real Bout Fatal Fury Special is not I 
the crowning jewel in SNK’s fighting 
game lineup, in my opinion. That k:, 
doesn’t mean, however, that it’s not 
worth a look. Graphics are good, 
music and sound effects solid, the ^ 
gameplay has some different, innov-1-— 
ative features, and hey, it’s got Blue Mary. I guess 
my big complaint is that I don’t feel they are doing 
all that they could with the game. Still, it’s anoth¬ 
er quality title from the true fighting game compa¬ 
ny, and Fatal Fury fans should be more than 
pleased with the series’ progression. 

Gk Ck PL ML O 
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This is such a surprising conversion.! 
First things first: The graphics are 
very good. We’re talking a Daytona o\6> 
CCE (import) level of detail. Some of A “ 
you may scoff at that statement, but if .*> 
30 fps, great vehicle models, and 
excellent trackside detail translates! .. V_ 
into BAD for you, umm, what am I missing? The con¬ 
trol is a beautiful thing as well, especially with the 
Saturn’s perfect analog controller (D-pad with Man# 
Don’t even go there!). Two tracks (four layouts if you 
mirror and flip ’em) is not enough, but they’re 
extremely well-designed. Except for the sometimes 
cheap Al, Manx TT\s a top-quality racer. 

[GL [ck gk l**k Si M (k fk (k (k 
Another day, another SNK fighter. 
Real Bouts the latest in the long 
line of Fatal Fury games, and it’s 
probably the best of the series. The 
art isn’t quite SNK’s best, but it does! 
have the familiar sort of chunky 
feeling of an SNK game. Now I’ll1-“— 
readily admit to being spoiled by the jaw dropping 
animation of SFIII, but I’ve seen better animation 
in some of SNK’s other titles. Fans of the series 
will no doubt find a lot here to have fun with, not 
the least of which are some hilarious voice sam¬ 
ples. I doubt it will convert non-FFfans, though. 
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IN DEVELOPMENT 
it can also be a light or make a noise. It 
turns out there's a creature living inside 
the Rig called Bangus with a silent B. 
Bangus is a bad term on his planet. So 
Wex is a mixture of a couple of things. 
He's got a humorous side—the comedy 
sidekick thing—and a bitchin' weapon 
that lets him torture things! 
GF: Wlmt's the story? 
DP: Wild 9 all takes place on a planet 
were the main bad guy, Karn, just spends 
all day shooting down stuff for fun. 
Anything that flies by, he shoots it down. 
And if nothing flies by, he just shoots at 
what he's already shot down! He'll just 
shoot at the old debris, and break it up 
some more. So the whole planet around 
Karn's main gun has been completely 
scorched and torn to death. Wex and the 
Wild 9 are some of the people who got 
shot down by Karn, and find themselves 
trapped on this planet. 
GF: Tell us about Karn. 
DP: Karn is just this huge, huge, impossi¬ 
ble to beat, huge, enjoy pain, huge kind of 
head that sits on a ceiling. 
GF: Impossible to beat? 
DP: Yeah. He's just so big! Unless your 
weapon was as big as house you just 
couldn't do any damage. 
GF: So that makes the end-game boss con¬ 
frontation kind of interesting doesn't it? 
DP: You could say that (smiles). We 
already have the end sequence designed. 
GF: From what I've seen, Wild 9 looks like 
it's going to be a 2.5D game—2D control in 
a 3D world. 
DP: Yeah. The problem we have is that 
joypads are still 2D. I know people say, 
"Oh the N64 pad is 3D," but just try walk¬ 
ing across a bridge in Mario 64. You can't 
do it. You end up having to stop and keep 
adjusting. That's because controllers are 
not 3D yet. They will be, but they're not 
yet. And we were concerned about that, 
because it affects the gameplay. We want 
you to feel like you can kill stuff real easy, 
and enjoy killing stuff! So when we need 
to it to be 2D, it'll be 2D, and when not 
it'll be 3D. For instance, when you're 
fighting Karn it will be 3D. 
GF: Are there multiple paths through each level? 
I )P: Uh-huh. It's a real 3D engine, it's not 
2D. You can go anywhere—you can go 
under bridges and the camera will follow 
you through it. We control the camera like 

SHINY HAPPY PEOPLE MAKING GAMES 
This month Knightmare and Substance D 
braved a perilous, all-expenses paid lim¬ 
ousine ride to the den of iniquity that is 
Shiny HQ, to check out Wild 9, 
PlayStation MDK, and generally shoot 
the breeze with the tall one himself: 
Dave Perry (six foot eight inches and 
growing, fact fans!). As always our trip 
was filled with surprises, particularly the 
astonishing revelation that... well, you 
want to know, you have to read! 

MDK... 
GF: What does MDK really stand for? 
DP: Max, Dr. Fluke Hawkins, and Kurt. 
We've had fun with that because everyone 
was questioning it. 
GF: What are your thoughts on MDK now 
that it's been released? 
DP: MDK opened a lot of doors for us, 
and we got real focused. After EW] and 
EWJ2 we discussed whether we wanted to 
stay with 2D or go 3D, and I chose 3D. 
Since then, we've really gone for it aggres¬ 
sively. So the whole company went 
through a year making that transition. 
Now we have a plan. 
GF: Have you been happy with the response? 
DP: MDK was reviewed in Germany as the 
best PC game ever made!! 
GF: They allowed it in Germany? 
DP: It's not really that violent a game. It's 
kind of-funny. It's not shooting people, so 
they kind of let it through, the game 
itself has been really popular. 
GF: You must be pleased. 
DP: Yes, but we have a real problem now: 
If the press gets a bad game from us they're 
going to kill us. If we average 95% for MDK 
and we ship a game that gets 60%'s, we're 
dead! So we're going to keep working on 
games before we release them. I mean, I'd 
kill a bad game before I released it. 

simply designing the characters. This time 
round we've used a guy called Kevin 
Munroe who worked on Ren and Stimpy and 
The Simpsons. The writers are actually from 
the Batman and Spiderman cartoon series! 
GF: Where did the original idea come from? 
DP: It was originally Tom Tanaka's idea, 
but then Kevin ended up taking over the 
whole thing and building all the charac¬ 
ters out of it. Tom originally designed it as 
a women, which was interesting because 
now that Tomb Raider's come out the 
whole 'women thing' has been done. But 
at the time it was original. The idea for 
the torture weapon was mine. 
GF: You mentioned that before. Something 
about a guy who would annoy you and the 
ability to torture him. 
DP: It has to domith game design and the 
stuff we worry about. Basically, if you 
break gameplay—break the gamer's con¬ 
trol—that pisses them off. We had an idea 
in Wild 9 that there would be this character 
who would take away your control deliber¬ 
ately just to piss you off, and then, when 
you eventually found him, you would take 
great pleasure from torturing him. 
GF: Who's the main character in Wild 9? 
DP: The main character is a guy named 

Its not.reatly,t/iat viotent .a game. Its 
kind of funny., it s net sliootincT people... 

THe game itsetf Has been realty poputar 
WILD 9... 

GF: First question. Is it Wild 9 or Wikl^? 
•writ's Wihf9 but it's easier to say Wild 9's. 
GF: How longiias it been in development now? 
DP: We've been doing it now for about a 
year. Conceptually a lot on time went into 

Wex Major, and he's like this action hero 
with a bitchin' weapon called the Rig. 
The Rig is controlled by a glove that he 
wears on one hand, and depending on the 
position of his hand, he can make the rig 
do different things. It can be a weapon, or 
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a director. That was another issue with a 
lot of games: Camera control is very 
hard to handle. You know the way in 
Mario 64 the camera sometimes $ 
won't let you select the view you 
want, or in Tomb Raider when it gets 
stuck in a wall. It's a very hard thing to 
solve. The game that I laughed at was 
Die Hard Trilogy on the PS. They could¬ 
n't get the camera in the room with you 
so they just make the walls go invisible! 
GF: Yeah, but it worked. 
DP: It was a good solution. Our solu- # 
tion is simply to make sure nothing like 
that happens. We direct the game. You 
don't have to be a cameraman as well. 
GF: You said that the control will vary 
from 2D to 3D* Apart from the 2D plat¬ 
form sections, what other types ofgameplay 
do you have in mind? 
DP: You can ride on a Hover Bike as well. 
GF: How does the Rig work? 
DP: At the minute it's pretty straightfor¬ 
ward. You pick up weapons and you use 
them. Some of the weapons are funny. 
We have a bowling beam that inflates ene¬ 
mies when you shoot them, and you can 
grab the guy and roll him like a bowling 
ball to knock everyone else out of the way. 
The rig varies depending on what power- 
up you pick up. 
GF: What other kinds of power-ups are there? 
DP: We have different kinds of shots. 
There's one where you shoot people with a 
missile and it drills into them and knocks 
them down to the floor; and they'll be 
twitching and screaming; then it will count 
down and blow them up! In '97, the idea of 
enemies disappearing in a puff of smoke 
when you kill them is over. Also the idea of 
jumping on things with your bottom is over. 
GF: How large are you going to make Wild 
9? How many levels? 
DP: I don't think it's going to be huge, 
it's probably only going to be around 10 
levels. The problem is not the size, it's the 
time needed to focus on the specific bits 
of each level. I actually will be pushing 
them NOT to add too much stuff. 
GF: You said that Wild 9 will be the most 
animated game ever. Give us an example. 
DP: The basic idea was to make the 
world look alive. We're going to have 
everything moving. We have things 
moving so subtly—sometimes less than a 
pixel—that you have to anti-alias it to get 
it to appear. And Wex, the main charac¬ 
ter, will never stop moving. He'll be sit¬ 
ting there blinking, moving—the guy 
will just never freeze. Also if you jump 
off something and floor is hard, you'll 
get a better jump than if the floor is soft, 
or breaking away. We'll have animations 
for absolutely everything. 
GF: Your character reacts to the floor he's on? 
DP: Say you jump and the floor falls away, 
Wex will go 'Whoooah!'—you'll get one of 
those jumps—as opposed to the usual 

'boing, boing, 
boing' jump of most 
games. We haven't 
added those animations 
yet, but we will. Also you will be able to 
pick up a lot of background _ 
objects and pile them on top of | 
each other. There's a lot of 
physics in there; stuff we always 
wanted to do with the Genesis but 
could never do. 

SEGA HIATUS... 
GF: So Wild 9 is for both Saturn and PS? 
DP: Actually we've, er... postponed the 
Saturn version. Until Sega does some¬ 
thing that inspires us you're not going 
to be seeing that. 
GF: But everything we've seen of the game so 
far has been Saturn! 
DP: Yeah, that's true. It's all up and run¬ 
ning. We have a very, very fast Saturn 
engine. It actually has more effects than 
the PS version. But to continue to work 
on the Saturn version at this point just 
doesn't make any sense. 
GF: This is Sega's worst nightmare really. 
Losing 3rd party support like you? 
DP: To see people leaving them must be 
breaking their heart. 
GF: But especially Shiny. You 
guys have always sup¬ 
ported Sega. ** 
DP: It's very sad. 
Recently I 
there's 
been a lot | ^ * 
of com- S i.. j lip 

Tfte main character 
is a guy named wex 
Major, and he's tike 
this action hero with 

a bitchin’ weapon 
catted the Rig." 

panics 
not work¬ 

ing on Saturn, and we have. 
I've invested a lot of money 

and time into making sure we do 
Saturn stuff. But until I see some posi¬ 
tive action from. Sega... I mean, as of 
today they still haven't even dropped 
their price. And matching is not going 
to do it. They're going to have to go 
below PS and N64, and I don't think 
they're going to do that. They need to 
go to $129 or $99. 
GF: You think $99 would do it? 
DP: I call it the Nag Factor. The Nag 
Factor for a kid to his parents is about 150 
bucks. If they nag them forever they'll get 
a 150 dollars out of them. But they're not 
going to get 250 or 500. You know, the 

f 3DO concept: 700 dollars! They just can't 
nag that hard. They'd have to pull a knife 
on their parents to do it. 

EXPANSION INTO PC... 
DP: Something I want to tell you, which 
I'd like you to keep under your hats, is 
that we're in the process of hiring the 
Tomb Raider team to come and join Shiny. 

! Which is going to cause a real stir. 
(Ed. note: They have not accepted the offer as 
of today, 3/26/97—Knightmare) 
GF: You're kidding! How did that happen? 
DP: Well I can't really tell you... Ok, I will. 
Basically they came to us with a great idea 
for a game and we're going to let them do it. 
GF: What system? 
DP: PC. Actually, I'm going to show you 
something in a minute, if the guys are avail¬ 
able. We have a new technology that we're 
going to be demonstrating at E3. I'll give 
you the first look at it. Nobody's seen it. 

IN DEVELOPMENT CONTINUES ON PAGE 104 29 



I ister Dr. Zeng. Mace Daniels, private investigator, happened upon the Doctor’s evil schemes 
I while working on a bizarre kidnapping case. As she investigated the abduction of the theo- 

HHMBeg# retical scientist, she discovered many cases of theft at top secret research laboratories world¬ 
wide. Simultaneously, the new drug Biothene (a “wonder drug” introduced 5 months earlier) was 
beginning to show signs of horrible side effects. Makes you feel like a million bucks, like you could take 
on tiie world, then slams you down so low you feel like a mindless zombie. Mace believes Dr. Zeng is 
somehow orchestrating the whole tiling. She contacts her friend Dr. Blair, hoping to gain new infor¬ 
mation, but discovers he was gunned down while trying to foil a robbery of experimental research. 
Blair’s assistant, Alana McKendrick, saw him as a father. She snaps, demanding revenge, and joins Mace 
in her cause. The stolen research involved Myathene, a powerful energy source that can be added to 
Biothene to enhance its effects a thousand-fold. The potential for catastrophe is undeniable. Mace 
decides to search for the killers, and calls on her friend Hawk Manson for help. The vigilante street 
fighter jumps at the opportunity to fight. Dim Rage, her long time friend and expert fighter, is unable 

to help, but he offers another option: A 
mmmmmmmm——.... prisoner, Ben Jackson (a.k.a. Smasher) 

mm. mm f nnr: * would be ideal for the job... If he helps, 
tie goes free. Given these options, he 

“ipP® agrees. Mace has her four-man team, 
- - and they hit the sheets... 

As you can tell by the shots, the preview FF has only one of four 
characters: Hawk. At this point, very few of his special moves, combos 

and throws are available. Above, from left to right, we have his head 
butt, slam, and the only special move, the 360" Spin. A whopping 

40-50 moves per character are planned, including complex combos, 
chain hits within grabs (Tekken 2-style), and special weapon-based 

attacks (check out the cool rocket launcher, right). 
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THE GAME STRUCTURE One of the most intriguing elements of 
Fighting Force is its level design. The game is structured in two distinct 
ways: full 3D and semi 3D. Let’s start off with a full 3D level, such as 
Level 1 (check-out the shots for a reference). You start on the street, near the parking 
lot beneath Dr. Zeng’s HQ. This is a real street, by the way. There are trees, street lights, 
trash cans that can be destroyed, and a two-way street—busy with polygonal traffic of 
all sorts (like taxis, buses, etc.). Quite impressive. Anyway, because this environment 
is in full 3D, feel free to move absolutely anywhere. Play in traffic, trash some parked 
cars, anything goes in a real time 3D beat-’em-up world. You can lure the ‘black suits’ 
(the designated punks of the level) into traffic, maybe toss them under a passing yellow 

cause I’ve never been ^ _ I_ J cab for kicks, just because you can. It’s all indescribably cool, 
....if afcie to dc> this before. And best of all, with polygonal characters, objects, vehicles, and 

a giant environment, 24 fps keeps on flowing. The most ambitious upcoming full 3D level being planned is the Bronx. Here 
you enter the Bronx at night, via a massive bridge loaded with wrecked cars, debris, and a host of 
bloodthirsty thrill-killing gang members. All in glorious go-anywhere 3D... I can’t wait!!! 

Well, I guess the semi 3D levels sound pretty boring at this point, but believe it or not, the constraints LS"'' 3r ; 
are far less restrictive than one might think. First off, this isn’t semi 3D in the vein of, let’s say, Die Hard 
Arcade. DHA has isolated environments, almost like the arenas of a 3D fighting game, with linear move¬ 
ment from screen to screen. In Fighting Force, even the semi 3D levels offer hidden secrets, multiple paths, and a scrolling 
environment. The most extreme example of semi 3D is the elevator stage, on the way up to Dr. Zeng’s HQ. The elevator itself 
looks awesome—we’re talking fully transparent windows and a gorgeous scrolling building racing by in the background. 
Niiiice. The ride stops every couple of floors, bad guys flood the elevator, and you move on. Within this cramped environment, 

however, you can still have some fun. Bust up the railings and use them to smash your oppo- 
oiB&oo > ^ nents, or break open glass cases and start chopping away with an axe, it’s all up to you. This 

mgr- I *s most linear level in the game, granted, but there’s still loads to do. Thankfully, it seems 
I aS i*1011^*1 semi 3D levels are designed to take full advantage of the limited movement, such 

i1 ml I aS kQSS levels> where it simply wouldn’t make sense to have a giant environment. 
V m' /,§ Until our next preview copy shows up, I have precious 

In our current rev there’s no music, little more to report- 
no bosses, and most of the collision isn’t in yet, but I hope 
the level structure details answered a few questions. I am 
all over Fighting Force. The next version I see, you’ll see. 
’Til then, enjoy the shots. G 
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Everyone seems Co malign 
PlayStation’s 2D capabilities, but in 
the past few months we’ve seen 
some extremely impressive 2D 
graphics coming out of 
Sony’s gray box. The 
Adventures of Lomax 
Lemmingland 
Castlevania X and now 
Abe’s Oddysee all 
prove that, in the 
hands, the PS is a 
machine capable of pro¬ 
ducing some quite spectac¬ 
ular 2D visuals. And none 
more spectacular than 
Abe’s Oddysee. 

A long time ago, in a 
galaxy far, far away, there 
lived a creature named 
Abe. Abe was a 
Mudokon, one of a 
number of slaves 
working for a meat 
factory called 
Rupture Farms on the 
planet Oddworld. One day 
while going about his daily 
chores, Abe discovered that the 
next species due for mass slaughter in 
the factory was none other than his 
native race—the Mudokon. Now it’s 
up to you to help Abe escape Rupture 
Farms and rescue his friends before 
they get turned into Mudokon burgers! 

At its core, Abe’s Oddysee is a flip- 
screen 2D action/platform/puzzle game 
in the style of Out of This World or 
Flashback. Abe controls like a stan¬ 
dard 2D platform character, but with 
the ability to run, creep, roll, grab 
ledges, interact with certain items in the 

background, utilize special psychic pow¬ 
ers and even talk! Yes talk! 

As you wander around Rupture 
Farms (and later Oddworld) you will 
encounter other imprisoned Mudokon 
slaves in need of your help. In order 

to free a fellow slave you need first 
to talk to them (to get their trust), 

then lead them to one of the 
many circles of birds which act 
as a magical portal to freedom. 
By holding down LI or L2 and 

pressing any button Abe 
can access a number 

of commands or 
sounds that are 

used to communi¬ 
cate with other crea- 

tures in the game. 
For instance, Abe can 

ask a fellow Mudokon 
to follow him, or fart to 

distract the attention of an 
alien guard. This innovative 

feature is called Game Speak, 
and you can expect to see it 

developed a lot further as the game 
gets closer to completion. 
Of course, escaping Rupture Farm 

is not going to be as easy as just walk¬ 
ing out the front door. There are 
numerous traps and puzzles to negoti¬ 
ate, not to mention hordes of sadistic 
machine-gun totting alien guards to 
overcome. But Abe is armed with a 
powerful weapon—his mind. By 
holding down LI and Rl, Abe can 
build up a charge of psychic energy 
which allows him to telepathically 
take control of the nearest guard. 
While the guard is possessed by 
Abe, you can use his gun to dispatch 

32 Artwork ©ODDWORLD 1997 
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other enemies, or simply cause it to explode in a shower of body parts! Abe 
can also use certain objects in the environment to combat guards, such as 
switch operated trapdoors and giant grinders. 

As I mentioned at the start of this review, Abe is one good-looking game. 
The backgrounds may not scroll, but they are drawn, while the quality of ani- 

mation is unprecedented (not at the expense of 
The CG cut scenes are seam- the control, either)® 

lessly blended into the action, FFVII style, gen¬ 
erating a real feeling of immersion. You’ll swear 
you’re playing a cartoon. The sound is 
also top notch, with atmospheric 
environmental music and an awe- 
somely realistic effect for the Vp 
alien guard’s machine-gun. jM 

Abe’s Oddysee positively 
oozes high production val- 
ues, and for once it’s 
possible to see that the 
money hasn’t been 
squandered. I / 
remember laughing / 
at the PR video a ji| 
few months back 
when it told me that 
the game would 
work because play- ® 
ers would care H 
about Abe. But do 
you know what? 
They’re right. You 
gotta love the stupid 
lug. Abe’s Oddysee ^gpj 
isn’t due until September, 
but rest assured we’ll be ^Wj 
bringing you updates as the 
game develops. This one’s 
going to be big! K 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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Coming from obscure developers Telstar/Tempest, Excalibur 2555AD 

is one of the most unique 3D games ever, striking the middle 

ground of action, puzzle, and adventure ivith absolute accuracy. 

■ p w w w ~ ■ zr 
Far into the future, an amateur astronomer spots a 

meteor streaking dangerously close# to earth. 
Scientists quickly evaluate the situation, determin¬ 
ing that the meteor will collide with earth in a mere 
18 months. A world-scale evacuation ensues in an 
attempt to avert human extinction. Millions are 
shipped away from the projected impact site, but 
this is still not enough. Enormous shock waves will 
travel across the surface, crushing all life in their 
wake. And so a massive operation begins, and hun¬ 
dreds of shafts are dug deep into the earth. 
Countless tunnels reaching out for hundreds of 
miles follow, and small subterranean cities soon 
form. Hundreds of millions are abandoned, howev¬ 
er, left behind to face the impact in their makeshift 
shelters... Needless to say, they don't make it. 

i .Tft ‘ #4 ft *• • m. m *•••. •# #41 ft •# • ft #4 

450 years later (the underground tunnel concept was 
apparently a blazing success!), the largest of the subter¬ 
ranean city-scapes, Salto, is home to millions. Salto has 
its problems, however. The technologically advanced 
Elysians, a high society group (to say the least), have 
arrogantly swayed towards tyranny. After discovering 
time travel, the Elysians' power-crazed leader, Delavar, 
dispatches troops into the past. Their destination: 
Camelot, home of Excalibur. The portal opens, Arthur's 
castle is stormed by laser fire, and the troops escape 
through the portal with the sword. Merlin, famed mage 
of Camelot, is furious. He concocts a spell to open a time 
portal close to the sword, and sends Beth, his niece (and 
reluctant volunteer) through the shimmering hole, her 
trusty sword in hand. For the King of England, his sub¬ 
jects, and to save the future, her frantic search begins... 

• • • •• • t .••••# t ••• t • • •• - 
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"EXCAUBUR 2555AD IS ONE OFTHE MOST UNIQUE 3D G/tMES EVER!" 

► 

t. 
or any number of games in this genre. Only K, ■. 
and • are used when exploring, to examine, run, 
and use item (respectively). Pressing R1 or R2, at 
anytime, will change her into a fighting stance. 
Once you're battle-ready, # blocks, while ■ swipes 
left, ▲ is your overhead, and • slashes right. If 
you're familiar with the PS pad, you'll see that this 
configuration makes perfect sense. The fighting's 
slow, with lots of timed 
blocks, and strikes must be 
executed precisely against 
faster foes. In due time, the 

That's a pretty imagina¬ 
tive plot huh? Get into the 
game and the complexity 
continues. First up, you’ll 
be able to appreciate the 
fine 3D engine. Consistent 
24-30fps, gorgeous light¬ 
sourcing splayed about the 
screen, and excellent tex¬ 
tures (the gothic art style 
rules). It's not a Doom or Turok engine (heavily fight- 
based), nor does it involve Tomb Raider's platforms and 
open areas. Precedence points to Overblood, believe it or 
not, with a focus on back-and-forth exploration and 
slow, calculated battles. You're dealing with two dis¬ 
tinct camera angles: the scaled-away perspective 
(pointless, but pretty), and first-person, the only useful 
camera. I mostly fiddle with the cameras to show peo¬ 
ple how hideous Beth looks up close (give her black 
eyes, and presto! She's an alien!). So that's how it 
looks—now, on to how it plays. 

Beth's D-pad movement is just like Resident Evil, 
...... ••• 

%: ? *• 

• I * 

ft*. . * . • ■ • ■. .A . ft • • ft*. . A 

BA TTLES ARE NOT WON WITH SPEED. STRA TEGY WILL YIELD A 
• »• • * -ft . • slow pace of battles actually 

% * gets exciting, once you appreci- 
• ate the skill involved in timing 

.* blows (wait 'til you're sur- 
• rounded by three wailing 
• Skeletons, heh, that's PAIN). 

The exploration element is 
equally cool. There's 13 huge 
levels to search, in countless 
environments, with dozens of 

sub-quests. You’re mostly doing stuff for the locals. These peo¬ 
ple have problems, nay, issues, perpetually popping up, always 
requiring your help. Solving one such quandary inevitably 
leads to the next, as dilemmas seem to breed in spades and stay 
connected. In the first few levels, the mini-quests are pretty sim¬ 
ple, and enemies can be easily defeated (beware of Death Crypt 
though...you will fear the Reaper!). Later on, puzzles are per¬ 
fectly enjoyable nightmares, and big, BAD enemies, like Giant 
Spiders, Zombies, and other such cuties, will attempt to 
cramp your style permanently. 

Well, I'm done here. Trust 
me on this one, Excalibur 

• • 2555AD is a really, really cool 
S’..*. • m game. You’ll easily be swept 

into the quest, and beating it 
takes many dedicated sessions. 
The atmosphere, the pace, the 
environments, the ambient 
music, the adventure (deep 
breath)—well done, Telstar and 
Tempest, keep it up. G 
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tinsui^ye^fi-nemiGs , 
with dozens-Sf amus¬ 

ing Bruce Campbell 

quips Feel the Power! 
of bomb-disposal 
Burton and kick some 

Take control 

serious marine ass 

mst. 

Greetings, fellow v __ 
game lovers, and welcome to the latest installment in j[ 
GameFan’s ongoing Broken Helix coverage. Since our / 
March preview, the game has come along even further / 
(it’s now 85% complete), and the mosaic of gameplay J jj 
and story elements is finally starting to take shape. / / / 
Konami’s vision of an interactive movie/adven- 
ture/first-person shooter is nearing completion, and if this ver¬ 
sion is anything to go by, the end result is going to be some¬ 
thing pretty gosh dam special indeed. 

In this beta, all sixteen levels and four story lines (with five 
endings) are working, while the level design and gameplay 

Ij i—*] / 7 / I his plasma rifle and the 
/ L j] r 77 /y/J 1 ability to smack enemies up 
’ jLm LC/i * —■ side the head with the butt 

of his gun. The quality of his animation 
has been improved, and Konami assures us that they will add 
even more incidental animations (hand gestures, head 
scratching, etc) before the final version ships. 

The levels themselves have also been refined, with the 
placement of more enemies (including giant spiders, warbots, 
evil scientists and rolling limbs!) and the addition of numerous 
puzzle and platform sections. One area sees Jake confronted 
by a mysterious gas seeping through the level, the contents of 
which are fatal to all living creatures. In order to survive, Jake 
must locate and utilize a remote control robot to retrieve an 
antidote from inside the infected area before the gas can reach 
him. Broken Helix is full of such little innovations. 

have received a number of major enhancements. Jake Burton 
(the central protagonist), has had several new moves and 
attacks added to his repertoire, including a somersault jump, 

a dive into 
a crawl, an 

I infra-red 
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liKOKMMEI.IX 

MM* 0* H3K 

Let there be no doubt about Konami s skills. 
Stateside or abroad, their games rock! 

Currently, the game engine is running very smoothly, with fully 3D tex¬ 
ture mapped environments and characters all moving at 30 fps. The mod¬ 
els may not be that detailed, but the environments are atmospheric and the 

engine allows for some impressive lighting effects. The 
BRUCE CAMPBELL, music and FX are also first rate, while the voice (and script) 
_|-|p|\i HELIX! is simply a work of genius. I think I’ll save my comments 
KUrvc - on this aspect for the review next month, but 
...211 . . Bruce Campbell fans can rest assured that 

- they’re in for a real treat. ' *■ 
Other features new to this burn include a 

working map (which shows the position of ene¬ 
mies and allies), more cinematic cut scenes 
(check out Jake’s various death scenes), even 
more speech and improved NPC character Al. 
You can change Jake’s mood from neutral to 
hostile and all of the NPC characters in the 
game react differently depending on how you 
treat them. Insult the wrong peron and the you 
could find yourself in serious trouble! 

The four different storylines are entirely 
determined by your actions and a couple 
of them take some pretty unexpected 
twists (think Blade Runner: Director’s Cut). 

For instance, at one point you meet a reporter who’s snuck into Area 

RRfnQR 

THERE’S ONLY ONE 
AND HE’S IN E 

RRH10R 

51 to do a story on the terrorist who’s threatening to blow the place up. Do you escort her 
to the terrorist (thus making your life much more difficult), do you leave her to Black Dawn 
and his troops, or do you simply insult her then blow her away? It’s your choice, and there’s 
no right or wrong way of doing things. 

Konami has a long list of ‘things to do’ for the final version of Broken Helix, so it would be pre¬ 
mature to levy any real criticism at this point. To be honest, the only problem I had was that the col¬ 
lision detection on the platform sections seemed a bit awkward, but I’m sure that will get fixed. 
Regardless, Broken Helix is shaping up to be something very special indeed, and if everything goes 
according to plan it could end up doing for Konami what Resident Evil did for Capcom. K 

Get readu for even more Broken Helix madness next month! 
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1 Here’s a bit of a sociological JB 
phenomenon we can take a look ™ 
at together: Americans created 
and popularized the corridor 
game, especially those heavy on - 
the imagery of hell and demons. 
It’s interesting to note that this 
genre has much less of a following 
in Japan. When the Japanese do 

i# Brahma Force: The ! Assault on Beltlogger 9. ^ J 
Released in Japan as simply Beltlogger 
9, Jaleco has seen fit to deliver BF9 
stateside to all the corridor loving / v 
yanks. y 

As the game begins, you’ll find a log- A **< 
ical and completely configurable control ■ It 
layout. Strafing, looking, jumping, changing 

weapons, and using items is about as easy 
as it could be. And just about anything 
that you would need to keep tabs on is dis- 

on your 
HUD, though this leads 
to a somewhat busy and 
cluttered view of the out¬ 
side world. 

The polygonal graphics 
are clean and nicely 
detailed. It’s a pretty 
solid and well designed 

SUBSTANCE D 
Hey, man, don’t 

be a beltlogger. 

PlayStation 
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world, with only the smallest trace of texture 
warping and minor pixellization up close. 
The enemies are 3D polygonal models 
with effective (if predictable) designs. It’s 
worth noting that Jaleco has ramped up \ 
the enemy AI to make the American 
version a little more challenging. 1 
Also, they’ve taken some larger ene- - ' 
mies from later levels and transplant- / .> J 
ed them into earlier ones. 

The levels themselves are well laid out with a lot of really cool verti¬ 
cal elements. As for what you’re doing in each level, it’s what you’ve 
come to expect: find keys and items, flip switches, and blow stuff up. 
Here, all these familiar elements are done well enough to make the 
game enjoyable. Due to the mechanical nature of the game however, it 
lacks diversity in look and feel from area to area, though there are some 
fantastic boss encounters and an abundance of levels (22). 

With a bigger helping of new 
ideas, Brahma Force could have 
risen above the level of a somewhat 
cliche’, yet very well produced corri¬ 
dor game. If the catharsis of 
destroying living things in a video 
game does not rank high on your 
corridor wish list and you appreciate 
the futuristic mech aesthetic, 
Brahma Force will definitely ML 
fulfill vour wishes. SD mi 
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) Entering the fray for PS off-road supremacy, here’s 
Psygnosis’ munch-’n-crunch multi-mode 4 wheel 

extravaganza, Thunder Truck Rally. 
This expanding-yet-still-up-for-grabs field includes Hardcore 4x4, Test Drive 

Off-Road, Rally Cross, Jet Moto, and VMX Racing. Of those, VMX, Jet, and 
v Rally are the standouts. Can Psygnosis provide off-road thrills to the extent 
\ they did futuristic ones and capture the prize? Let’s have a look, shall we. y 
) The foundation of TTR is built around the premise of 

speed vs. damage and the equation is a complex one. 
Where Rally was soft and bouncy with the deterrent of 
flipping the car, TTR is rock hard with the deterrent of 

|jftf wrecking the car to the extent you cannot proceed, 
pBfQ “Ahh, you’ve totaled your suspension.” The complexity 

comes with the assortment of vehicles. Light and 
nimble cars are easy to maneuver but take damage 
readily while heavy cars with murky steering take on 
less but hike like donkeys. Then of course there’s 

Mivuki 

siJzlflOM 

everything in between. Also figuring in is the mid-circuit car crunch. A light cai 
little chance of winning in the arena so going into the crunch you’ll 

need consistent wins under your belt to proceed to the next level. 
|\\ When you begin TTR this provides frustration as your instincts say catch 

big air and go as fast as you can, but as you progress you’ll come to appre- 
ciate the depth and strategic elements within. 

Visually, as with all Psygnosis titles, you’re privy _ 
to lush polygonal environments ranging from ^ 
baking sand to falling snow, littered with light Lean 

E. STORM 
They should make a 

Chia-Truck, don’t 

ya think? Ch-ch-ch- 

Chia! Cj 

Artwork © Psygnosis Reflections 1997. 
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v* - 
sourcing, lens flares, and flaw- 

7 less vehicle design. In fact the 
vehicles are so monstrously exag- fgerated (along with their 

manga-like pilots) that each 
possesses vivid personality Don and off the track. The 

measure of pop-up 
depends on which of the 4 

course the fur- r ^ cameras you employ. Of 
ther scaled out you are the more clipping, while up close far 
less is apparent. The important thing is, the quality of the t< 
tures are never compromised, and they are richly detailed. 

outside of the game environ- "HlljKIti 
ment, but it fits. >■ , 

Modes consist of Circuit, ' - 
Endurance, and Car Crushing ISp 
in either. Championship, 
Practice, Multi-Player, or 
Time Trial play—plenty to do. 
The Endurance mode features wide oper 
spaces as you merely follow the m 
arrow from checkpoint to check- ^ 

point, how you get there is 
pretty much up to you. 
The Circuit tracks vary 
from canyons and z—- 
wide straights all the way to 
volcanic razorbacks and huge 
drop-offs; an im 

ES&sig^ 

Nadia 
pressive and \j 

vast assortment of terrain is at 
hand. Psygnosis has thought of everything including 
some hot art for each driver, an element sorely over¬ 
looked in many a racer. I like developing relationships 
with characters, not steel. 

In the end. I’d call TTR a well rounded, totally wor¬ 
thy addition to your PS off-road collection. I like it better than 
Rally Cross, but not quite as much as Jet and VMX. Of course 
racing games are becoming as much a matter of taste as fight¬ 
ers. Heck, I’ve seen cases where TDOR was - 
actually reviewed favorably. Of course these | 

are probably the same people who jm 
I really like Time Killers and Rise of &; 

the Robots. Go figure. TTR’s a ft" * " P 
I winner. Go buy it. ES ... 

Enzo 

( Aaron 



me BATTUE ENTERS A NEW DYMGNSVON It’s odd what strange little memories are 

FOREVER BOUNCING AROUND YOUR CONSCIOUS- 

ness. For me, one of those memories is the A 

FIRST TIME I EVER PLAYED XEVIOUS AND NOTICED THAT ^ 
DEBRIS WAS LEFT ON THE GROUND AFTER SOMETHING 

was blown up. For some reason, that 

IMPRESSED ME SO MUCH IN 1982 THAT I REMEM- 

BER IT TO THIS DAY. PERHAPS I’M INSANE? 

Anyhow, because of this imprint, I was A.. 

UNDERSTANDABLY CURI- 4Mf 1. 

li OUS TO SEE WHAT 

Namco had in store for us with their shiny 1 

rjL^ new 3D update of Xevious. 

1 'V \ To BEGIN W|TH» Namco has included (in addi 

( ' TION TO THE 3D/G+) THE CLASSIC XEVIOUS 

f ALONG WITH SUPER XEVIOUS AND XEVIOUS Mm 

Arrangement. Surely a Xevious 

FANATIC S DREAM COME TRUE, AND ANOTH¬ 

ER GALLERY IN NAMCO’S GROWING 

“Museum” collection. Can you believe 

THAT THIS NOSTALGIA THING HAS GROWN TO 

THE PROPORTIONS THAT IT HAS? OLD GAMES 

REPRESENT A SIGNIFICANT PART OF CHILD¬ 

HOOD TO A LOT OF PLAYERS, AND I SUPPOSE 

PEOPLE WILL ALWAYS TRY TO RECAPTURE 

THAT FEELING OF BLISSFUL YOUTH. So, TO 

HELP YOU WITH YOUR REGRESSION THERAPY, 

Namco gives you an arcade per- * Jbl 

fect 1982 Xevious. ™ A* . 

But obviously the real curiosity is 

over Xevious 3D/G+. In essence, Namco has gently 

EXTRUDED THE 2D CLASSIC AND GIVEN US AN ALL NEW 3D 

start heviqus 

FOU! CLASSIC GAMES ON ONE CD INCLUDING THE ORIGINAL ARCADE MU 
VERSION. All the familiar elements are 

HERE —THE GROUND TARGETS, THE ROTAT¬ 

ING MONOLITHS, ETC. THE GRAPHICS HAVE 

BEEN KEPT SIMPLE, UTILIZING ONLY A FAIR 

AMOUNT OF FLAT SHADED POLYGONS. It’S 

AN UNDERSTATED LOOK TO BE SURE, BUT 

EASY ON THE EYES. IN FACT, IT’S AS IF 

Namco didn’t want to make 

THIS GAME THE VISUAL FEAST 

THAT IS SOMETHING LIKE 

Raystorm. We all know 

Namco has the 3D talent. 

SO INSTEAD OF ABANDONING 

THE GAME’S ORIGINS, WHAT 

THEY DID WAS MAKE SOME- 

GVIOUS 3D/l 

cowipv-ej! 
WITH THG 
standard 

HARDCORE'; 
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MB11C 

ORIGINAL 
XGVIOUS 

THING WHICH, to ME, FEELS LIKE 

A Xevious QaIden—a J TRUE 

EXTENSION * Of THE ORIGINAL 

GAME, NOT £ COMPLETELY NEW 

TAKE. I’D HAVE IrO SAY I KIND OF 

LIKE ITS NEO-RETRO TRAPPINGS. 

AS FOR THE GAME PLAY, ASIDE 

FROM TWO NEW WEAPONS (A 

LOCK-ON, AND A LASER), IT 

PLAYS JUST LIKE CLASSIC X. YOU 

DROP BOMBS AT A FIXED DIS¬ 

TANCE FROM YOUR SHIP AND 

FJREEyPLPY 

xevious 
ARRANGEMENT 

SUPER 
XEVIOUS 

SUBSTANCE D 
More Xevious than 

you can shake a 
stick at! ^ 
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the shelves, so I’ll give you the straight facts before you decide to spend any of that hard-earned dough. 
. Originally developed in Japan by Riverhillsoft, Overblood keeps company with games like Resident Evil, 
k Perfect Weapon, and most recently Excalibur, in the immensely popular 3D action-adventure genre, 
™ If there’s one popular trend in this genre, it’s the creative liberty taken by the developers when 
Overblood is no different. The main character, Raz, has just woken up from a cryogenic sleep. As the transparent 
p-freeze coffin raises, Raz wakes-up to a strange futuristic world. He doesn’t know ^j—- 
slept, or why, but the story begins to quickly unfold around him. Raz enters this 
--—• -_ new environment (a research facility of sorts), lost and 

1(0 confused, but his quest for answers begins. He discovers 1 
R that his cryo-sleep was meant to be eternal, that he was jJj 

1 ^ 4 1 never supposed to escape his icy sentence. Cryogenic 4 
„ M ^ ? M technology is only one small component of the experi- i 

?jj mentation being conducted in the complex, as Raz soon 1 

! * have so many opinions of Overblood! First up, I’m 
not even too sure that I like it. 
plained early on, can 

vating. But now, the 

the game, I realize BipE 

44 Artwork © Riverhill Soft 1996. Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 

At this point in the game, Raz and Milly have narrowly 

escaped a near fatal encounter with a mutant. While 

resting in this serene grove, they discover a way to 

drain the fountain (left), revealing a secret under¬ 

ground passage. On to the dangers of the Sewer,,, 

GLITCH 
The mutated and 
twisted offspring of 
Resident Evil. - 



Jf trated. Let me back this up with an example: You have a run 
? wjSPIsf ! button. Press and hold it, and you run (imagine that!). If you 

: are facing something and run, Raz will attempt to push whatev- 
M er>s in the way. Sadly, Raz tries to push way too often, as yoi 

collide with stuff (i.e., thin air) that simply doesn’t exist. FRUS 
TRATION. Most of the control problems involve the character animation itself, 
which is so stiff and so slow it’s no surprise Raz doesn’t handle properly. I M 
hate waiting for my character to animate while I’m trying desperately to do W 
something else. More pain? The camera swings into some of the most awk- A 
ward views ever, in each of its three perspectives (first person, behind 
character, and far). So here I am, animating like some robot, stuck push- 
ing thin air, while the camera gives me a perfectly clear view of Raz’s 
backside. Good stuff. I’ve described a worst case scenario, sure, bu 
the fact is these problems are a recurring nuisance. 

Alas, the diligent gamer that I am, Overblood grew on me. I hung 
in there, learned to compensate for the troublesome controls, and 
resumed my quest, 

r\eth\nl(s ^ 

my We 

has some 

\ssoe*... 

I discovered that every event is a chain reaction N^- 
in Overblood, which is good and bad. The objectives themselves are cool, and 
the story (Raz’s search for answers) continues to unravel throughout, keeping 
up interest. Unfortunately, between these sub-quests, there’s little more to , 
do than travel to the next room. In Excalibur (the other 3D adventure I’m I 
playing), you’ll always have a good battle to break up the mini-quests, but M 
Overblood offers no such thrills. In fact, it seems as though the develop- M 
ers were a little too concerned with the cinematic elements of the game, W 
and not the play mechanics. Considering the game is packed with beauti- ■ 
ful real-time (24 fps+) polygonal environments, you’d think the gameplay M 
would’ve been given the red carpet treatment as well. It’s funny, the graph- 1 
ics are actually so powerful they may add hours of interest to the game. 
More often than not, I’m more anxious to see a new room than play it. 

O.K., you’re probably thinking, ‘He does not like this game.* Honestly, it’s J 
pretty hard not to like this game. The environments and atmosphere are 
exceptional, the voice acting is decent, and I really like the 
storyline. Graphically, Overblood is stunning, and the levels, | 
despite their lack of activity, are deep and intricate. I can’t 
recommend this game to everyone, because of the gameplay 
issues, but fans of the genre may very well enjoy it. G 
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Now that Pandemonium has shown the way (even though 
Clockwork Knight did it first), the 2.5D action/platform genre 
is in full swing and picking up new recruits every month. 
Recently we’ve had Spider, Psychic Curse, Wild 9 and now 
Lost World joins the party. Could this be the defining 32-bit genre 
to rival the dime-a-dozen 2D action/platform titles that flooded the 

16-bit market? Time will tell. 
(t In Lost World you get to play the 
| part of both humans AND dinosaurs 
“ (like JP on Genesis) as you jump, 

shoot, claw and eat your way 
through over 30 levels of 3D look¬ 
ing, 2D playing action. There are 
multiple paths that can be taken 
through each level and each char¬ 
acter you control has a different set 

of abilities to help you 
negotiate the terrain. For 
instance, the hunter has a special grappling hook that lets him 
swing from ledge to ledge, Bionic Commando style, while the T-Rex 
can simply stomp through most obstacles. 

Currently the game is looking beautiful, with awesomely animat¬ 
ed dinos and detailed polygon environments. The T-Rex is truly a 
sight to behold, as he crashes through the hunters’ camp, snacking 
on all who dare cross his path. Once you get a human in your mouth 
you can even perform combos, like swallowing them, tearing them 
up or simply spitting them back out! 

I never thought I’d say this but Lost World is looking hot! The 
game has one of the most impressive soundtracks I’ve heard all 
year, and if DreamWorks can iron out all the glitches by the time the 
final version ships, then this could end up being a movie license 
worthy of its source material. We’ll keep you posted. K 

tWmmii jp J 
i? -1 jm 



Here it is: Our first 
hands-on playtest of" 
ClayFighter Extreme! Interplay was kind enough to supply us with an 
early (very early) playable demo just days before closing the issue, so 
let’s check it out! ; * 

This time around the ClayFightersmnd up plane-wrecked on Klaymodo A 
Isle. The sinister Dr. Klugenheimer, a mad “clayentologist,” runs the * * 
place. The Clay team discover an evil plan brewing: The crazed 
Doctor aims to use a vile substance, ‘Clayotic Claymorphosis Mutagen,' 
to turn the whole planet to putty...dough! 

A whopping 17 characters were playable in our special preview copy, including such.^ j* 
favorites as Blob, Mr.Frosty, and T-Hoppy (of Judgement Clay fame). For the first time, however, we were v* 
able to try out the new characters. Lockjaw is a crazed pooch with a gigantic frothing maw that can snap 
at foes from overhead. Houngan, a local Klaymodo witch doctor, smacks you up side the cranium with a 
ragged chicken or drives a skull-headed scepter deep into the gut. Next we have Sumo Santa; he’ll flab you to death 

«■- 'mmmmm with his enormous (but jolly!) belly and swat you sideways with a killer scarf. 
The Zappa Yow Yow Boys are the coolest of the new ClayFighters. These three 

psychotic toddlers, stacked-up on each 
other’s shoulders, pound away with 
insane gravity-defying slaps and ham- 

PlayStation 

mer strikes. Funny? Oh yeah. And 
finally we have good ‘ole Boogerman 
and Earthworm Jim. Booger tosses his patented barrage of snot-balls, while Jim 
lashes his potent whip-like wormness across the face of opponents. 

32-bit has allowed for a massive increase in character detail. The clay models 
look amazing! Get ready for awesome colors, bigger characters, and dramatically improved resolution (miles above the 16- 
bit versions). The animation has yet to be finalized, but expect the same graphical leap above previous versions. One of the 

most drastic improvements, obviously, are the cool 3D fight stages. Not only are they smooth and fully polygonal, but 
you can actually bust through into new areas, Kl-style, in the midst of a fight. This excellent new feature should add 
a totally unique twist to fights. 

As far as the actual control system goes, a 3D button has been added (cool!) to accommo¬ 
date the 3D levels. Also, while this version con¬ 
tained no actual special moves or finishers, 
most of ’em should be fireballs, 
dragon punches, and charges, SF- « 
style. Basically, we’ve been 
assured that bizarre comedic pain is § 
the name of the game, once again, 
in ClayFighter tradition. Anything else? Well, 
some of the voices are in, like Jim’s “Look out 
below!!!”, but everything is still very early (lookin’ 
cool, though). We’ll have much more ClayFighter 
Extreme coverage next month! G 

'__.Aw 

# 01 PLAYERS -1-2 

DIFFICULTY - N/A 

I FORMAT - CD 1 

GLITCH 
Hey, watch 

the hair, 

man! 
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7T W 

/\ \ found a new home on the j L j vy 
ssJ&k® PlayStation. Perhaps you recall \ /& 4^; 
.my Saturn review last issue? \ ,yi 

\ Well, pretty much everything I j y > / 
^ L4$ said then still stands, as this is j v*~"*'"* 

basically the exact same game. \ ' ' v 
**' ..r ' All the levels and level pass- \ S \ 
4 words remain unchanged, as 
- 4 * ' | does the sound effects and excellent music. 5 
X | In case you missed my Saturn review or are unfamiliar with 

w- ^ 1? Los/ Vikings, here’s a quick run-down of the game’s objective: 
A lg\ Y°u must use each of the three Vikings’ unique abilities to get r-~* 

. them all to each level’s exit. Norse by Norsewest adds two 'f 
new characters to the mix—the dragon and the wolf— | 
both w^om are available to control on certain levels, j 
It is in these two characters that NBN differs the most j 

\ from its predecessor, which I guess is a way of saying ; 
_\ that they really didn’t change or enhance the gameplav \ 

\ that much at all. Of course, that’s fine if you’re looking \ 
\ for more of the same, but personally, I would have pre- \ 

~ -■ " \ ferred a little more more innovation, especially in the \ 
pgr | look and feel of the game. 

! * * Those privy to my Saturn review will recall 
f * \ that I wasn’t all that thrilled 

\ with the 

| » 1 ■ 
i ' y ■ 

| \ &•***'*** graphics. They were \ 
.passable, just not inspiring. I didn’t like J 

the look of the “claymation” characters, nor did I feel they | 
[| animated as smoothly as they could have been. But lo and f 
m\ behold, when the PS version was booted up, I’ll be damned if L 
A the characters didn’t look and move just a wee bit better than | 

} the Saturn one. Only a wee bit mind you. Also, perhaps I’m pig 
\ being more picky the second time around (which is not nec- | J 

essarily fair to the PS version), but there’s only five basic | 
:| motifs that cover every level. Some added variety in the back- 
\ grounds would have been nice. 

14 So let’s see now, how can I say what I said about the Saturn ver- | < 
*1 sion without sounding like a £*3 

parrot? Polly says that fans of lit j 

SUBSTANCE D 
Now they’re lost on 

the PlayStation! 

PlayStation 

# OF PLAYERS -1-2 

1 FORMAT-CD AVAILABLE - MAY '97 
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Uhhh, vroom, 

vroom, heh, 

heh, heh! 
Dino-mite! 

Before I say anything about this game, let 
me qualify it by issuing the following words of 
compassion: No matter how good or bad a 
game may be, it took human effort to create. It 
took time, it took money, and it took a lot of 
hard work. And I can appreciate that. But I still feel that Need for Speed II is somewhat lacking. 

I actually enjoyed the original NFS on 3DO. Sure it was slow, but I accepted that as the nature of the beast. I 
also enjoyed the lack of pop-up, the “real” cars, and the analog control. You would assume that a true sequel on 
the PlayStation would make the 3D0 version look like yesterday’s news, especially with the current standard of PS 
development. Well, never assume anything because this game has some serious graphical issues. 

First and foremost is NFSZs under-powered 3D engine. The frame rate is just unacceptably choppy. Obviously 
the developers have never been exposed to what Namco can do with a driving engine. The cars themselves, while 
representing a good eclectic mix of exotics, are poorly textured and don’t do their real counterparts any favors. 
However, what really took my breath away was hitting 200mph and seeing the track come to a complete stand¬ 
still! There’s one particularly bad stretch in the Australian course where the road texture appears to be station¬ 
ary while the roadside texture continues to move causing some truly strange sensations of disorientation. How 
the developers and play testers could look past this glaring graphical flaw is beyond me. 

Fortunately, there is some good to be found in this game. The courses themselves are long and varied, 
and actually well thought out. The game also features a very extensive replay system, which lets you speed 
up or slow down the action and switch between several camera angles. Basically any accident or cool occur¬ 
rence within a race can be deconstructed with frame-by-frame precision. Finally, there’s some excellent 
music that plays during the car and course select screen, and numerous hidden “vehicles” to find, such as 
a log (it’s better than bad it’s good!) and a newsstand. 

It’s unfortunate NFS2's engine is so poor. The concept of driving exotic cars through varied courses all over 
the world is a solid one. Where else can you even come close to driving an Isadera Commendatore 112i 
through winding mountain roads? I feel sorry for the developers who I’m sure wanted this to be a great game, 
and with a stronger engine it could have been. Maybe next time. SD 
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A s cross-platform development continues to grow, a host of classic PC titles have finally made the coding ascent to 
/frMJ\ £1 the lucrative home console market. This month the big-budget smash Wing Commander IV follows in the footsteps 
(O X its predecessor and joins the growing list of PC-to-PS conversions, in all its FMV glory. 

Origin’s Wing Commander series has always been centered around the lush cinematic visuals that the play- 
er encounters between missions. From WC2’s rich, ‘dawn of science fiction’ aesthetic to the near-film-quality 

production of WC3, the story elements in WC games have always been ambitious. And continuing the trend start¬ 
ed in WC3, Origin has once again employed some decent acting talent (Mark Hamill, Malcolm McDowell, Tom Wilson) to 
further enhance the game’s cinematic appeal. 

The high standard set by the acting is carried over into WC4’s other production values. The sets, both digital and real, are 
impressive, while the quality of the video is above standard. However, it’s a good thing the movie segments are as engaging as 
they are, because the actual simulation part of the game is lackluster in both appearance and execution. 

As the story develops you are called upon to fly several types of missions, ranging from 
straight dogfighting to escorting shuttles through hostile space. The problem with these 

KP! ” _r“llIU“5 scenes (and this is true for the PC version as well) is the lack of fluidity and graphical 
splendor. Still, the space scenes are integral to the story line, making 
them less of the chore that they might have been on their own. 
Hell, you may even begin to enjoy them after a time, though main- 

/\ ly through your desire to see the story unfold. 
J y The way I see it, you get a good movie and an merely 

average game all in one 4-CD pack. The simulation part t ^ - 
of the game would never be able to sell on its own (which yf \ 1 

n . 1 I it should), but If you can live with the balance, and 
J feel like checking out a first rate interactive movie, v 1 w 

I Wing Commander IV may be for you. SD * \ 

SUBSTANCE D 
Fire at Wing 

Commander!!! 
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There’ve been Mario clones, Street Fighter 
clones, Doom clones, and now there’s a Loaded 
clone. If I were Interplay I’d actually be happy to 
have my game copied; it’s not everyday you set the 
standard for a genre. Anyway, the first Loaded 
clone is Droid Hunter, coming to us courtesy of 
MGM Interactive and developers Eurocom. 

What makes a clone anyway? In Droid Hunter's 
case it’s the graphic engine and play mechanics. The 
overhead perspective, the freaky lighting effects, the 
blood splitches when enemies die—it’s all so...so... 
Loaded*. The 20-30 fps polygon engine, however, is 
a somewhat more appreciable feat in Droid Hunter 
(particularly with its multi-floor levels). The game- 
play is also very close to Loaded (mindless shooting, 
pick-ups, teleports, massive carnage, etc.) except 
for one major difference...a feature so cool, so 
important, so un-Loaded, it almost raises Droid 
Hunter above clone status: Smash TV control. Oh 
yeah, if I’m playing multiple levels of hard-core 
overhead blasting action, Smash rt/ controls are a 
necessity (A shoots up, ■ left, • right, * down). 
You’re offered these fine controls (strafing too!) as 
soon as you get your hands on one of the many droid 
power-ups located around each level. Carefully 
shoot a robot into submission (he’ll turn red, at 
which point you STOP firing and jump in), and their 
armor and firepower are all yours. You can find 
“Lockjaw,” a grenade-launching tank; “Four Foot,” 
an insect-like sniper; “Laughing Cavalier,” a 9mm 
machine-gunner clown, or six other hard-hittin* 
droids. Let me re-emphasize how cool the droids’ 
control is, and how satisfying it is to lay waste to 
foes in such a user-friendly manner. 

It’s too early to make any real comparisons to 
ReLoaded, but from first impressions Droid Hunter 
squares up very favorably. The levels are long, the 
techno music is great, and the graphics are pretty. 
I’ll be back next month with a full review. G 

PlayStation 

GLITCH 
Control is 
everything! 
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BUG RIDERS • N-SPACE/GT INT. • RACING/ACTION• OCTOBER 
~ This unique racer puts you on the 

^°oVT vn. /i :: back of giant bugs, each with their V / : ^: Lnpo; 
^ own characteristics, in a 3D race V V 

for the Emperors throne. Smooth 
30fps action, over 22 characters; ^ r 

• k * V'^yWf vital signs include 16 spectacular , 
weapons and six unique environ- ^ , 
ments, each with branching courses % . 

— <~v * 

that actually evolve! Cool!! f _ " ,. •■.■ V | __ 

REBEL MOON • FENRIS WOLF/GT INT. • 1ST PERSON SHOOTER/ADV. • SUMMER ’97 
Based on the successful Pocket Books sci-fi novel, Rebel Moon is a 3D actioner that allows you to participate in the battles of the 

First Lunar War. The game features 27 levels of sci-fi shooting goodness complete with a wide variety of missions, including offensive 

and defensive tactics. Also featured is variable gravity combat (?) and vertically stacked rooms which can only be reached via jet pack. 

Additionally, the designers are paying special attention to the lighting, one of the PS’s strongest features. We’ll have more on Rebel 

Moon as soon as the development progresses. 

SYNDICATE WARS- EA • ACTION ADVENTURE • SUMMER ’97 
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SPAWN SONY• 3D ACTION • SUMMER 

A live action movie, an HBO Animation series premiering this 

fall (complete with all the Spawn carnage we’ve come to 

Mr 33 know and love), a mega successful toy line, and now, a spec- 

tacular 3D PS game. Todd McFarlane s Spawn is the next 

>/S 7 generation comic book phenomena, no doubt about it. And 

\v*i ' rightly so, Spawn rocks in every way. We actually interviewed 

• Todd (it’ll run in the July issue) and are happy to report that 

' ^ he’s as P«cky about the game as he has been every other 

jyjfe*asPect of Spawn's rise to fame. We’ll have a more thorough 

report next month as we begin our monthly Spawn watch. 

DYNASTY WARRIORS• KOEI • 3D FIGHTING APRIL 

SSI The fact that KOEI has crafted a fighter shocked us all but 
g ^ ^ vKUl ® 

.I what shocked us even more is that it’s really quite rockin.’ 

Makes sense I guess since strategy plays a big role in fight- 

rr ^ ers especially when weapons come into play. Without 

\ ~ fj| "A having completely dissected DW yet we can say that the 

. s r polygons are as solid as can be, the animation quite spec- 

• • v tacular and the lighting, as you can see, is fantastic. We’ll 

o.. ,... (D ■ ' ■ - - ■■ ■ , ‘ - >,m. 1 have a complete review next month. 

AND FINALLY A WORD ABOUT THE CONTINUING JOYS OF DRACULA X- 

As we’ve now combed through every crevice of Dracula ^ | 1 r'pV j M 

X, we are even more astonished than previously stat- ■ I 1 I ' I P" 1 1/ / gH 
ed. Not only is DX simply monstrous in size, but the ... 1 SilU V mi 
story, as it unfolds, is truly one of epic proportions. Since the j W 

US debut is still a ways off we won’t reveal the twists and 

turns which will have you screaming praise, and hope that oth- ' ,■» 

ers don’t eit&er, as this game is riddled with surprises which 

should be preserved for the player. In any case, do not under any ^ 

circumstar^w pass DX up, no matter what you read elsewhere. Anyone who even utters a 

comparison to 16-bit ought to be shackled and flogged. We anxiously await the US version 

and hope that Konami has preserved the art from the import. Speaking of the import, the 

game comes in a double CD, complete with a Castlevania music compilation disc and a super 

high quality art book to be tucked away with your gaming treasures. One can only pray that 

these goods make the US launch. More DX is coming soon... 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



Unless you’re a clued-in Saturn owner 
or a die-hard corridor fan, chances 
are you’ve never heard of Lobotomy 

Software. But all that is about to change. 
In one fell swoop, Lobotomy has risen 
from the relative obscurity of coding 
multimedia titles for Microsoft to 
become one of the most highly regard¬ 
ed Saturn developers in the USA, 
entrusted with the not insignificant 
responsibility of converting both Duke 
Nukem 3D and Quake to Sega’s dark 

THE CREATORS OJPOWERSLAVE RETURN 
WITH SATURN CONVERSIONS OF THE 
BIGGEST CORRIDOR SHOOTERS IN 
EXISTENCE! AND WE WERE THERE... 
--—-1 GROUP PICTURE 

fr ” ftm FRONT ROW - BRIAN, 
TROY, WILLIAM,* 

SECOND ROW - TOM, 
W* H M I m p A UL K N U T Z E N. K EVIN 
f THIRD ROW - ERIC, 
\ ^ M JOHN, DOMINICK, PAT, 

PAUL LANGE 
JjYV BACK ROW PAUL 

fT""' HAUGERUD, JOHN VAN 
V DEUSEN, JEFF, 

DAVID. PAUL SCHREIBER 

m$. f. "- ■■I 
'OF PICTURE LEFT 

7Tr, - iBB PICTURE RIGHT 
\-W? BRIAN McNEELY 

horse. The reason? A game named PowerSlave. 
In 1993 a group of friends working for Nintendo of 

America quit their jobs to start their own company: 
Lobotomy. Initially working out of co-founder Paul 
Lange’s apartment, they soon found local office space in 
Redmond, Seattle, and began work on a number of 
demos that eventually led to their first major in-house pro¬ 
ject, a PC first person shooter originally called Ruins, I 1 
now known as PowerSlave. I J 

PowerSlave on PC was a straightforward ‘Doom’ clone | 
with an Egyptian theme that utilized the same graphics 
engine as Duke Nukem 3D (3D Realms Build engine). PC 
PowerSlave was great fun, and helped Lobotomy secure a contract 
with Playmates for botli a PS and Saturn conversion. 

Initially, Lobotomy wanted to port PC PowerSlave over to the con¬ 
soles with little or no changes, but thankfully the size and complex¬ 
ity of the PC levels made this impossible. So the Lobotomy design 
team, lead bv creative director and co-founder Brian McNeely, went 

THE POWERFUL LINE-UP OF SMASH TITLES FROM LOBOTOMY 

POWERSLAVE - QUAKE - DUKE NUKEM 3D 

PowerSlave art © Lobotomy 1996. 
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RAVE REVIE 

Slave Driver!) they proceeded to create a superlative first person 
shooter that to this day has not been bettered as a one player 
corridor experience. 

Next came PS PowerSlave, (or 'PowerSlave Remix' as designer 
Dominick Meissner calls it), which benefited from some nice new 
graphical effects (check out the water and lighting), slightly tweaked 
level design and a very smooth engine courtesy lead PS program¬ 
mer Jeff Blazier. Both versions of PowerSlave are utterly superb, 
and fans of the genre should hunt them down NOW! 

PowerSlave understandably caused quite a stir in the industry, par¬ 
ticularly the Saturn version which single-handedly put the Saturn on 
the map as a platform for corridor shooters. So when Sega secured 
the rights from GT to publish the two greatest PC corridor games in 
existence on Saturn (Duke Nukem 3D and Quake) there was really 
only one choice of developer, right? Er, wrong. 

As ridiculous as it may sound, Lobotomy wasn't Sega's first 

TURNED DOWN POWERSLAVE! 
SOON CHANGED THEIR TUNE! 

choice. For starters, SOA had actually turned 
down PowerSlave when they were offered it a 
while earlier (er, riiigght). then, once they had 

obtained the rights for Duke and Quake from 
GT (who also overlooked Lobotomy), Sega 

farmed the games out to two other devel¬ 
opers whose initial efforts were, shall we 
say, 'less than impressive' (they shall 
remain nameless). It was about this time 
that the specialist press started raving 
over PowerSlave, and Sega finally saw 

the light and approached 
Lobotomy at the end of '96. 

Currently Lobotomy is work¬ 
ing on both games, with the 
companies 20-or-so staff split 
roughly down the middle on 
each project. They have a num¬ 
ber of games on the back burn¬ 
er, including PowerSlave 2 (a 
3rd person Tomb Raider style 
adventure starring a young King 

Ramses), Aquaria (like NiGHTS underwater, but with full 3D 
control) and a PC strategy game called Gothic. They are cur¬ 
rently in the process of applying to become an N64 developer 
(Aquaria will be their first N64 title) and never miss the oppor¬ 
tunity to snatch a quick game of Death Tank during lunch 
break. Anyway, enough about Lobotomy. Turn the page and 
check out the games you fools! 

X-FILES: CASE #1107 - DEATH TANK 

Scully and I have been 
investigating the occur¬ 
rence of a videogame that 
is said to be so addictive 
that it causes long 
physical and psychological 
damage to the player. 
Little is known of this game, save for the fact that it is called 
Tank, and it supports up to six players simultaneously wit 
Saturn multi-tap. We know the game is not available to buy in any 
stores, but we've had reports that it can be found by collecting ail 
23 hidden Team Dolls in a game named PowerSlave. A fanatical 
cult who call themselves “Lobotomy”' are believed to worship the 
game at least once a day, normally during lunch break. I believe it 
has something to do with the alien abduction of my sister and a big 
government conspiracy. Scully doesn't. The case continues... 
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the invasion of satuim has begun Speak its name in hushed tones of reverence. ¥ 
For it is the stuff that videogaming legends m9gr ; 
are made of. iD Software’s dynamic sequel ! - 

to Doom 2 exploded onto the PC gaming scene ; \ 
last summer, and almost immediately became 
the single best reason to own a PC. Put simply, ."i 
Quake is one of the greatest videogames ever .. -»•/* 
made. It is a unique combination of old and new: 
a collision of pure, instinctive gameplav with some of the most advanced 3D 
graphics yet seen on any home platform. It’s dark, it’s violent, and this fall 
its coming to a Saturn near you. 

To a Saturn! A year ago that would have sounded like some kind of bad 
joke. But that was before PowerSlave. Now the promise of a remarkably 
accurate conversion of Quake on Saturn is more than just a dream—it’s 
fast becoming a reality. Lobotomy is on the case, and after seeing what 
they’ve done in such a short space of time, you’d be hard pressed to doubt /?-«-<■ ^ 

their convictions. ~§. 
While I was at Lobotomy I got the 

opportunity to actually play an early build of Saturn Quake (which 
is where these shots come from). There were only two playable 

the twisted creators of quake stumble forth 
GF: Quake runs on a minimum spec PC of a 

Pentium 60 with 8 megs of RAM. Just how 

have been made. 

GF: The Slave Driver engine featured 3D 

resented as true 3D polygon objects. 

GF: Quake featured some quite spectacular 

on earth is the Saturn going to cope?! 

LOB: We're working hard to squeeze every 

ounce of power, out of the Saturn. Our pri¬ 

mary goal is to successfully capture the 

mood, look and feel that is so unique to 

Quake. Certain compromises are always 

made when porting a game from one plat¬ 

form to another, but so far, we're very excit¬ 

ed about the fact that so few compromises 

environments with 2D enemies. Quake is 

fully 3D. Will you somehow be able to mod¬ 

ify the Slave Driver engine to incorporate 3D 

enemies, or will you have to create a new 

engine from scratch? 

LOB: The Slave Driver engine is being modi¬ 

fied both to further improve its performance 

in rendering the environment, as well as to 

allow for ‘pick-ups' and enemies to be rep- 

dvnamic lighting effects. Will you be able to 

keep these in? 

LOB: This is one area where we feel we'll 

actually be able to outperform the PC ver¬ 

sion of Quake. The Slave Driver engine 

allows us not only to use dynamic lighting 

effects, but also to specify color. We 

have also added sector tinting, and 

expanded the set of options with regard to 

56 Quake and related images © id software. 1996,1997 



SEGA SATURN 

an average of 20+ fps with amazing lighting 1: - f.ii effects. Lobotomy is confident that they can 
keep this level of speed and fluidity even when y-iyny - 

^ *l*j the monsters have been added. With their **••»♦ ' * 
1 track record you can’t help but believe them. 

„:-r ^ However, there is a catch. There always is. At present there are no 
' ~ plans to make Saturn Quake multi-player in any shape or form. Quake is a 

good one player game, but it's a great multi-player game. iD designed 
✓Quake almost exclusively with deathmatch in mind,'and without it the game is incomplete. We can only 
hope that Lobotomy finds a solution before the game is released later this 
year. And if link support really is impossible, then I recommend that —* 
Lobotomy look into some of the Deathmatch 'Bots currently available on 
the internet. At least then single players, could get a taste bf the greatest 
multi-player experience on the planet. K 

it will soon Be oveR...$warmiri6 
hEll’s hordes evwywhere... over soon. 

...II til O ii v I « *MMT>«ct»ei£ . sv*«.»tnt»0OMe Jbr. T6o ~jo»r ,oo aoo 

KNIGHTMARE 
You’re not going to 

believe this... 

fixed, pre-rendered lighting to include 

radiant, angular, random and negative 

light sources to the engine. 

GF: Quake is a game that is played 

almost exclusively with the mouse to 

look in all directions while moving. Will 

you be using the analog controller to 

replicate the PC control system? 

LOB: We will be supporting both the analog 

and digital controller for the Saturn. The 

default controller settings will provide what 

terms of play, detail, and theme as possi¬ 

ble. Sega has assured us that they do not 

intend to censor the game, as has been 

done with some previous ports of Id's titles. 

GF: Will the game feature Net-Link or cable- 

link support? 

LOB: There are currently no plans to sup¬ 

port the Net-Link or cable-link. 

GF: Thanks for the time guys. 

we consider the optimum for play, but the 

player will also have the ability to remap the 

controls to their own preference. 

GF: As with Duke Nukem 3D, will Sega allow 

you to keep the game's extreme level of 

gore and violence? 

LOB: We hope so. It seems thafs what the 

gamers want. As was mentioned before, 

our goal is to be as true to the original in 



co-starring starring 
ugly monsturs ‘We weapons 

single player game. For a start, the level design is inspired. Duke is 
one of the few corridor games where the environments actually look 

like real places. Whether it’s 
\ * an abandoned cinema, a ifif 

>, , Chinese restaurant, a movie ‘a‘T§gSg?! j| 
If: ^ \ studio, or a sunken city, in ; ^ 
<• *jjLZ Duke you really feel like j " v'’ 

if) you're somewhere. Secondly, j i^... 
ggjggg|f^s| I every level is filled with count- RygglgllFfii 

less little interactive touches 

the Duke Nukem 3D team talked tough... until I kicked their @#*&% 
GF: Although the Saturn PowerSlave engine was 

created from scratch, does it have any similarities 

to 3D Realms Build engine? 

LOB: Though the PC version of PowerSlave did 

use the Build engine, the console versions were 

created considerably later and use an entirely 

new engine we created ourselves. The Slave 

Driver engine was designed to maximize the 

speed and Feduce the world information to its min¬ 

imum on Saturn, so it's vastly different from the 

Build engine in almost every way. 

GF: Have you made any significant modifications 

or improvements to the Slave Driver engine for 

Duke Nukem 3D? 

LOB: Ezra has continued in his usual amazing 

style to add refinements to the engine as they've 

been needed. The biggest visible changes will be 

in the world lighting and some techniques which 

will allow for larger areas to be completely dis¬ 

played without using any of the fog tricks so 

prevalent today. More speed has been squeezed 

out of the engine, so the game will feature frame 

rates comparable to PowerSlave despite the 

added complexity of Duke's levels. 

GF: How much of PC Duke Nukem 3D's graphics 

and textures have you been able to use to create 

the Saturn version? 

LOB: Much of the original art had to be re-sized 

and/or cut-up into mosaics to meet the require¬ 

ments of our engine and still express the origi¬ 

nal artist's intent. To save memory, the art had 

to be color-reduced and some mosaics were 

optimized to use fewer unique tiles. Actually, 

we're very excited about the fact that we've been 

able to use the existing textures from the PC ver¬ 

sion with only minor changes to faithfully repro¬ 

duce the level environments. 

GF: How easy was it to convert the levels from the 

PC Build engine into the Slave Driver engine? Did 

you have to redesign them in BREW? 

LOB: Since the Build engine was not in true 3D, 

most of the Duke levels are laid out in pieces. 

The PowerSlave engine is real 3D, so we have 

had to link together all of the Duke stage pieces 

in real space. It's like putting together a giant 3D 

puzzle. We really want to maintain the integrity 

and play of the original stage design, and are 

striving hard to do so. 

GF: Have you been able to incorporate all of Duke 

Nukem 3D's finer details into the Saturn, such as 

destructible scenery, light swithces , blood splat¬ 

ters and bullet holes in the walls? 

LOB: We've already incorporated most of these 

features into the current version and hope to 

include many more by project completion. 

Memory will be the deciding factor, so we’re 

looking for ways of getting as much as possible 

out of the available memory. 

GF: Have you been able to retain all of the frames 

of animation used in PC Duke for the enemies? 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 58 



■ only contained the first three levels, but already I 
it's apparent that this conversion is going to be | r- 

gr something special. The Slave Driver engine has |j|- 
once again been put to good use, with awesome 

lighting effects and frame rates comparable to PowerSlave. 
All of the weapons are in, as are most of the monsters and 
level detail. You can already smash glass, blow up the 
corpses of dead enemies and ricochet the freeze ray around 
corners to freeze enemies. There’s still a long way to go, but 
Lobotomy is confident that they’ll make their May deadline in 
time for the game to ship for summer. 

One last detail: the day l visited Lobotomy they got the Net- 
Link mode up and running for the first time, and l witnessed two 
player action with hardly any lag time at all. Highly impressive. 
There’s no word yet on whether Saturn Duke will support co¬ 
operative play, but at least DukeMatch is guaranteed. And 
boy, does the Net-Link, ever need a game like this. K 

SEGA SATURN 

KNIGHTMARE 
Yes, the strippers are 
going to be in it! 

outta gum!! 

LOB: From the start our goal has been to retain as 

much detail as possible, and the enemies are no 

exception. We've made a few compromises, but 

you'd be hard pressed to notice the differences. 

GF: Are you including analog pad support? 

Maybe even the option to use the analog pad as 

a mouse-look alternative, Turok style? 

LOB: Duke already has analog support. As for 

an alternative Turok/mouse style, we will have 

to wait and see. 

GF: Have ^/ou been able to include ALL of PC 

Duke's 30+ levels from all three episodes? 

Including secret levels? 

LOB: All of the stages from all 3 episodes will be 

present in the Saturn version. And the secret lev¬ 

els will be there as well... 

GF: Is Sega going to make you remove any of the 

smut or violence, eg. the profanity, the strippers, 

the dog turds, the ability to give strippers money 

to remove their tops or the risque cut scenes? 

LOB: From the outset of the project Sega made it 

very clear that they wanted to leave the game 

intact. So the content should remain intact. 

GF: The inclusion of Team Dolls into PowerSlave 

gave the game literally months of gameplay. Do 

you plan to add anything similar to Duke? 

LOB: One of the neat things about the Team Dolls 

in PowerSlave was that no one knew about them 

right away, so they were a total surprise for the 

gamers who found them. If we were to put any¬ 

thing similar in Duke... well, I guess you'll just 

have to find out yourself. 

GF: Might you add any other secret stuff? 

LOB: Like a secret Lobotomy-designed level? I 

don't know... 

GF: Saturn PowerSlave featured some amazing 

lighting effects. Duke on PC had no lighting 

effects. Will you be adding lighting to Saturn Duke? 

LOB: In a big way. We're throwing as many in as 

we can get away with. It's a trick you don't want 

to overuse, nor lose frame rate over, but it really 

is impressive to those who have seen the new 

look of Duke. 

GF; Sega has confirmed that Duke Nukem 3D 

will be Net Link compatible. How difficult is 

this to implement? 

LOB: Because the Slave Driver engine was writ¬ 

ten before Net Link, it was conceived as a one 

player game, and the code was written accord¬ 

ingly. We're overhauling the guts of it right 

now, and as anyone who has added multi-play¬ 

er compatibility after the fact will tell you, it’s 

not quick or easy. But the Net Link library is 

straightforward, and we should have basic net 

matches in a week or two. 

GF: Cool! 

Well that about wraps up our special feature on 

Lobotomy and their forthcoming Saturn titles. 

We’re expecting finished versions soon with 

Gamepaw reviews in hot pursuit. Keep it here... 
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Manx TT represents the first time an AM coin-op conversion has 
been handled out of house. AM3’s premiere console coders, 
the CTS team, were busy finishing up Daytona CCE for the 

Japanese market (twice as good as the American version, fact fans) 
so Sega farmed out Manx TT to a relatively unknown European com¬ 
pany named Tantalus. 

Tantalus, formerly Perfect Entertainment ^ 
Ltd., was previously responsible for porting a 
number of Psygnosis’ PS games over to 

Destruction Derby, 

particularly the TT course, and believe it or not, Tantalus has done a 
great job of re creating the coin op's stunning visuals with remark 
able authenticity. OK, there is pop up. It’s not as bad as Daytona CCE 
(American version!), but it is noticeable. However, as with Daytona 
CCE, once you start racing seriously you don’t have time to worry 

about things like pop up, and it ceases to be 
an issue. The frame rate is a constant 30, 
and even though the game isn’t in high reso 

pi lution (as Sega promised) the textures are 
clean and there’s little polygon shearing. All 
°f the music and effects are taken directly 

WZiMm from Jhe arcade. 
While I had no doubt that Tantalus would 

'V be able to recreate the game psychics 100%, 
I I was a little concerned as to how the ‘bike’ 

9B nr cabinet control system would convert to the 
*\ fFmdL Saturn? Well, once again I find myself pleas 
EL 4®* ° an*ty surprised. The standard D pad leaves a 

lot to be desired, but hook up the analog pad 
—ifflwmE and you’ll be amazed at how well the bikes 

Saturn (WipeOut. 
Discworld) with varying degrees of success. 
It’s not that they were bad, it’s just that they 
weren’t up to the standard set by Sega’s own 
in-house conversions. So to say I was sur¬ 
prised when I heard that Sega had entrusted 
Manx TT to Tantalus is something of an 
understatement. Basically, I feared the 
worst. And have my fears been vindicated? 
Well, let’s find out. 

ManxTT is a good looking Model 2 coin op, 

KNIGHTMARE 
A solid conversion. 
Nothing more, 
nothing less, f 
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Manx TT features a split screen two player mode, as is the trend these days. The clipping isn’t 
as good as one player mode, but then it’s not so bad that it hinders the action (like Daytona CCE 

American Version!). It’s great fun, and the frame rate remains constant throughout, so it 
gets my thumbs up. Of course, a link up mode would , Lt0 

have been nice... ^ ^ 

control. Once you get the hang of the whole ‘lean 
into the corner’ mechanics you’ll be able to reach 
some pretty insane speeds, and catching some air at 
320 kph is an exhilarating experience. 

Manx TT’s weakest area is definitely the CPU AI. 
Manx is another one of those games where the CPU 
riders keep pace with you no matter how fast, or 
slow, you go. This in itself wouldn’t be so bad if it weren’t for the 
fact that a) the front 4 riders (of eight) seem attached to you by an 
invisible piece of rubber-overtake one and watch him bounce right 
back; and b) when a CPU bike hits you, you lose a lot of speed and 
they don’t. I suppose in the long run it makes the game more chal 
lenging' but in the short term it’s just plain irritating. 

Manx TT in the arcades only had two tracks (Laxey and TT) and 
obviously that’s not going to be enough for a console racer. 

Tantalus’ solution is 
to provide a 
reversed /mirrored 
version of both 
tracks, thereby effec 
tively doubling the 
number of courses. 

This may sound like a cheap shot, but it actually works better than 
you’d expect. Going around the tracks backward and mirrored, 
they seem almost unrecognizable, and while new tracks would 
have been appreciated, it’s better than standard mirroring. 

Tantalus has added four extra modes exclusive to Saturn Manx 
TT: Time Trial, Practice, Challenge and Super Bikes. Time Trail 
and Practice are self explanatory, while Challenge gives you a 
choice of multiple bikes and then takes you through each of the 
four tracks in sequence. Finish first on all tracks (not easy) and 
you gain access to the Super Bikes, three stupidly powerful bikes 
that kick some serious asphalt. 

So there you have it. This is a solid conversion of ManxTT. Not 
spectacular, not ‘arcade perfect’, but good. It has its problems, 
but in the long run the plus points far outweigh the minus 
points. If it makes you feel any better, I didn’t even expect it to 

be this good. If you liked the arcade, or are in 
the market for a bike racing game, then you 
definitely won’t be disappointed. Just be 
warned in advance: This is a perfectionist’s rac 
ing game. If you’re the kind of player who 
likes to bounce of walls and not lose five posi¬ 
tions you’d better look elsewhere. K 
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KNIGHTMARE 

Cyberbots is 2D 
insanity! 

SEGA SATURN 
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Yes! another 32-bit 
MegaManl From famine... to 

feast! It may come hot on the heels of 
MegaMan 8, but MegaMari X4, being a product of 

the X series, sports an entirely new look and feel when 
compared to MegaMan 8 (which, if I had it to do over again 

would score 10 points higher). X4 surges ahead with a hard-edged, 
industrial look, augmented with generous helpings of pre-rendered CG 
background elements. Thankfully, the characters are completely 
hand-drawn, and animated to a level surpassing most recent Capcom 

coin-ops, save SFIII. Our extremely early preview version only had a 
few bits and pieces from a few levels, so we can’t really comment on 
the gameplay, but from the looks of it MMX4 will be much harder than 

the challenging MM8. As with MegaMan X3, you can choose both 

E. STORM fj 
Two MM’S in 
one year? I 
must be 
dreaming... 

PlayStation 
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BiLLions of years ago, a beihC FRpffi a DisTAirr galaxy was 

TRAnSPORTinG A PRECiOUS CAPGO'OF LIFE GIVII1G ORE. The 

TURBULEnT FORIRATion OF OUR S^LAR SYSTEIh CAUSED HIS SHiP TO 

CRASH, AHD SCATTERED THE ORE OVER THE BtOLTEH SURFACE OF 

plafiet Earth. Through the miLLEnniA, teh hubiahs cajhe 
inTO COHTACT WITH THE ORE AHD WERE TRAnSFORIRED inTO 

super-evolved WARRioRS. These are the WAR GODS! 

Know this: I am only reviewing N64 WarGods because no-one else in the 
office would. Both the coin-op origina^gMBsequent PS conversion earned 
themselves such a bad reputationtflagflpKmere mention of the game was 
enough to send the entire GameFan4ditTirtal staff running for cover. And 
when the dust settled I was slowest. 

But has the whole thfng been blown out of proportion? Is 
WarGods really that bad? Is WarGods to beat-’em-ups what OJ is 
to the legal system? Well that all depends on how much you 

/ like Mortal Kombat. \ 
^ You see, for all intents and purposes WarGods IS Mortal 

5 KABUKI JO MAXI 
for lost treasure in a feared medieval samurai discov- MAXIMUS,; 

Kings, a grave rob- ered the Ore on the eve of a great bat- f°r en^ei 

hidden buriall cham- overwhelmed by its power, he 9,gr* 
led to stea its trea- , .. ,.. . ... the Ore, he t 
.at the Ore had been slaughtered h,s men ,n a rage of hre mas|er wou| 

nber to destroy any- and fury. Shamed by the destruction opponent, fc 

id. His body was he had caused, he became KABUKI ters as well 

Ore, but his soul is JO, an outcast determined to master escaped. C( 

as ANUBIS. the power that consumes him. fights for all 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan 

PAGAN 
Ancient manuscripts revealed the loca¬ 
tion of the Ore to PAGAN, a mistress of 
the Black Arts. She arrived at the ruins 
of a cathedral where the Ore was once 
worshipped. PAGAN summoned forth 
the hidden Ore by reciting the manu¬ 
script’s incantations. The Ore 
increased her hunger for power and 
destruction. She will destroy anyone 
who stands in her way. 

In a vision, AHAUKINI, an evil high 

priest, learned that untold power lay 

at the bottom of his tribe’s sacrificial 

well. One by one, he sent his slaves 

to their death diving to reach the Ore. 

Finally, overwhelmed with desire, he 

plunged to the well’s depths and 

retrieved the Ore. 
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. The button set up is the same (low kick, high kick, low punch, 
high punch, block), the gameplay is very similar (albeit with the added 
third dimension) and the atmosphere is trademark ‘Midway.’ You can 
perform trademark MK moves such as the uppercut and leg sweep in 
exactly the same way as you would in MK, and the top it all off the game 
even has M-style fatalities. 

So why didn’t Midway just add MK characters and call it MK3D7 Who 
knows? Maybe Tobias and Boon are doing something ditferent with 
MK4 and wouldn’t allow yet another generic sequel (albeit in 3D). Or 
maybe Midway didn’t want to risk sinking their most successful fran¬ 
chise on the untested seas of 3D, and instead sent in WarGods to test 

the waters. Or maybe Midway just wanted to release a 3D fighter that MK fans 
at home with while waiting for MK4. Whatever the reason, WarGods is the Mortal 

Kombat3D that never was, along with all the good and bad associations that brings. 
On the positive side, WarGods 64 is better than the PS version. Midway has made an effort to fix some of criti¬ 

cism levied at the coin-op, and on that point at least they are to be commended. The 3D backgrounds are excellent, 
the fatalities are suitably gruesome and a lot of imagination has gone into the game’s characters and moves. This 
is undoubtedly the best version of WarGods out there, and WarGods fans are going to love it. Heck, for a moment 
there in two-player mode I even started to enjoy myself. 

But despite Midway’s best intentions, the negatives still outweigh the positives. The frame 
rate is jerky, the fighter’s animation is stilted and unconvincing, the CPU Al 
painfully cheap, the characters are unbalanced, and despite the 3D 
button the game still plays like MK\ 

Now I know there are a lot of MK fans out there, but personally, 
I’ve never really been to big a fan. I didn’t get into it in 2D and I 
sure as heck can’t get into it in 3D. 

Unfortunately, N64 owners don’t have a lot of options when it 
comes to 3D beat-’em-ups. Dark Rift will be along soon, but in the 
mean time it’s WarGods or nothing. I know which one of the two I’d 
choose, but hey! If you love MK and really, really can’t wait, then 
the world of WarGods awaits. K 

TAK 
Thousands of years ago, a kingdom 

worshipped the Ore as a God. A 

rival kingdom declared war to cap¬ 

ture the Ore. In the face of defeat, 

the king hid the Ore in a stone idol. 

The idol came to life as TAK, 

avenger of a lost civilization. 

VALLAH 
VALLAH, a warrior princess, became 

seperated from a battle during a great 

ice storm. Taking shelter in a nearby 

cave, she saw a glowing light trapped 

inside a translucent wall of ice. 

Hacking away at the ice, her sword 

finally made contact with the Ore. 

VALLAH was transformed into a viking 

Goddess, and rules the realm of ice. 

VOODOO 
In a Caribbean village, a witch doctor 

enslaved his people with Black Magic and 

arcane spells. One night in desperation, 

the villagers captured the witch doctor 

and burnt him to death. They threw his 

body into a forbidden swamp, unaware 

that it hid a deposit of the Ore. The Ore’s 

energy brought his corpse back to life as 

VOODOO, God of the undead. 

CY-5 
The power of the Ore is timeless. In 

the year 2096, scientists will implant 

the Ore into CY-5, an advanced 

cyborg, unaware that the Ore has life 

giving power. CY-5 will kill the scien¬ 

tists. It will conclude that more Ore is 

needed for greater human conscious¬ 

ness. CY-5 will fight in a ruthless, sys¬ 

tematic manner to achieve its goal. 

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 

REVIEW 

I DEVELOPER -MIDWAY I 

I PUBLISHER - MIDWAY I 

I FORMAT-CART I 

I# OF PLAYERS -2 I 

I DIFFICULTY - INTERMEDIATE I 

“Then DIE!!!” 

WARHEAD 
Government officials were worried that 

an experiment to merge nuclear 

weapons with the Ore was in jeopardy. 

They sent their top operative to investi¬ 

gate. When he arrived at the research 

center, the building exploded, covering 

his body with fragments of the Ore. 

The soldier was transformed into 

WARHEAD, a super-human fighter. 
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I DIFFICULTY W/fl 

E. STORM 
Jim and Booger in one 
game!! Sign me UP! 

What makes a good fighting game? Is it 
^ V 40re> with oozin’ limbs and decapitations? 
_ _j Maybe it’s meticulous hand-drawn art and 

deep strategy. It may even be fluid polygo¬ 
nal warriors running at 60fps. Then again, it may be rippin’ farts, flickin’ 
boogers, and sliming your opponent. When it comes to the latter, there’s 
only one way to go... Clayfightin'f 

A successful 16-bit series which has seen two incarnations, Clayflghter 
always hit the nail on the head in relation to the system’s capabilities it was 
running on. The limitations of 16-bit, however, are now long gone and so 

Interplay has taken the action into the world of 3D as only clay can. 
Desides looking totally outrageous, the 3D in CF63-1/3 is utterly original. If 

you’re fighting in front of a bunker and happen to pound through a door, it’s 
there you’ll fight. It’s just like Duckaroo Danzai said, “No matter where you go, 
there you are.” Each level is actually a real working model. Although our ver¬ 
sion had only one working camera, it’s evident that total 360 degree movement 
is in effect. Therefore as you move in and out, the playfields, which include 
objects around the entire circumference, rotate. The textures are gleaming 
with promise and the polys look solid and seamless. As for the characters 
themselves, it’s obvious to me that the new clay in town are quite a bit better 



«i 

around 

the sets. No spe¬ 
cial moves were included in 
this approximately 50% build 
but I can only imagine how totally insane and fun CF63-V3 is going 
to be when it’s packed with crazy moves and combo’s. And finally, I 
gotta tell you, CF63-U3 has some of the best music I’ve heard on 

the console yet, and that’s based on the few tracks currently available. 
If Interplay can tweak CF63-1/3 into a well balanced, fluid package, complete 

with all of the nuances fighting gamers want, and all the humor and freakiness 
that makes Clayfighting so fun, we will no doubt have more fun than a Sav*on 

cJerkjn a truqj< full ^ | | ^ 

than the remaining few from 1 & 2, especially (drum roll please) Earthworm Jim 
and Soogerman! Seeing them in all their 3D goodness makes we want 32 or 
64-bit versions of each more than ever. Not to take away from the rest of the 
bunch (you don’t wanna take anything away from Sumo Santa, especially con¬ 
sumables), they’re all crafted ingeniously and feel almost alive as they walk 
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Stuffed as usual. 

PREVIEW! 

TITLE HUMAN GP/NEXT GEN. 
COMPANY HUMAN (FOR UBI) 
ETA NOW JPN-US TBA 
GENRE I FI RACING SIM 
review next monl 

Human 
Grand Prix: the Next Generation. Coming to the US via UbiSoft, HGP features a full roster including historical drivers. The game 
is host to some nasty re-draw but looks clean otherwise and features selectable weather and 16 true-to-life courses. We’ll have a 

along with info on Ubi’s other N64 titles. 

Judging by these latest screens (of the actual game 
in motion), Mission: Impossible looks like it takes 
full advantage of the Nintendo 64’s 3D power. 
Realistic texture mapping brings an air of realism 

to the game which consists of third person shooting and puzzle/strategy ele¬ 
ments. Also, take note of the cameras and the distance you can see, without 
a trace of the now famous N64 fog. We can’t wait to get our hands on MI. 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ETA 

GENRE 

Having travelled thousands of miles on a last second download 
these Duke Nukem grabs indeed look a tad grainy. In the end 
however I’m quite sure we’ll be enjoying a squeaky clean N64 
version of this, one of the finer corridor marches out there. Of 
course that’s just my opinion. I could be wrong. 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ETA 

GENRE 

DUKE NUKEM 
GT INTERACTIVE 
SUMMER '97 
CORRIDOR 

70 
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*■» et’s talk a little Pac-10 hoops for a hit, 
I fl55*13111 we? 1 don’t know why there is so 

/ JLJ little regard for the talent out in the 
West, hut after this year, it is clearly evi¬ 
dent that the Pac-10 can play with the hest 
of them. I mean, 4 teams in the Sweet 

JOE KID& Sixteen is a pretty amazing feat, and all of 
them could have legitimately advanced to 

tk I the Elite Eight* 1 gotta give it up for my Cal 
I 1 , Bears; predicted to finish anywhere from 

6th-9th in the Pac-10, they exceeded every- 
f one’s limitations and played hard to the hit- 

COtiNkli ter end> finally losing to the NCAA’s win- 
ningest haskethall coach in history. In fact 

Lute Olsen, Arizona’s (Final Four as of now) coach even said 
that Arizona played its hest haskethall of the season in 
their losses to hoth Stanford and Cal... just goes to show you 
how close Cal was... even without NBA-hound Ed Gray. To 
my hoy Ben Braun, you are now The Man! 

All of you that read my humhle little column know I can 
talk on this issue for days (I’m wearin’ a Cal haskethall jer¬ 
sey, for cryin’ out loud), hut I don’t want to neglect every¬ 
one else now... So let’s talk a little Golden State Warriors... 
nah, just messin’ with you... I do have to pick Kentucky to 
win it all though, because even though the talent is pretty 
even among the 4, I have to side with Pitino... and I’ll go 
with Minnesota as the dark horse... I must admit I had cho¬ 
sen Kansas all year... Well, the NBA is winding towards the 
playoffs, and there have certainly heen some shifting in 
Powers... The Lakers have taken a slide without their hig 
man in the middle, while Miami continues to roll even 
when Zo was out of the lineup... Atlanta and Portland are 
continuing to rise, while the Pacers and Kings start to 
fade... Will the Utah Jazz and the Mailman win their first 
Western Conference finals? They are poised to capture 
homecourt advantage, and are an amazing 30-3 when play¬ 
ing at home, second to no one, including the Bulls... 
Speaking of the Bulls, anyone catch Rodman doin’ a little 
WWF? I heard it was pathetic, although I gotta say that his 
movie with Van Damme does intrigue me... For all of you 
fantasy haskethall freaks, I know the trading deadline in 
March marked a sad day to us all, hut anyone that is inter¬ 
ested in doing a league with me next year can write or e- 
mail me, and we’ll get it on—prizes on the line! 

Can you believe this Gordy Howe, I mean he has no concept 
he wants to make a one- of the term “retiring with dignity” 

game comeback into hockey AT THE AGE OF 69! It may get 
postponed I hear, hut if it doesn’t, sports talk show host Jim 
Rome has built a $4000 bounty to the guy that takes Gordy 
out—ouch! Still on hockey, let’s give it up for Boston 
University... BU went up against mighty Michigan, who was 
heavily favored and ready to become the first team in NCAA 
hockey to bring home hack-to-hack titles in 25 years, lost to 
BU, 3-3 before a crowd of 18,000... So long, Wolverines! (But 
hey, at least you won the NIT’s...) Spring is here, and base¬ 
ball has begun with a hang... Atlanta sends away Dave 
Justice, Marquis Grissom and Jermaine Dye! Personally, I 
don’t know any of the players they got in return... Oh, except 
for that guy Kenny Lofton... What a stud! Seems to he the way 
of a lot of teams these days, trading hig names and hig 
salaries for more role players... Hard to he profitable with 
these hig sports franchises, believe it or not... A couple of my 
sources have told me of how franchises have actually lost mil¬ 
lions, despite selling out every game! That’s scary. 

Oh... another thing that’s scary... EA and Nintendo just got 
together and announced that EA will introduce all of their 
sports games on the N64! Scary how good those are gonna he. 
Remember what I said... The hest haskethall game within the 
next year will he on the N64. 

Comments? Questions? Drop me some mail any time. Peace 
— Out. JK 

Joe Kidd can be e-mailed at: rlee@metropolismedia.com 
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FIFA64 is the best American soccer 
game on the market. Its smooth 
graphics and playability are very bal¬ 
anced, in combination with all of the 
options and realism—EA’s signature. 
The most impressive aspect to me 
however, are the phenomenal back¬ 
ground sounds and music. It really 
recreates a playoff atmosphere and 
definitely changes your excitement 
for the game. Great camera angles 
available too. Fast-paced fun. 

G C P M 
? 93 9 9 9 10 8 **** 

More of a soccer game for begin¬ 
ners, not to take away from it at all. 
It is not a difficult game to learn; 
anyone could pick up the pad and 
play. Konami has stuck to simply the 
basics with this one, but has done 
everything well. Could use better 
sound and music, and could get into 
more options and detail, but the sim¬ 
plicity is refreshing, and the game is 
perfect for just plain, old action, with 
no hang-ups, glitches or load time. 

G C P M 
? 84 

Although a fan of NBA Live ’97, this 
particular platform does not do the 
game justice. The game is fun to 
play, but not when there are much 
better ones on other platforms. Live 
Saturn did not stand out and grab me 
in any one area—not graphically, 
gameplay-wise, or musically. To me 
the best part about it was that you 
could play a season with stat-track- 
ing, and that you could play up to 10 
players... I’m too spoiled by others. 

G C P M 0 74 
6 7 8 7 7 ' 

There’s good news and there’s bad 
news: The good news is that this 
game is great and shows a glimpse 
of the future of baseball games—the 
bad news is that it’s only available in 
Japan. PPB is a wonderfully fun and 
addicting game. Very user friendly, 
and introduces quite a few new, 
groundbreaking options and features 
to the game of baseball. It has fan¬ 
tastic control, and the timing is accu¬ 
rate. Quickest 9 innings around! 

G c P M 0 94 
(8) 10 10 8 10 

For VR’s first inhouse sports game: not 
bad, but back to the drawing board. 
Baseball fans are baseball fans, and 
will have fun playing this regardless of 
how I feel, but I’m used to getting a lot 
more detailed action, colors and tex¬ 
tures more prominent, more sound 
effects and music, and better overall 
playability and timing. I don’t need to 
be inundated with distractions, but 
when there’s certain things missing, 
they’re sure noticeable. 

G C P M 0 G4 
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POWER 

HIS IS WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE UPCOMING RELEASE OF BOTTOM OF 
THE 9TH FOR THE PLAYSTATION WELL, AT LEAST THAT'S WHAT KONAMI IS SAYING 

ABOUT IT* APPARENTLY, THIS NEW VERSION HAS BEEN TOTALLY REVAMPED, WITH A ID 
STYLE BATTING INTERFACE, MORE STADIUMS TO CHOOSE FROM, MORE CAMERA ANGLES, 
MLBPA LICENSE, NIGHT GAMES, EASY TO USE SEASON MODE AND MUCH MORE. I'LL KEEP 
YOU POSTED AS THE GAME DEVELOPMENT PROGRESSES! 

HOVE 18j HOLE 16 H0LE17j 

JMZEN JACOBSEN 

! HERE'S THE FIRST SHOTS OF EA'S PGA '97. PGA WILL INCLUDE MANY Hey golf fans 
OF THE TOP PLAYERS ON THE TOUR (DAVIS LOVE III AND PETER JACOBSEN SHOWN), AS 

WELL AS 1 OF THE MOST CHALLENGING CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES AROUND IN SAWGRASS, 
SPANISH BAY AND SPYGLASS TOO* LOOK FOR A COMPLETE PREVIEW IN OUR NEXT ISSUE! 
UNTIL THEN, STAY OUT OF THE ROUGHS* 

As we all know, Electronic Arts has been the pace car for all sports games since the birth of Madden. The thing that has really 
set them apart is their grassroots approach to the industry—getting involved with the athletes, sports figures, coaches and com¬ 
mentators—people who are sports, and getting them involved. This year EA sponsored a series of groundbreaking events and 
tournaments that caught the attention of sports celebrities and fans alike. Among some of the events was the 3rd Annual 
Madden Bowl in New Orleans, 3 days before the SuperBowl. Destination: Planet Hollywood, French Quarter, where guys like 
Eddie George, William Floyd, Ki Jana Carter and many more took part in the competition and festivities. Simultaneously, up in 
San Jose, California, EA introduced their new wireless remote game controller at the NHL All-Star game that allowed fans in the 

audience to play on the Jumbotron from their seats! 2 Days prior to the game, Slapshot Shootout took place at San Jose Live!, 
where stars included Eric Lindros,Tony Granato, John Vanbiesbrouck and others, who got together for a little fun off the ice. In 
the same month, EA was hitting the college ranks as well with their 5th Annual East/West Shrine College Football USA ’97 
Tournament, where guys like Jake the Snake of ASU and Steve Sarkisian of BYU battled it out on the video grid iron. Meanwhile 
Team EA traveled to 40 different college campuses, running mini-tournaments for over 1300 participants, finalists of whom would 
duke it out at the Campus Cup in New Orleans. As you can see, it’s already been a busy year for EA, and you can bet they were 
taking notes the whole time, and you’ll know when you play their ’98 line of sports games and other future lines to come! 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 73 



Well for all of you sports 
fans that couldn't wait 
for an EA title to come out on 

N64, your wish has finally been ful¬ 
filled. EA has released its #1 soc¬ 
cer game onto the 64 bit platform, 
and looks like it has certainly out¬ 

done its predecessors. 
As good as the other PIFAs 

4 were, they just couldn't overcome 
some of the limitations inherent 
of the CD format. Now, with the 
cartridge-based capabilities pro¬ 
vided by the N64 system, game- 
play is as smooth as can be, and 
the tempo upbeat. I was begin¬ 
ning to notice a startling pat- 

' tern in EA sports games; one 
that put an emphasis on real¬ 
ism and statistical features 

f (which I loved), but at the 
expense of gameplay, and 
often times graphics as well. 

By utilizing the N64, EA 
has manipulated an advanced 
gaming system with faster CPUs 
that allows the player(s) to 
have maximum satisfaction in 

4 speed and gameplay. What a 
pleasant surprise to play such a 
fast-paced soccer game, with 

4 smooth, twitch responses. 
Along with advanced hard¬ 

ware, comes an advanced AI. In 
past FIPAs, the defenders mir¬ 
rored just about every move you 
made, therefore there was no 
way to shake defenders at all; 
no matter how good a defender 
is, this just isn’t possible. 
Computer players defend and 

,-, 01:05 1 j ' 
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attack much more realistically, and have an overall better under¬ 
standing of spacing and leading other players. In addition, 
timing and movements are precise and believable. 

There are more play options than ever before: low passes, 
high lobs, dribble, run, speed-up, slide tackle, hard tackle, 
curve balls, one-timers, rainbow kicks, bicycle kicks, diving 
headers and more. You can execute one of 3 set plays at any 
time, and hide which play you are running from your oppo¬ 
nent. PIFA has 8 unique camera angles, 
plus a bonus picture in 
picture feature that 
brings you close-ups of 
all the action. Choose 
from 6 team formations, 
and 5 different team 
strategies from Attack 
Mode to All-Out Defense. 
EA uses Motion Blending 
Technology to render 22 
real-time players that 

are at the control of your fingertips via 
analog-controlled action. PIFA has 6 different 
leagues, and 100 different teams. Unfortunately, 
this version of PIFA does not have the Indoor game 
option, but the improvements that have been imple- 

Motion OM 

tmo..h 
1 the 22 real-time rendered pi 

mented make this version so good, you hardly miss it. 
Overall, EA has done a fantastic job in recreating an 
exciting soccer environment. The music, chants and 
cheers are more authentic then ever before, and actually 
add to a heightened flow of adrenaline. Most music and 
sound simply provide accompaniment or entertainment, but 
the sound in this game puts 
you right into the arena 
with a playoff flair. Have 
fun with this one! JK 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 



VR BASEBALL TIP 

Check out VR Baseball ’97at www.vrsports.com 

IFYOU DON'T MIND GETTING KNOCKED 
AROUND. SWITCH TO BALL CAM AND 

SEETHE GAME FROM A PERSPECTIVE 
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE. 

Check out the official Major League Baseball™ web site at www.majorleaguebaseball.com 



Play baseball in a true real-time 3-D world with 

unlimited 360° views and motion captured polygon 

models for all players. > 

THE ONLY REAL-TIME 
360’ 3-D BASEBALL GAME! 

I Now, play Major League Baseball™ from any position or 
I perspective. Because, this next generation game has a 

m Virtual FieldVision™ 3-D camera that allows you to dolly, pan and 
f zoom to and from any point in 3-D space. Now, see the action 

bigger and closer than ever before from either a first person or 
third person perspective. To bring this Major League Baseball™ 3-D 
world to life, real-time motion capture was combined with polygon 
players producing quick, smooth, life-like baseball moves. 

After 3 years of internal development and a total commitment 
to quality, VR Sports delivers a winning roster for the '97 season: 

Instant access to pitch selection, speed and control for unlimited 
MjlP plate locations without menus. Total bat control for power, contact, 

bunt and pull-hitting without tipping your hand to your opponent. In-stadium scoreboard tracks scores, pitches and stats 

in real-time while the big screen in-stadium television ®Hit and run, tag up, steal, stretch out a double or execute a squeeze broadcasts live, 

play. It is up to you because you can control all of the baserunners 
while simultaneously controlling the batter. 

©Super-fast Season Play mode with top 10 or full stats. Plus, -'<yjSiisyiK-;r. 
mid-season All-Star voting and game. \ | Jlf§ 

®Four uniform options per team including updated colors and team 
logos for 1997. Plus, four play options and three difficulty settings for 
the skill level most challenging to you. fs 

Over 700 Major League Baseball™ players with 

updated stats, rosters, uniform styles, logos and inter¬ 

league play for '97. 

PluSf a true physics model controls velocity, 

rotation, gravity and air friction for true flight, 
bounce and roll for varying surfaces like Astroturf, 
grass, dirt and fences. 

Play day or night games in all 28 3-D Major League 

Baseball™ stadiums including three new stadiums: 

Atlanta, Anaheim and Oakland. 

Try it. It's new. Itrs different. You may 
never go back to your old game again. 

The Difference Is Real. 

© 1997 Interplay Productions. All right reserved. VR Sports, VR Baseball and The Difference Is Real 

are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. Major League Baseball trademarks and copy- "—._ 

rights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties Inc. ©MLBPA Official Licensee-Major League ~ * 

Baseball Players Association. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo 

are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Microsoft, Windows and the Windows95 logo are registered trademarks of 

Microsoft Corporation.AII rights reserved. All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

Microsoft-’ 
Windows’95 PlayStation' 

COMING SOON!!! 
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GRAND PRIZE [1] 

CONTEST RULm 

most reali] 
fighting Simula! 

on Piatformlvl 

» am 

WIN A COMPLETE MARTIAL 

ARTS GYM SET COMPLIMENTS OF 

k-1 The Arena Fighters 

for Sony PlayStation and 

GAMEFAN magazine 

FIRST PRIZE [S] 
A copy of K-i The Arena Fighters for the 

Sony PlayStation. (5 winners) 

One complete set with 60-lb. heavy bag, 
leather speed bag, leather bag gloves, 
Everlast robe and boxing trunks. (1 winner) 

SECOND PRIZE [IP] 
1 year subscription to Black Belt magazine 

and an Everlast Gym Bag. (10 winners) 

CKBE 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. To enter mail a standard postcard containing your name, address, phone number and age to "K-1 The Arena Fighters Contest” 

c/o T*HQ, 5016 North Parkway Calabasas, Suite 100, Calabasas, California 91302. Limit one entry per Participant. Entries must be received by May 15th, 

1997. All entries become the exclusive property of T*HQ/GAMEFAN magazine (sponsors) and will not be acknowledged or returned. Sponsors assume no 

responsibility for lost, mutilated, late, ineligible, incomplete, postage due or misdirected entries. Drawing will be held on or about May 20th, 1997. 
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You know that Air. Kidd certainly gets excited every time a new 

hoops title crosses his desk, and lo and behold, NBA Live '91 for 

the Saturn is here. Now everyone knows by now that when 

you get an EA sports game, you're gonna be stacked to the rafters 

with every option imaginable. Well, the story's no different this 

time, as Live is stacked with options like on~the-fly playcalling, a 

Stat W\enu that includes Team, Player, User, and League Leaders, a 

Strategy W\enu with offensive and defensive sets, 8 different cam¬ 

era options, Trade and Create Player options, full Season play, com¬ 

plete rosters with all of this year s rookies and much more... as 

always. EA is second to none in providing choices and options for j 

the sports connoisseur. | 

Now, my problem with the Live series has never _____ 

been with the options it included, but rather the 

graphics, gameplay and the complexity of its inter- sg& 

face. The characters are motion-captured, but hon~ ist : 

estly, the graphics are not much to talk about being 

on the Saturn platform. They, as expected, have — 

declined slightly. Sluggish gameplay is not too much 

of a problem on the Saturn version, but the players 

have that skating-on-ice feel rather than the 

_ desired hitting-the~hardwood feel. Any attempt at 

~ a steal is comprised of sliding into the man with the 

~ ~ ball, and pressing the steal button as many times as 

you can before he gives up the rock, where in reali- 

X ty it would be foul city (unless of course you're the 

, Knicks). 

in .--'.' ■ J The interface is not as complex as the 

Osterti 

PlayStation's, and the load time seems to be 

may be imagining it, but whatever changes they've made, they've worked for me. No matter how many times I played the 

n version, it took me forever to just get the darn game started. I could never remember what button to push, under what catego- 

on. Saturn s is much more straightforward, and moves along quicker, much to my relief, because it started to be a real buzzkill 

ok me 10 minutes to find how to get to the tip-off! Imagine the feelings of inadequacy that built up... 

this game is one of the better hoop games on the Saturn platform, but with Playstation and N6H out there, this one won't get much 

JOE KIDD 
THEY’RE DOWN 
BIG, BUT EA’S 
A SECOND 
HALF TEAM. SEGA SATURN 

80 
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JOE KIDD 
Baseball’s 
on a roll! 

Well baseball fans, there’s good news and there’s bad news. 
The good news is that baseball games look as if they are 
coming around—the bad news is that Power Pro Baseball tor 

the N64 is only in Japan. However, we should all rejoice nonetheless 
because games like this show what’s on the horizon in baseball. 

If you saw the March issue, you saw GF review King of Baseball, the cute 
one, also from Japan. Well, if you didn’t know any better, you could 
swear (but don’t) that Power Pro Baseball is the exact same 
thing as KOB\ It has the same “cute” characters, 
miniaturized little guys that resemble the old 
field-goal-kicking Super Joes. It has a similar 
type of Practice Mode in pitching, batting and 
fielding that translates into elevated levels of 
attributes once gametime rolls around—a feature I 
love. But my initial observation on the difference 
between the two, is that Power Pro’s graphics are 
not as clean as KOB’s, but PPB’s gameplay and con¬ 
trol are tighter and more precise. 

Batting takes on a different system than KOB, one 
that was very friendly to me. You see, I’m notori 
ous for having absolutely minimal skill in 
putting the bat to the ball in virtually 
every baseball game—at least with any 
regularity that is. In PPB, they’ve imple¬ 
mented a system that gives you a batter-con- 
trolled cursor to mark your sweet spot. The 
thing that makes it so different though, is that 
the cursor moves in an arc pattern, thus elimi 
nating occasional “slips” into random batting 
positions—i.e. getting overly excited over a 
curve ball and wildly thrusting the cursor into the 
upper-righthand region. This arc feature, cou¬ 
pled with the analog stick of the N64 gives 
you smooth, methodical control over 
the swing. What’s more is that you can 
also choose the Power Hit option. This is 
an on-the-fly option that you can select 
which will make your batting cursor small¬ 
er in size (harder to hit), but if you get 
ahold of it, it’s got some juice! It was diffi¬ 
cult to hit in this mode, but after I found my 
rhythm, it was lights out baby. 

As your pitcher starts to feel fatigued, he gets 
stars around his head, and begins to wobble a 
bit—another cute feature. In the bullpen you 
have a handful of pitchers for each 
club, and each pitcher has a 
couple of specialized pitches 
that are guidabie once the 
ball’s been released. As a 
pitcher, you are equipped with 
PIP screens on 1st and 3rd 
base, and can actually see when 
the man on base takes off... 

One of the more impressionable 
features of this game was the non¬ 
stop commentary. This on-the-fly 
play-by-play made the game much 
more real to life, and enhanced the 
live atmosphere it tries to capture. 

Once again, this cute genre has suc¬ 
ceeded in capturing our hearts and more 
importantly, our gaming interest. 

Baseball fans and non-sports fans alike ate 

one up despite the glaring irony that 
“darling” and “chew spit,” “adorable” and 
“dugout,” “precious” and “jockstrap” just don 
belong in the same sentence. You’re bound to 

dizzily in love with this game. ”r 

. 

JK 
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lv like VR because they have a lot „ 
of great ideas in their sports games that I’ve played, but just don’t crack the proverbial ‘ Top Ten yet. 
You can tell they put a lot of thought and effort into their games, but they’re missing the glue m some 
areas, forgot to sand down the edges and round the corners. 

One thing that really detracts from this game, and baseball games in particular, is the lack of commentators. 
Having plav-bv-plav guvs reallv move this traditionally slow sport along, a must for a game that takes over an 
hour to plav, and if you’re talking about playing a season.... forget about it! I know they’re trying to achieve 
more of an* “at the ballpark” kind of feel, rather than a televised broadcast, but it doesn’t work with no com¬ 
mentary, no music, or anything to pump the blood a little. Gameplav is not bad, but the frame rate makes 
you a little uneasy in its occasional choppiness, and the graphics, although highly detailed in some respects, 
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aes oeen beefed up, with the 
turn of old favorites (Tung 

Fu Rue, Laurence, Cheng, and 
Krauser and Geese) as welt 
as secret ‘evil versions of 
Andy, Mary, Tung, and Billy. 
With all of the characters present, the num¬ 
ber of backgrounds are sparse at only 
eight, although each changes from morning 
to night as you fight. 

Music and sound effects are solid fare, but 
the crowning jewel is definitely the announc¬ 
er. After you start your game, you are greet¬ 
ed by this ‘trying to be hip and enthusiastic’ 
guy saying, "Hey! How’s it going dude? 
Choose your favorite character!” From there. 

Artwork © SNK 1996 Check us out onlin| 

he says little things before 
each match and when you lose. 
This is SNK’s traditional wacky 
text put to speech, and a tot of 
clear, good sounding speech at 
that. I dare anyone to hear the 

select screen intro and not smile. 
While I know I’ll get a scolding for saying 

this, I think Fatal Fury has become one of 
SNK’s less-important series. That said, FF is 
an institution in itself, a high-quality and wett- 
produced game series that even today is one 
of the top names in the genre. While I may not 

^predate it to its full extent, I know FF fans 
ill be more than pleased. S 

http://www.gamefan.com 

The only things certain in life are death and 
taxes... and Fatal Fury. Started as the 
Neo*Geo’s entry into the booming fighting 

game craze, FF has had six different arcade 
incarnations and is the most released fighting 

game on home systems to 
date. White I’ve played alt 
the games in the series, from 
the original Fatat Fury to the 
newest in the legacy. Real 
Bout Fatal Fury Special, I 
must admit it wasn’t until 
Real Bout Fatat Fury that I 
realty became that keen on 
the game. That said, I think 
Real Bout Special is 

definitely the better of the two. RBFFS Upgrades the gameptay, 
engine, and systems of RBFF, and includes secrets and small¬ 
er detaits that weren’t present in the previous game. 

Playwise, many of the smaller gameplay elements have 
received upgrades or changes. The most notable is the line- 
sway system, a sort of ‘3D 
for a 2D world,’ which has 

been changed back 
to the old two- 
plane format as 
opposed to the 
three-plane for¬ 
mat used in the 
last two games. 

The roster 
of characters 



SMART 
RADS!! 
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lTRoa^ 
Designed with the player in mind! Ergonomically shaped for maximum comfort. 
Five levels of programmable rapid fire for each button! 
Unique D-Pad configuration! Adjustable for traditional or 4-way directional movement com 
plete with adjustable sensitivity! 
Plus Analog Steering1 A unique wheel around the D-Pad provides a distinctive driving 
experience which can be fine tuned to the players liking!! 
Dot Matrix Screen: The large 2” display is easy to read and program! 

POWER WHEEL 

^gSS®100* Programmable shift buttons and 
4 position shifter on the column! 
One-piece design, triple connecter 
for all 3 platforms! 
Programmable foot brake and throttle! 
Analog gas and brake pedals! 
Adjustable steering column! 

■Ferrari-type steering wheel! 

TRUE ANALOG STEERING CONTROL, REALISTIC 
GAS. BRAKE. AND SHIFTING. PLUS EVERY STOCK CONTROLLER FEATURE BUILT IN! 
THE POWER WHEEL TC;NG GAMES TO LIFEv WHY DRIVE WITH ANYTHING LESS? 
IT’S THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB. 

GAME SOURCE 

(212)-279-6758 FAX (212J-279-6760 *207 W 28th Street, New York, NY 10001 



' The company famous for the King's Field adventures has 
two new titles ready for inspection at the Tokyo Toy Show; 
Armored Core and Shadow Tower. “From” recently 
announced these two titles as well as stating that there will 
be no more King's Field sequels; they feel that they’ve 
taken the game as far as they can. But no matter, for these 

B|| two titles will likely propel “From” to even greater stardom. 
Let us delve into the world of Armored Core first... 

I Armored Core is best described as a 3D combat action 
game with an interesting ‘robot making* option. This simu¬ 

lation is scheduled for a Summer release, with a US release to hope¬ 
fully follow. The gameplay is an interesting slant on the usual *mech 
games, with players accomplishing missions by building different 
types of robot. Mr. Kawamori, the game designer, expressed great 
excitement that players will be able to further their progress by 
building robots from over 100 million different patterns of parts and 
equipment, including their own colors and decals (like in Rage 
Racer). Furthermore, all the missions are 3D/action/shooting with a 
first-person view so that the player can experience being there just 
like in real life... or as real as a twelve-level polygon dungeon can be. 
“We think we can help foster simulation activities among players,” 
stated Mr. Kawamori rather cryptically, but we see what he means; 
players can save their robots and battles it out with other human 
players, and “From” seems to be trying to establish a new style of 
gaming in which players can have a fun assembling robots and then 
placing them in a cyber zone to kill each other (both in hand-to-hand 
and ranged combat) again and again. Let’s hope “From” took inspi¬ 
ration from Virtual On and not Robo Pit before designing this one... 

Also coming from “From,” is Shadow Tower, to everyone’s amaze¬ 
ment, this is going to be a 3D dungeon RPGH Yes, really! This is the 
first in what “From” hopes will be a series of RPGs under the banner 
of the Continental Saga (note that both names are working titles). 
Planned for a Spring 1998 release, Shadow Tower is a 3D real-time 
polygon dungeon bash intended to take players weaned on King's 
Field and transport them to the next level of gaming excellence. In 
order to create an even more realistic effect, “From” has employed a 
much more detailed polygon engine, meaning vertigo-inducing falls 
and huge chasms are more accurately portrayed than before. “From” 
stated that “one of our main objectives is to express a sense of lone¬ 
liness or fear by not only reducing BGM but concentrating more on 
the sound effect s for each scene. We are striving to develop enter¬ 
tainment an RPG that can eliminate the ‘just a game’ concept, based 

on an incident that happens in the Devil’s world.” Whatever the enig¬ 
matic “From” may mean, the game sure sounds cooler than a snow¬ 
man’s wet bits. Here’s a snippet of what the story is about: 

Long, long ago, there was a King who ruled a continent after con¬ 
quering many countries, due in no small part to his brethren; the 12 
Black Knights. The 12 Knights had unsurpassed power beyond 
human beings, and the King employed a mystical artifact known as 
the Crown of Ocellus decorated with 12 shining stones. After the 
death of the King, the 12 Knights vanished and the country was again 
divided to small countries. The King’s castle was demolished and 
only the Crown remained there. The legend of the demolished cas¬ 
tle and the power of the Crown grew over the decades that followed. 
Then, many years later, a man happened to obtain the Crown. When 
he found that the Crown belonged to the legendary King, he decided 
to go into the catacombs of the castle to find the 12 stones that had 
been lost... Perhaps not the wisest of moves, but it certainly leaves 
the way open for a pantaloon-soiled dungeon fest in glorious 3D. 

What “From” has also tried to steer away from are the ‘traditional’ 
elements of RPGs (and i don’t mean locking yourself in a darkened 
room with a 20-sided dice). “From” has said that they are “going to 

avoid elements of numerical values such as HP, MP, and levels. In 
other words, we will avoid using numerical parameters for charac¬ 
ters in the game. The game will not have an automatic recovery sys¬ 
tem, not only from the damage caused by an opponent in a fight but 
also the loss of energy caused by attacking or using spells, as the 
player progresses in the game. Also, we will eliminate unrealistic sit¬ 
uations, such as receiving gold when you beat a monster. Our new 
intention is to create intelligent opponents, so that we may be able 
to adjust the non-player characters (the opponents will vary greatly, 
depending on the behavior of player). We are trying to create a 
world in which a player must apply common sense...” A tough job 
indeed, and a game that GameFan is anxiously waiting to play. 

The game with legendary delays, Zero Divide 2: The Secret Wish, 
is now nearing final completion, and still looks to be a Tekken 2- 
style 3D polygon battle bonanza. However, in order to pull itself 
from the mire of other 3D beat-’em-ups, Zero 2 will have asymmet¬ 
rical stages, four walls with different attributes (like electricity or 
sheer drops), and increased dramatic character animation. Sounds 
interesting. Also of note are the sheer number of stages (there are 
more than in any other fighting game so far, the reason being that 
they’re in Virtual Reality), and the most interesting (and downright 
odd) stages are briefly described below. Note that all details are 
subject to change, tweak and removal... 

So, as stages go, Zero 2 has the most exciting. Such delights will 
include the Mechanical Stage with its distorted shape and a three¬ 
layered wall which crumbles when characters collide with it. Then 
there’s the tom-tom-tastic Jungle stage surrounded by electrical 

86 Zero Divide 2 © Zoom 1997. Shadow Tower & Armored Core © From Software 1997. 



shown at the forthcoming (at the time of writing) Tokyo Toy Show 
*97. Check back with us in a month’s time, and we’ll also inform you 
of these fine titles along with rumors of a certain Castlevania 64... 

Hudson Inc., Sega Enterprises and Avex DD Inc have joined forces 
to co-produce Virusy a hybrid adventure game for Saturn that will fur¬ 
ther narrow the gap between films and games. 

Virus is set in the 22nd century, when mankind has developed a 
virtual world called the Cyber Network where people can transfer 
both their consciousness and physical body into cyber space. The 
virtual world has been constructed to replicate the real world. You 
play the part of Serge, an investigator in cyber space who goes in 
search of his brother, Leon, after he loses contact with him. Leon 
was last seen trying to eliminate a killer virus from the Network, and 
Serge’s quest will require him to unravel the mystery behind the 
virus and discover its true purpose. 

Virus’ graphics will be a mixture of CG and hand-drawn anima¬ 
tion: CG for the backgrounds and animation for the characters. 
This is supposed to reflect the game’s narrative of humans living 
in a mechanical world. 

The three companies involved want their collaboration to be 
seen as a model for future multi-company games. Avex 
DD/Favorite Blue will provide the music, Hudson is handling the 
animation and Sega are in charge of CG. Virus is set for an August 
release date, and will come on 3 CDs. 

wire, a Biological (!) stage which (apparently) is hexagonal and 
resembles a bee, a Rocky stage which looks very ‘rural China’ with an 
oblong ring on top of a cliff, a Japanese stage lit by the light of the 
cyber moon and lastly... the pink rice-cake stage. Hmmm. No word 
on the gameplay itself, but until we receive further information, feast 
your eyes on these all-new shots. 

Fine purveyors of classic console titles for many a year, these 
Japanese giants are set to continue their video game prowess with 
the release of a load of great-looking releases, all of which are 
very different from each other. 

Looking very cool at the moment is Other Life Other Dreams, a 
role-playing style PlayStation adventure. This dungeon hack is look¬ 
ing extremely extensive, with 3D dungeons to explore that change 
internally every time you venture inside. Another greatly anticipated 
feature is the fact that you can meet demonic enemies in battle and 
then coax them into actually joining your party. The way this occurs 
is by, er, collecting their eggs, because as any Demon hunter worth 
his salt knows, Demons raised from eggs are more easily swayed 
into the service of humans. So during this adventure, it becomes 
imperative to collect these eggs, take them home, keep them warm 
in a specially constructed hutch, and actually raise them. Most odd. 
More (less bizarre) facts known about Other Life Other Dreams 
include magical fusion or merger capabilities between characters 
and the fact that magic is kept in special bags, and must be removed 
from the bag before use, and is in a special order which you can 
change (this apparently affects the game in some unknown way). 

Okay, I know you’ll want to more about those Demon hatchlings, 
so here’s more juicy gossip for those demonic farmers amongst you. 
When the Demon reaches maturity, it becomes yours to control, but 
due to their perverse nature, they tend to wander off. Keep them in 
check by delving into your bag and producing a demonic collar. This 
creates a tight bond between you and your little lucifer, and the col¬ 
lars come in two eye-catching colors; Blue and Red. From this we 
imagine that two different types of demon can be controlled at once. 
Even with the collar however, these nasty chaps tend to do their own 
thing; their own individual Al allows them to question your orders 
and the likelihood of them obeying you is displayed in five levels. 

Capcom’s sequel to SF vs X-Men will include an all new charac¬ 
ter entitled Norimaru. The name was selected by a 14 year old boy 
from Kyoto who won a competition on the weekly comedy program 
Gabaku. The character has extremely strange moves, such as a 
silly walk, slipping up on a banana peel, and a throw where he 
wraps his bag handle around his opponent’s neck, pulls it back, 
then lets it snap in their face! He also has a ‘henshin’ move where 
he changes poses and clothes many times for a multiple attack! 
Norimaru is a big super hero fan, and at the start of a round he 
often takes out a camera and snaps a shot of his opponent. He 
also has a special move where he asks his opponent for an auto¬ 
graph! I swear I’m not making this up! It’s not certain that 
Norimaru will be in the final version, but we hope so! 

The Tokyo Toy Show was held between March 19th and 23rd at 
Japan’s biggest exhibition grounds, the “Big Site.” With over 135 
companies showing in excess of 35,000 toys, and an estimated 
attendance of 100,000+, the TTS ranks among the biggest of toy 
shows worldwide. And unlike TTS shows of the past, this year most 
of the game companies decided to display only at the Tokyo Game 
Show, so it was almost exclusively toys. 

The Tamagochi easily took center stage at the show. It’s more 
popular than ever! The little eggs have now evolved into other 
forms completely, including cuddly toys and even portable phones. 
The newest, version 3, is available in 3 types: Forest, Ocean, and 
Heaven1 Looks like it’s going to be the year of the Tamagochi. 
Heck, there’s even a Tamagochi pen pals club. 

Taken from the Japanese Poi poi, this actually translates as 
“Disposing of things and tossing them out unsparingly without a 
second thought”, so Konami wisely chose the more catchy 
Poiterfs Point for this very, very odd PlayStation battle game. 
Your character comes to an arena armed with nothing, and must 
defeat the opponent by using whatever objects are scattered 
about the stage. Up to four people are able to play simultane¬ 
ously, and the winner is the last person standing. Now apparent¬ 
ly, this is the sport of the future (because of, y’ know, sparse 
resources and everything), and encourages you to grab any items 
you can in order to beat your foe into submission. Different items 
appear in different stages, and a special machine replaces items 
during particularly long battles when items run out. 

Finally comes the Salamander Deluxe Pack Plus for the 
PlayStation and Saturn, a triple-pack bundle of goodness for all old 
school shooting fans. This has the space-ship shooting festivals of 
Salamander, Salamander 2 and Life Force in one bulging CD pack. 
Aside from getting three great shooters, fans will also receive new 
CG openings and a demo. Hold onto your smart bombs for that one. 
We’ll have more on all three games shortly, as they’re all being 

Salamander Deluxe & Poiter’s Points © Konami 1997. 87 
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1 ushido Blade is an excellent example of why I love 
Square. It’s not a perfect game; in fact, it’s far from 
it. But with Bushido Blade, and every 32-bit product 
they’ve released thus far, Square impresses by delivering 
products that were just a few months before thought nearly impossible. With Tobal No. 

1, they formed a team of expert 3D fighting game designers (Dream Factory, made up from 
previous members of Sega and Namco), and created something truly original, with the high¬ 
est resolution seen on the PS thus far. Final Fantasy VII... well, that goes without saying. 
Not only did this title destroy every other 32-bit RPG before it, but it truly re-defined" the 
genre. They even re-released the classic Final Fantasy IV and, tun... Well, "they added CG 
and the ability to dash! (wait, strike that...) And now Bushido Blade, beyond creative. Not 
content with just making another 3D fighter, Square’s new team, Lightweight, designed a 
new concept from the ground up. 

- 

.... i 
Life bars, time limits, restraining environ¬ 
ments—normal aspects found in nearly every 

fighting game—gone. In the attempt to make a 
f fighter that’s a bit different from the norm, 

Lightweight decided to focus on an aspect rarely 
tried in non-sports gaming: They based BB on 
reality. Why have life bars in a fighting game? 
If a body part becomes slashed, shouldn’t it 
become useless? And what about the back¬ 
grounds? Isn’t it time for the areas vou fight on 
to become more than just pretty backdrops? In 

Bushido Blade, there’s 
one huge area you can 
fight through for the 
first main battles, an 
area that’s as big as a 
small town. 

It’s so cool to slash your opponent in the leg and/or arm, 
and watch him struggle towards you. And as this game is 
based on realism, one hit kills are the norm. The battles are 
much more strategic than most fighting games, parrying 
strikes and knowing when to slash back is important, but 
even more important is knowing when to run away. These 
aspects allow for battles that can last an instant, or an hour. 
You can make a fast kill, or run from your oppo¬ 
nent across bridges (jumping off it if you feel the 
need), through bamboo trees, across frozen lakes, 
and up small walls. 
While there are bor¬ 
ders, the areas you 
can explore are" 
amazingly huge. 
This freedom is one 
of the best aspects of 
BB, and one of 
Lightweight’s greatest 
accomplishments. 
- http://www.gamefan.com 



In keeping with the reality idea, the only way 
to “win" is quite admirable. Samurai (for "the 
most part) are an honorable bunch, and you 
must keep that honor in mind if you hope to 
see an ending. Bushido is an honor code for 
Samurai warriors, something you should follow. 
Don’t hit an opponent in the back, don’t wait 
with your blade ready as 
he climbs a wall after 
you, and certainly 
don’t strike as 
they’re talking. 
If you fight with no honor, your only reward is 
a small parting haiku, leaving you without see¬ 
ing any of the bosses, or the CG ending. But of 
course", this works both ways. If you fight the 
good fight, and respect yoiir opponents, one of 
two very cool endings per character is vours. 

Initially 6 fighters can be chosen, all drasti¬ 
cally different in appearance, but onlv truly 
distinct in speed and power levels, before" 
each fight, these characters can pick from 8 
weapons that vary in weight and length, and 
most have special projectile attacks such as 
fans or shuriken. Similar to Tobal No. 1, there 
are only 3 attack buttons—high, middle, and 
low. Each of these, along with your parry and 
run buttons, allow you to execute almost "every 
type of Samurai-style attack imaginable. And" 
as in every game lumped into this genre, you 
must study the many different fighting styles 
and mini-combos, ifvou ever hope to over¬ 
come the foes that await. 

The graphics in Bushido Blade are a mixed 
bag. The characters look great, and the back¬ 
grounds, well, they only look good if you keep 
in mind their size! The battlefield is actually 
so big, it’s divided into sections that load as" 

you approach. While the small 
wait time is a bit uncomfortable, 
the result is very cool. Each 

area is 
quite 
differ¬ 
ent, 
ranging 
from a 
large 
bridge to 
a grove 
of bam¬ 

boo trees (which can be cut down), and the 
graphical quality, while somewhat pixellv, is 
constant and easily bearable. 

But what’s a super-realistic Samurai fighting 
game without options? How many other fight¬ 
ers allow you change the setting from night to 
day, make" the game appear black and white 

(classic Kurosawa 
movies, anyone?), or 

give you" the abili¬ 
ty to"fight in a 
first-person view? 

How about a link-up play mode? There’s even a 
Chanbara Mode that lets" you practice on differ¬ 
ent fighters non-stop (opening new options if 
you prove to be a master), and a movie room 
where the CG endings you’ve received can be 
viewed at any time. Aaid without getting into 
the optional "environmental changes in the vs. 
mode (that drastically alter the gameplav), or 
the excellent music by none other than Avako 
Saso, Shinji Hosoe and Takayuki Aihara (the 
folks behind the Soul Edge and Ridge Racer 
tunes), it’s apparent Bushido Blade eas¬ 
ily has more extras than any fighter 
ever would need. 

Bushido 
Blade is a 
concept 
game, and a 
very good 
one" at that. 
It’s unique, 
clever, and 
ambitious... 
well... almost . 
too ambi¬ 
tious. Not 
everyone will 
love" it, but 
for those who 
are constant¬ 
ly searching 
for something 
a tad differ¬ 
ent (like 
me!), Bushido 
Blade is [ 
nothing less 
than amazing, 

O 

PlayStation 

DEVELOPER - LIGHTWEIGHT 

PUBLISHER - SQUARE 

FORMAT - CD 

DIFFICULTY - INTERMEDIATE 

if DF PLAYERS - 2 

AVAILAGLE NOW JAPAN 

I escaped! I'm 
back!! No more 

directing the 
web!! Hey... 
no... Wait, 
don't stall 
me back in 

WAYMWfll Bushido Blade features some of the most impressive and... 
sharp weapons of-ancient times, like the Katana, Rapier, 

^ Naginata, Kanazuchi, Nodachi, Boom Stick, Seiyo Blaide, x" 
Seiyo Tsurugi, and Kishido Sword. Beautify! and deadly, y 

HlfMtM each °f these killing instruments of old are a rare • 
J3HUM3KIUAV .IWiWfMflPl sicjhttdday, most of which reside only in muse- 

umst-permealed with dust and broken dreams. 
Of course, all of them except one. Oddly . ’,V 7- 

shaped and drenched in mystery,’the Boom Stick stiii e.ludei''*:' 
museum curators and treasure hunters alike.- Ifs seemingly y 
magical power, to be able to kill with a sharp, cracking sound 
has given the Boom Stick an almost 
mythological shadow in people’s, 
minds;. But, as pictures don't lie (see 
shot on-left),.neither do the statements® 
given by.'Samurai' during the Spanish 
Inquisition of 15.12: ”.Qne boom and |ML 
you're dead, eucka!" was whatlhey . ■ WKL ™ if 
said; one boom, indeed. The Boom 'ym^Eppjf - 
Stigkls today rumored to be in the . 
hands of a.Q.assassin named HIPPIE 
Schwartz Katze,.. 355T 

that box! 

The luscious mid¬ 
boss Hokkyoku 
Tsubame...*sure, 
she may be 43, 
but she’s hot!! 



Ah, Macross... what anime lover /7^ jlC * 
out there hasn’t, at one time or | jl 
another, dreamed of flying one of 
the fabled Valkyries, shooting down L ^Gl L 1 
alien Zentradi scum, their courage 
and spirit burning from the encour- m ,■ m ■ 
agement of a Japanese pop idol 
singing a tender love song to para- 
lyze the enemy? I am no exception, 

jTg» 'C \ nowhere!), accompanied by barren 
^9 and uninspired stages. Even the 

^ ^ ^ music, which plays softly in the back- 
MISSION ground, is quite arguably some of the 

^ worst PCM music yet to appear on 
the PlayStation. 

^ A Beyond all of those gripes, VF-X 
has one major flaw: It’s just plain 
boring. Your mission is to save the 
Milky Dolls, an all-female band vital 

to the ‘Sound Project’ Earth defense program. The Dolls are the only 
redeeming part of the game: They were actually designed by Haruhiko 
Mikimoto, the original Macross character designer. Now, I’m always will¬ 
ing to risk my life to rescue a cute Japanese pop quintet, but after a few 
levels not only did I not care about their safety anymore, I started to for¬ 
get what the mission was in the mammmm____* 
first place. I can sum up the entire | .// * ft 
game like this: Fly for a long time, jjjjtk m 'f 
blow something up, fly for a long £ / 
time, blow something up, repeat. * ."Mi 

I was REALLY looking forward to 9i MZl 

and I awaited Macross Digital 
Mission VF-X anxiously, wanting to sit behind the controls of my own 
fighter and fly among the stars with the big boys. 

Unfortunately, my childhood dream crashed to the floor after a few 
minutes of playing VF-X. This is a perfect example of the age-old tradi¬ 
tion of a bad game being built around a good license. I can honestly 

say that EVERY aspect of this 
game is flawed in some way. The 
control for each mode of your craft 

frf'-Ti / „ - seems to be lacking something, 
'r .' : most notably in fighter mode, 

i where your Valkyrie reacts more 
EflMHBH? '^SSISB ,ike a Costing camera than an actu- 

wfc wty W0§gm. al aircraft. While the graphic quali- 
mmiWk jpBPg ty is pretty good in some respects, 

there is horrible polygon pop-up 
and glitching (while flying along the 

jj©^ r^W^WpSTlirr^ ground in Batroid [robot] mode, 
polygons will suddenly appear 
right in front of you from out of A 

this game, and that, along with the 
fact that VF-X doesn’t deserve to 
carry the name Macross, is why I’m 
being so hard on it. If it was just 
some no-name flying game, I could 
toss it aside and forget about it. 
But it’s Macross, and darn it, it 

deserves far better. S 

ON® YOU 

Artwork © BANDAI VISUAL 1997 

SHIDOSHI 
Special Report: 

UN Spacy pilot 

quits, Milky 

Dolls perish. 
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tT-»TAI&T-lriKi {UAP TIME 

Yeah, I know, this game looks kinda silly, what with the penny racer-looking cars .... 
and the cartoony-ness of things. But, hey, try it, and you’ll be hooked. Choro Q2 j&nmt! 
brings you the same look, feel, and control of the first Choro 0, but with much *&&& *1 

more variety and depth. This time around, you’ll have to drive through Choro Q 0 
Town to find the parts and body shops. The more you win, the more you can buy f & 
to upgrade your little racer, and beating all of the sprint races or the World Grand " |pf - IPrix allows you even more access to better parts and more tracks. You’ll need to pur¬ 
chase different tires for different surfaces, as well. Eventually you’ll be able to visit over twenty tracks 
(including 14 new tracks and 8 from Choro 07) and you’ll have your pick of around 60 (60!?!) differ¬ 
ent bodies for your car, not to mention the many varying grades of tires, engines, chassis, brakes, 

paint shops will add a personal touch to your jr T 

vehicle (8 paint styles and thousands of 
| color combinations are available, once you’ve been to the second paint shop). 

Graphically, Choro Q2 is pretty much the same as its predecessor: nothing 
j overly spectacular, but more than adequate. What’s strange, though, is how 
| some tracks seem to zip along between 30 and 60 frames per second, while 

other, smaller tracks have difficulty keeping the frame rate above 8fps. Also, 
J there’s quite a lot of polygonal breakup, like all the polygons are just on the 

verge of falling apart, but once you’ve souped up your car a bit, you’ll be going 
too fast to notice. The cars themselves are really cool (even brake lights!). 

The music is quite varied, with a different tune for every track, ranging from 
pop rock to funk and jazz, all with a sort of happy, “toony” sound, and each fits per¬ 
fectly. The sound effects are more than sufficient, and menu-wise, it’s quite easy 
to get around, even without being able to read Japanese. 

Where Choro Q2 really shines, though, is in the play. The control is easy to pick 
up, but gets tougher and less forgiving as you get faster and further. Learn to pow- 
erslide in the easier first few courses, and you’ll be much better off later on. All in 
all, Choro Q2 is a great overall package—easy to get into, and lots of depth and 
replayability. It’s easy to see why this is such a huge hit in Japan! R 

REUBUS 
This game is 
endless!!! 

LOGO © TAKARA 1997 91 



must "be the one V<ei was talking about. 
lich. And what do you want here? 

PlayStation After what seems like an 

eternity of waiting, 

Sony's most ambitious 

PlayStation project to date has 

Kowloon's •| Now | finally arrived. 
-.. ■ ..Gate took almost four years to 

complete, being in fact one of the first games 

announced for the console when it was originally launched a few years 

ago. After such a long time, I was expecting something pretty spec¬ 

tacular and thankfully Kowloon's Gate Project is just that. High- 

resolution computer graphics and real-time 3D environments create 

an incredibly realistic and atmospheric post-cybeiynmk world that 
sucked me right in! Kowloon's Gate 

power that run through 

the earth. This tech¬ 

nique is based on the 

existence of four 

sacred beasts of 

V Chinese mytholo- 
^ gy, each linked to 

the geographical 

I Js features of north, 

ylj south, east and west, 

mmj During the meeting, 

the high-ranked Feng Shui 

practitioners reveal that 

f '■ an imbalance between the 

elements of light and dark¬ 

ness has allowed the reap¬ 

pearance of the walled city. 

Your task is to establish Feng 

Shui within the city of Kowloon by' 

locating the four sacred beasts. 

Your journey through 

Kowloon's Gate relies on the 

successful navigation of two 

distinct and very different 

game modes: JPEG envi- 

is a unique experience that will 

The Walled City of Kowloon re-emergesl 
Open the gate to a post-cyberpunk world 

challenge your imagination, plunging 

you into a futuristic world lost in a 
twisted reality. 

Your adventure is set inside the 

walled city of Kowloon in Hong Kong. A 

vast sprawling gothic wasteland filled 

completely with derelict buildings, aban¬ 

doned vehicles, flickering neon signs and 

stagnant sewers. Everything in this city is rife 

with decay. A dangerous place to be, yet home 

to many strange residents that live in the 

shadows. It is here that you begin your 

You have been 
Now that 

sniffing around this place these days, haven't you? 
I have caught you, don't think you can just sneak away. 

92 Artwork © Sony Music Entertainment 1997 
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So you’re the one who came to the walled city ofiKffwioon 

rlmmmm, then it means it’s affecting the Tariff 

ronments and real-time dun¬ 

geons. The former consist of 

linked CG movies; pre-ren- 

dered FMV with limited free¬ 

dom that some gamers may 

find disappointing at first 

However, the sequences are 

incredibly detailed and 

smoothly animated and this 

is clearly one of the key 

attractions to the game. 

Negotiating these ‘adventure’ 

scales is the main focus of 

your adventure, allowing you 

to gather information and 

items through conversation 

with the inhabitants. 

After accomplishing spe¬ 

cific tasks within each JPEG 

environment, you then pro¬ 

ceed to the real-time dun¬ 

geons. These catacombs 

look quite basic (lacking in 

detail and distinctly bland in places), especially when 

compared to the exquisite JPEG movies. Unlike the previ¬ 

ously explored zones though, you have complete control in 

these areas as you move Doom-style through numerous 

rooms and corridors. These 3D polygon labyrinths are 

used to display the ‘action scenes in which you must 

purge the noxious spirits called Gulli. 

Spirits make their home in the darkest recesses of the 

city and must be removed in order to proceed with the 

adventure. The Gulli are a bizarre and genuinely 

frightening collection and I can guarantee you won’t 

have seen anything like them ever before. Exorcising an 

area of this evil involves a bizarre combat 

ritual whereby you evoke the Chi of your 

sword to remove a spirit. This blade has 

five Chi attributes (such as fire, water, 

etcetera), and every monster you face will 

be susceptible to at least one of these. 

The wrong selection will provoke the 

Gulli to attack, reducing your physical 

power, and the ensuing battle could result 

in your own demise. Although not as in- 

depth as the combat in more traditional 

RPGs, the battles are a unique and lavish 
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collection of animated sequences, 

complement the game perfectly. 

Though you struggle alone through the Yin 

World, help is at hand from the local popula¬ 

tion. Persuading the locals to talk won’t be 

easy, but eventually you’ll be given a clue or 

maybe an item that can lead you to a new area. 

The characters in Kowloon are so bizarre it is 

hard to tell if they’re good or evil, but through per- j | 

sistence their true natures are soon revealed. The impor¬ 
tant characters have been 

given voices, so pay particu¬ 

lar attention when you meet 

them. They almost always 

have the key items and hints 

that you require. I must 

mention the character 

design which is superb. Tty 

to imagine a combination of 

Blade Runner-style futuris¬ 

tic costumes mixed with 

Asian and gothic overtones. 

Kowloon’s Gate features 

some of the most innovative 

characters seen in a video 

game for some time. 

The music is superbly 

orchestrated with the eerily atmospheric soundtrack being a 

perfect match to the action onscreen. The voice quality of 

the main characters is another excellent addition; sound¬ 

ing crisp, clear and menacing. Sony employed the 

vocal talents of over 60 professional actors, who 

gave even more life to the folk of the Yin World. 

Kowloon’s Gate is certainly not your everyday 

PlayStation fare and I’m frankly amazed that Sony 

has a US release planned for this year. Translating 

this huge title (the game fills four discs with many, 

many hours of gameplay!) along with the voices is 

likely to be their toughest job to date. It’ll be worth it 

as Kowloon’s Gate is an epic title that you must experi¬ 

ence. This is a unique outlook on the traditional mystery 

adventur e with superb visuals and gr ipping scenarios 

that will keep you hooked. A classic. 

- http://www.gaipefan.com Check us out online at 
93 



SHE’S A CUTIE! TAKE THE TIME TO ROAM THE HA® OF THE 
MUSEUM AINU) YOU’LL RUN INTO MANY SURPRISES... 

INCLUDING THIS SLEEPY VALKYRIE! 

/ —^ b».ive've finally made it to the'O.' Volume gli v £ end of the line. 1 look bock now and 

realise bow cool this little collection is. 

Many of tbe classics in tbe Museum series ore 

i simply required gaming and since tbese ver¬ 

sions ore always pixel-perfect renditions, 

_ theres no better place to find 'em. 

t . Namco Museum Vol. f is undeniably my 

favorite Museum of the bunch. There are just 

■ %' 50 mnnU classics on this one—probably a cou- 
j pie you've never heard of, too. For example, 

Baraduke, a cult shoot-'em-up in Japan, didn't 

——J make it into too many arcades over here. It's a 

Tolling shooter where you clear simple 2-to-?-screen lev- 

I PlayStation I 

Developer: 

NAMCO 
Publisher: 

1977O 

INAMCO 

33860 

o the good stuff. Dragon Spirit is great—always has 

till supplies intense overhead shooting action. This is 

100% intact, so being a fan, naturally T'm more than 

ie same deal with PacMania: a perfect arcade conversion 

ble isometric Pacman update (pardon the lack of excite¬ 

ment but this one's been played to deathj. Finally, on 

to the best game ever to hit the Museum collection; 

Valkgrie Legends. Picture hot two-player simultane¬ 

ous overhead action with 

glorious animation, scal¬ 

ing, parallax, power-ups, 

no slow-down, and fan¬ 

tastic music (even by 

today s standards). If you 9p 
buy NM Vol. f for one „ 

game, this is it. 

I haven't bad the space to $ 

go in-depth about the muse¬ 

um structure itself (I'll 

leave the exploring to you) 

but suffice it to say itfe as 

entertaining and informa¬ 

tive as ever. With Vol.f, the 

Namco Museum collection 

ends on a sweet note. 

Playing these games has 

been a humbling experience. 

Thanks for the classics. G ' 

GLITCH 

ARADUKE 

1700 

GOLD GOLD 

GOLD GOLD (■ 

lol 

Artwork © Namco Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 
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JACK 

I've had about 
all I can take!. 

troO*»e* 

-•s- 
inti*** 

This being my second visit to Uncle Parkinson’s (isn’t that, like, a disease?) house, 
I’m beginning to wonder why Keaton keeps coming back here. Last time he 
showed up, the dope barely escaped alive and now here he is again. I . 
guess stupid is as stupid does. Making matters even worse, the 
crafty Uncle P. has not only added many perilous rooms to 
his gargantuan mansion but must have run across a whole- J ^ 
sale shipment of TNT, because every time Keaton picks up ^ 
the phone (hey, it was ringing) or just about anything else for 
that matter, he gets blown up. 

It’s all in a good day’s work, Ladies and Gentlemen, as you | 
£5 brave the live sitcom that is Welcome House 2. In this real- > jp- 
jgwr time polygonal adventure you assume the role of Keaton in y- y 
W an effort to thwart the evil doings of the diabolical relative ® 

from hell, Uncle P. He actually gets off on 
watching Keaton suffer as you desperately 
attempt, through crazy puzzle and action 
gameplay to escape the 4th of July J 9 
holiday in one piece. And you 
thought your family was weird... 

■p WH2, like the original, has 
splendid visuals rich with 
light sourcing, solid, well A. $ 
textured polys and quali- wj* 
ty animation. In 

be 

tesp*** 

alloted I can’t begin to 
cover all of the pitfalls that lie before 

our Gump-like victim, each followed by a full-on 
cliche laugh track, but trust me, they are many, and, ■2 splendor of 

s intricate 
en months of 
doubt providing 
ealthy dose of 
other such orig- 

PlayStation 

(eaton ougtita gertiim- 



P Doraemon: Developed and published by Epoch-Available now fJapat»l-64fneg Cart ~ 

Let’s face it, we’re going to see a lot of Mario clones on the Nintendo 64... not such a bad 
thing when you think about it. Likewise, Tomb Raider, Resident Evil and Crash clones are 

II sure to rock our world in the months ahead. It just so happens that the Nintendo 64 is 
ready-made for this type of game and so Epoch, like Konami and so many other third par- 

i [| V | ties have patterned their game after the reigning king, Super Mario 64. 
That said, don’t get overly excited, Doraemon is no SM64 but it does raise a question: If Epoch, with a frac- 

jAMjl tion of the budget and half the time, can come up with a cool 3D adventure, what can we expect from the likes of 
p' } Konami (with Goemon 5 and Castlevania), Capcom (with Ghouls & Ghosts), and for that matter Nintendo themselves 

- I (with 2 Zelda adventures, and Super Mario 64 Part 2)? The future indeed, looks bright, if it would only speed up a little... 
I suppose it’s time to explain to you exactly what Doraemon is, so without further ado, here’s the skinny. 

Quite simply, Doraemon is the Japanese equivalent of our Mickey Mouse. He’s been around since the late sixties, has 
starred in piles of episodic TV and OVA’s, and, once a year is privy to a full-on theatrical release. On a sad note, one 

Artwork © Epoch 1997. 
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One of the few things 
Doraemon has over S/V164 and, 
the games greatest achieve¬ 

ment, is the lighting. The light 

sourcing really took me by 
surprise. It’s apparent 

throughout the adventure 
and, as is illustrated by the 
shots to your left, is gorgeous. 

The play mechanics are 
simple run, jump, shoot and 
punch and the control is 
quite good as is the anima¬ 
tion. This is a pretty smooth 

game for a I st effort from a 
usually less-than-stellar 
developer. Doraemon’s other 
I-up on Mario is the avail¬ 
able selection of characters. 

(cont’d) 



with some so reminiscent you’ll 
look for the plumber. 

The game’s about 10-14 
hours long and the finale is 
worth the ride. 

Drawbacks are a short¬ 
age of attackers, as many 
screens are sparse (how¬ 
ever, you can see far... real 

far, with almost no fog), 
and a shortage of maneu- 

k vers. Not near enough 
for me not to recom¬ 
mend this ultra import to 

those fond 

You can arm and use 
4 up until you defeat 
Demon King when a 
5th and veiy powerful 
(Korona) appeal's.You 
must complete the game 
with all 32 items to see 
the real ending. 

In the audio dept. 
Doraemon features a vast 
array of happy cart tunes 
and Mar/o-ish sound fx, 

D/Uvt, FV7, OR Swm 

VICK yOo/T CAST MtMBt/T AND GO 

FIND S01% T/WoblT! 

of crazed little -**fS^* 
Japanese characters (see 
Hermie Hopperhead, Coolie 
Skunk, etc., etc.) or anyone 
who’s up for a toon-time 3D 
adventure. It’s no SN\64 by a 
long shot but with the current void of 
US software and much of what’s coming 
questionable, you really can’t go wrong. 

As for a US release... take a good look 
at our lil’ friend here. Need I say 
more? ES 

1(11 
Mnfl 



I Masaya when it was released in Japan in 1983. The tight game 
mechanics, innovative control and super-challenging mech action gar¬ 
nered Leynos (Target Earth in the Western hemisphere) a cult reputa 
tion that NCS later built upon with the excellent SNES pseudo-sequel. 
......,,,,.....Assault Suit Valken (Cybernator 

* .jell's___ f.fyaaaajHgwu» 1 ' ‘ 

v Assault Suit Leynos 2 mixes ele 
ct-a epotjui craiBH nis^iimtiiic u 1 H3 i 

| ■mrnimiti.mmmmmMi. ' j j merits from both previous Assault 
I games, though as you would 

-C ' ' ! expect, its much closer to Leynos 
;f no v-m\\ than to Valken. Once again you 
j.! ! ] control a heavily-armed mech 

I stomping its way through a series 
t-______of ZD environments, though this 

time y°u ^ave even more hi-cal- 
- iber weapons to ‘pacify the enemy C.ti5e—'—■■■■■■'— . «,uru , 

; M‘ (in( j?""*''-j forces. The control system is 
+ almost identical to the original 

> * Leynos (experts will be glad to 

! §| if Y ‘ .1 hear that y°u can still use up and 
down to aim your weapon), 

* v - t V »^' : though this time you start the 

* game with jump-jets, shield and a 
'■ ^ash-upgrades that had to be 

earned in Leynos. 
Like the control, the gameplay 

; C r ;; in Leynos 2 remains very similar 
[ |: 1J t0 its Predecessor, with your mech 

j f tv t . j facing a seemingly never ending 
j j | barrage of enemies that attack 

*£. j from both land and sky The 
\ . | | action is extremely intense ( not as 

j •; . ^ I tough as Leynos, but still tough). 
[ j daiagk •••*«€• | | and like Leynos you fight along 
L^I..............mLJIi side a number of ally mechs, cre- 
..........Mi'uin.'ji ating the feeling that you 

f I are participating in a battle 

scales or zooms the screen to \ {r1 
match its range) but the sprites 
get a little chunky up close. Still, the design of the mechs is cool, and 
the whole package is wrapped in a nice synth-funk soundtrack that 
should sound familiar to veteran Leynos players. 

Overall, Leynos 2 is a pleasing, if un inspired, sequel that delivers solid 
action and remains true to the spirit of the original. And FINALLY I can 
skip through those damn story sections that frequently interrupt the 
action. There’s no word yet on whether Leynos 2 will receive an 
American release but it’s a possibility. K 

KNIGHTMARE 
Auto-aiming is 
for wimps! 



SAMURAI SHODOWN NEOGEO 64 
Wow, five minutes till we ship to the printer! Huh? Er... uh, yeah, I guess 

that was last night. Only at GameFan do we go over schedule to bring you 
such solid info as this, the first official shots of Samurai Shodown Neo'Geo 64\ 
As you can see, the game is very early in development, with only four charac¬ 
ter models completed (The Genjuro model is complete but is unfortunately not 
shown in any of these shots.). There’s little to no info available on SSNG64 
yet, but rest assured we’ll keep you updated. 

V d 
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REHDEFIi FRT 
This month’s winner is 
Marian Churchland! 

Your Chia Pet is in the mail!! 

A great game gets 
the royal treatment 
from none other than 
Adam Bennett from 
Aurora CO. 
Although Baby 
Mario’s whining 
drove me to the point 
of insanity, I still love 
the little cretin. 
Nice work! 

The infamous Dallas Ragon, 
renowned Wolfinger’s Wall local 
boy, has turned out perhaps his 
best work ever with this great 
rendition of SD Street Fighter 
III. Hailing from the USNH in 
Naples, Dallas’ hobbies include 
playing games, drawing, and 
jumping out of moving cars. 
Well, at least 2 of those. 

i; r\m: 

wlm 
The determined artist from Vancouver BC, Marian Churchland, has crafted an entire 
comic named Silk (see cover and sample page above). Silk has a tongue that would 
make Gene Simmons jealous and looks like a cross between El Viento, Ellis, and 
Morrigan. It’s actually a pretty cool comic and is very well written. The Shining water 
color is nice to. We’ll print more from Marian next month. Thanks, uh, dude? 

GRID RUNNER 
CONTEST WINNERS 

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE WINNERS AND MANY THANKS TO EVERYONE 
WHO PARTICIPATED! 

GRAND PRIZE WINNER 
JUSTIN ROSE - CAMDEN. OH j 

FIRST PRIZES 
ERICK CEJA - TORRANCE. CA 
TED LATIN - LA GRANGE. KY 
TIM PETTY - VENTURA. CA 

SECOND PRIZES 
JOSHUA HIGINS - CHARLOTTE. NC 
JEREMIAH JONES - READING. PA 
KOUA XIONG - STOCKTON. CA 
PASCAL ADULE - BROOKLYN. NY 
SHARON MITCHELL - ROCKAWAY BEACH. NY 
BRIAN LAUGHLIN - RACINE. Wl 
MATTHEW BALL - ST. JOSEPH. MO 
ROBERT PATRENETS - ROCHESTER. NY 
DAN TU - SAN JOSE. CA 
JOHN K. SINDERHOLM - EL CENTRO. CA 
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Bonjour, Postmeister, 

Hello! Once again I’ve got a few concerns 
that I’d like to beg of your worldly advice. 
Lately I’ve become quite worried about the 
well-being of my Sega Saturn. I keep hearing 
about how ‘inferior’ its hardware is, compared 
to that of the PS and N64. I love my Saturn and 
I’m getting very concerned! Any words of wis¬ 
dom on this matter? 

X-Men vs SFis coming to Saturn?! Capcom, 
you just rule! Yes you do! Since it’s planned 
to come with a back-up RAM cart, what’re the 
possibilities of it being arcade-perfect? And 
where in the world is MSH?\ Wasn’t that sup¬ 
posed to come out like 2 months ago? 

Man, is Street Fighter EX a mixed blessing 
or what?!! The good thing: I get my beloved 
Guile back! Yes!! I am beyond exhilarated to 
see him again! And now, the bad thing: 3D! 
Three Dee! Polygon Street Fighters?! Oh the 
pain! Sacrilege! Sacrilege! 

Oh, how I wish Guile were in SF3II! How 
could they leave him out of their best 2D mas¬ 
terpiece ever (again)?!? Why, Capcom, Why? 

As you know, I am extremely dismayed at 
Guile’s seemingly recurring absence in 
Capcom’s new games, and so would like to 
start a ‘Bring Back Guile’ petition. So all you 
other Guile fans out there (I know I’m not the 
only one), e-mail me at guile@novlink.com. 
Thanks a bunch! 

And lastly, before I go, a note to Nick Rox 
and the rest of the 2-D loving gang. I could¬ 
n’t agree with you more on the issue of 2D 
games and Capcom. In my book, 2D games 
the absolute epitome of gaming greatness, 
and Capcom is just the god of 2D. It seems 
that nowadays people are just too blind to 
see the beauty and superiority of hand- 
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drawn art. If ugly, lifeless, blocky polygons 
are considered the wave of the future, then 
just shoot me now—I don’t wanna be there 
when it happens. And bury my heart at 
Capcom’s doorstep. 

Well, thanks again for your time and atten¬ 
tion. And if you’ll pardon the expression (I 
know you’re sick of it) you definitely are the 
‘Postest with the Mostest’! You guys at 
GameFan truly rule! Urn, excuse my ignorance 
but what exactly are Waffle Chips, and what do 
they taste like? 
Jen Seng 
Westborough, MA 

Waffle Chips? Okay, picture this: Part 
waffle... All chip! Tastes like a waffle 
cone. But you can’t just go around bringing 
cones everywhere. You’d look retarded! 
So they took the cones, and, get this, broke 
them up into chips! Genius! 

Words of wisdom? Well, my first piece of 
advice is not to take any crap from N64 own¬ 
ers. Those people have, what, seven games 
on their system, two of which are any good? 
People who live in fog houses shouldn’t 
throw polygons, or something like that. As 
for PlayStation owners, well... Ummm.. I’ll 
get back to you on that. 

Ugh, how can you be excited to have THAT 
Guile? He has a SQUARE HEAD. His head is 
a SQUARE. Actually, now that I think about 
it, that’s not such a drastic change. Anyway, 
as for his 2D return, doesn’t look good... 
They’re not bringing any old characters back 
/orSFIII, and SF Alpha already has Nash. So 
I say your best chance is to hope that he 
appears in the next XM vs. SF game. Keep 
holding that candle. 

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.coi 

Hey Posty! 
How’s it bangin’? I’m kinda, well...really 

mad. I heard Final Fantasy VII ms gonna get 
edited. Why the heck don’t they leave the 
game alone? It took such a long time for it 
come out, and now they want to edit it!?! I 
don’t get it. They do the same with anime. I 
was watching an episode of Dragon Ball Z and 
when Raditz was beating up Gouku, what was 
supposed to be blood was already scabs! 
Lame, huh? Anyhow, I got some questions. 
1. Last time I saw something on Tales of 
Phantasia it was a preview. You think you can 
get the guys to do something on it? 
2. Who’s gonna take Takuhi’s place in 
Anime Fan? 
3. You guys should make a magazine on 
anime. I think readers would like it. 
So that’s pretty much it. 
Keep Kickin’, 
Tony Castro 
Miami, FL 

Sony says, “No changes will be made to 
Final Fantasy VII. We intend to completely 
preserve the game as Square meant it to be. 
And if that means a mature rating so be it. ” I 
hope that’s true. But what about the house of 
ill repute? Hmmm. 
1. I’ll see what I can do. It’s a bit old though. 
Unless you mean the rumored N64 version. 
2.&3. I believe E. Storm, Nick Rox and 
Shidoshi (all mad anime fans) are working on 
expanding Anime Fan as we speak, and per¬ 
haps releasing a dedicated mag which would 
include anime among other things. More on 
that in the future. The all new Anime Fan is 
looking good and should be debuting in June. 

Dear Postmeister, 
I am a very loyal Nintendo 64 owner, but, 

first things first. To sum up the Turok: 
Dinosaur Hunter vs Doom 64 war: In my opin¬ 
ion, it’s Turoka\\ the way. For instance, Turok 
is bigger and more wide open with a bigger 
selection of weapons. As for Doom, well, you 
can’t jump, climb, swim, look up or down, or 
aim at what you are shooting at. And that to 
me takes a lot of fun and challenge out of the 
game. I do give Doom some credit for being 
more ‘darker’ and ‘scarier’, which is what I am 
into, but Doom 64 just doesn’t have what it 
takes to win over Turok this time. Sorry Doom 
lovers, it’s the Dinos over Demons. 
Adam Vancil 
Loyal, Wl 

I received a lot of mail this month on the 
Doom 64 vs Turok debate, but what baffles me 
is how any of you would know, since as of 
today (3/30/97) Doom 64 hasn’t even been 
released. Still, for what’s it worth, here’s my 
opinion: Turok does have better weapons and 
enemies than Doom 64, but the fog is highly 
distracting and it’s nowhere near as action 
packed or challenging as Doom. Plus Doom is 
much, much longer. Personally, I would say 



both are essential purchases to corridor fans, 
but that’s just me. 

Dear Postmeister, 
1 have a few questions to ask. 
11 have heard a rumor that MK4 wifi NOT have 
any kind of fatalities at all! Please tell me this 
isn’t true because the FATALITIES are the main 
reason I play the game at all. 
2. In the instruction booklet of Twisted Metal 
2 it said you could run over Santa Claus. 
However I couldn’t find him anywhere. 
Where is he? 
3. Since Prime Cable already has a Sega chan¬ 
nel out will there ever be a Saturn channel? 
4. When is X-Men vs Street Fighter coming out 
for Saturn? 
Anon, 
Las Vegas, NV 

1. You only play MX because of the fatalities? 
I always feared that people like you existed, 
but up till now I was never quite sure. But 
now my mission is clear. I will not rest till 
gamers like you have been tracked down... 
and eliminated! 
2. Santa Claus isn’t real. It was your parents 
all along. 
3. You could get a Net Link. That’s the closest. 
4. Some time this summer. 

Dear Postmeister, 
You suck. All you do is whine and cry about 
your precious box art and say how much better 
the Japanese market is. Well, if you like Japan 
so much, get on a boat and set sail, son. Or 
stop complaining and do something to make our 
market more like theirs, if indeed it is better. 
You print letters from people who give you dol¬ 
lars for Waffle Chips. What a loser. I’ll buy you 
a bag of Waffle Chips and I’ll tell ya where to 
stick each and every one of them. You hide in 
some goofball cave all the time casting your 
dispersions (I think you mean ‘aspersions. ’ - 
Ed.) out on the American scene. If you would 
drag your carcass out once in a while you’d 
realize that when you insult the scene you insult 
the people in it. You act like, if you get a nice 
picture on the box, you’d be happy with paying 
$70.00 for Pong. That’s nothin’ but a male cow 
with a substance that rhymes with spit. 

I know you don’t have the guts to print a let¬ 
ter like this. You’re nothin’ but an over-paid 
piece of trash. And that’s the bottom line. 

See ya in hell. 
Demon 
West Palm Beach, FL 

You’re wrong about me not printing your letter 
(even though you didn’t send a buck—cheap¬ 
skate!), just like you’re wrong about a lot of 
things. The Japanese gaming scene IS better 
than the American scene for the simple reason 
that more games get released over there. 
That’s not a criticism of American gamers. 
That’s a fact. And as for me complaining, how 
else are we going to change things ifsomebody 

doesn’t kick up a fuss? Of course I wouldn’t pay 
$70 bucks for Pong, even if it had the best box 
art in the world, but let me ask you this: if you 
were going to buy Pong would you rather it had 
good box art or not? Next time you write in, 
think things through first and maybe you won’t 
sound like such a schmuck. 

Dear Posty, 
I write from Switzerland in Europe, and if I 

am write from so far, it’s for tell you two impor- 
tants things. 

First, your magazine is very, very better than 
what I can find in Switzerland. Poor French 
magazine! Your’s is so proffessional. You do 
not to loose one’s temper for a yes or a no. You 
love the reals games (you love Nintendo) and 
you do not turn inside your jacket all month. 
Brief, you are proffessionals. 

The second thing is very important. You 
must know that in Europe, all the real video 
game passionates (like me) play with NTSC 
systems. So we play with full screan, initial 
speed and all the games who are made. It’s 
unthinkable to play with European systems 
who’s quality is so reduced!! 

Brief, the real passionates play like you, 
with full quality. They too read quality maga¬ 
zine like your’s (those who can) and not babie’s 
magazines. 
Conrad Zimmermann 
Vevey, Switzerland 

I had to print this letter—as is—because it 
made me smile so much. Conrad, your 
English may not be great, but you’re definite¬ 
ly speaking my language! 

Dear Posty, 
What’s up with the T-Rex’s nostril on the 

cover of Issue 3, Volume 5? It looks as if 
Turok has carved the letters S.E.X. in it. Is 
this so, or is it just some 
strange skin disorder? What 
does it mean anyway? 

Well, I must be going. 
I’m feeling really horny all 
of sudden. 
Joey Connelly, 
Stevenson, Al. 

Damn. You’ve uncovered our 
plot to subliminally corrupt 
and pervert America’s youth. 
Now we’ll have to abandon 
our plans to assassinate 
Senator Lieberman! 

Postmeister, 
I would like to let ya know 

that I enjoy GameFan more than any other mag 
(really!). I would also like to calm Mr. E. 
Storm by informing him that Shining The Holy 
Ark has a June release date in the US (good 
news!). However there are no current plans for 
a release of any kind of Phantasy Star game 
(bad news). I also have a couple of questions. 

1. I have tried to order Sacred Pools to no 
avail. I know it was made by a 3rd party com¬ 
pany but I don’t know who. Is this game goin’ 
to come out? If not, why? 
2. Are there any plans for a Panzer Dragoon 3? 
3. Is the cartridge that’s goin’ to be with VF3 & 
Tomb Raider 2 goin’ to be an ‘upgrade’ for 
future games? 
4. If the cartridge is the way to go and it looks 
like M2 is a ways off, why don’t Warp make D2 
on Saturn? What’s their next project after E0? 
A final comment: Knightmare, you are my 
favorite, and I do understand NiGHTSW 
Lisa Malone 
Bristol, TN 

E. Storm is aware that Shining The Holy Ark is 
coming out here, but he thanks you for remind¬ 
ing him just the same. 
1. There’s no official word on Sacred Pools, 
but I hope they canceled it. FMV games are 
usually pretty poor. 
2. Oh yeah! Check out Other Stuff this month 
for the latest. 
3. By the time you read this, you’ll already 
know. But as of today we can only speculate. 
Some say it’s just a straight RAM cartridge, 
while others say it’s a complete system 
upgrade. Whatever the case, you can bet 
that Sega will use it for all future Model 3 
conversions. 
4. Even with the upgrade cartridge I doubt 
Saturn will be able to compete with M2’s 
specs. Warp is currently working on Real 
Sound, a game that has no graphics and is 
played entirely using sound!!! 

Oh, and Knightmare says thanks. He was 
beginning to think no one liked him. 

Oh, and for the growing legions of 
‘Jen Seng-o-philes’ out there, it’s time for... 

MORE JEM ART!! 

e to file o® I’ll J/Un fo§ P§et /dent! 

tje P St W ff 
5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
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(Continued from page 29) 

We were then blindfolded and marched at 
gunpoint to one of Shiny's many top secret 
underground offices. What we saw there was 
a mid-spec PC running an incredible 3D 
graphics engine that produced the same eff ects 
as a high-end 3D accelerator card—only in 
software! It showed 60 fps characters so 
detailed you could actually see the bend in 
their clothes and the stretching of their skin as 
they moved their limbs. I was stunned! We 
were then gassed and returned to DP's office. 
We came to some hours later... 

DP: So what did you think of the demo? 
GF: (speechless) 
DP: I thought so. We're going to show it 
at E3. The first level of the game is going 
to be playable. 
GF: Can't you tell us anything about it? 

it could be CG. We've also had a movie offer 
for Earthworm fun. That would be CG too. 
GF: How about the Wild 9 show? 
DP: The bible's done, the script's done, 
but we haven't started yet because every- 

GF: The curse of the MTV generation. Put 
that shouldn't stop you making a game that 
offers decent depth. 
DP: Oh we do. We make games for our¬ 
selves. I think that's our trick. Ml)K is a 
game everybody here would buy. I mean, 
if another company had done Ml)K I 
would've bought it. It's got the right mix 
of action and humor. 
GF: Will you be making an EWJ3? 
DP: The chances are very high. It will 
most likely appear on N64. 
GF: How about an MDK sequel? 
DP: The chances of an Ml)K sequel are 
incredibly small. Because we've just made 
the game, and the guys already have an 
idea for another (different) game. We're 
not going to milk it. We did that with 
EW/2 and we've done nothing but regret 
it. We'll never do that again. 

DP: Well I could tell you, but then I'd have 
to kill you. It's got an original idea to it. 
GF: So do I take it that you're going to be 
doing a lot more PC stuff in future? 
DP: We're committed to PC now. It's a 
platform that didn't make good games 
originally because the 2D cards were so 
slow. But now, in '96/'97 it's started to 
turn into a legitimate games machine. In 
'97/'98 it's going to be better than any con¬ 
sole. So that's why we've got to start look¬ 
ing at it. These 3D cards, MMX processors, 
etc., are really adding some power. 

THE TALL GUY... 
GF: Have you been happy with the way the 
Earthworm Jim show's been going? 
DP: For me? No. But the fans like it, so I'm 
not going to criticize it. But I'm more of an 
action hero kind of guy, and Jim has 
become more of a straight entertainment 
show. What kids are getting out of it is to 
just be entertained. What 1 wanted them to 
feel was that Jim was a hero. And so you'll 
find with our new products that we're lean¬ 
ing more towards that. With MDK we're 
hoping to get a movie, and Kurt's definitely 
a hero. You're not just going to sit and 
laugh at him and then go and buy a Batman 
toy. This guy would kick Batman's ass! 
GF: Will the MDK film be live action? 
DP: We don't know yet. There's a possibility 

one's first question is: When's the game 
going to ship? 
GF: When's the game going to ship? 
DP: (laughs) When it's finished. 
GF: What games have you been playing recently? 
DP: I've been playing Toshinden 3 recently. 
GF: R i i ii igggghh 111. 
DP: I quite like it because its 60 frames a 
second. 1 like it because it offers you that 
feel. I'm concerned with the feel of 
games, 1 think it feels really good. Tekken 
2, I thought was great. 1 played a lot of 
Wave Race—perhaps too much Wave Race. 
The games I'm playing on the PC are 
Diablo and Privateer 2. 
GF: What's your philosophy behind making 
a game? 
DP: You have to be able to sum the game 
up in one sentence. 
GF: What's the philosophy behind MDK? 
DP: You can shoot someone in the eye a 
mile away. 
GF: What's the philosophy behind Wild 9? 
DP: (smiles) First game you can torture 
someone in. 
GF: Shiny's games tend to be relatively short. 
How important do you consider replayability? 

Replayability should come through 
mastery, and mastery comes through play¬ 
ing a game lot, and playing a game a lot is 
not something the public are prepared to 
do anymore. 

GF: So by that we can assume that EWJ3 
isn't going to be anything like its predecessors? 
DP: It won't be anything like what you've 
seen before. And the same with MDK2. It 
wouldn't be anything like MDK. EWf3 
will be in 3D. And that right there will 
change it a lot. 
GF: A lot of people see the future of the 
industry as being multi-player networked 
games. No Shiny game has ever had a multi¬ 
player option. Why so? 
DP: You kind of get carried away in 
America. Because networked gaming is 
popular here you feel it's popular every¬ 
where else. In England the phone bills are 
really expensive, and in Germany they're 
even more expensive. 
GF: Is Europe really that large a market for you? 
DP: Half the world! We are huge in 
Europe. It's because most of the team is 
European and that following is huge. So 
I'd be so pissed if we did a game that just 
blew them off. The enemies in MDK speak 
their own language, so the game works in 
France, Germany, wherever! 
GF: What about multi-player console 
games? 
DP: The game has to be competitive then, 
and that's not the sort of games we do. 
The link cable was a great idea, but it just 
didn't work. It didn't make sense. 
GF: Dave, thanks a lot for your time. 
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NINTENDO 64 
Nintendo of Japan’s publicist Yoshio Hongo 

was recently quoted as saying, “Zelda will be 
released on cartridge first. Then, we will 
release the 64DD version, and it will be com¬ 
pletely different from the cart version. At this 
mornenj, we have two teams making Zelda 64. 
One is working on the cart version, and the 
other is working on the 64DD version.” The 
latest word on the release date is fall/winter 
for Japan and 1st quarter ’98 for the US. 

The 64DD is going through some major 
changes. The unit will now include a special 
ROM chip which contains over 10,000 pre¬ 
sampled sound effects like drums, violins, 
explosions, etc. 64DD will also come with a 
phone jack built into the back of the machine, 
for network gaming! The speed of the phone 
jack will be handled by the CPU in the N64, and 
you will he able to call up a friend DIRECT and 
play. The 64DD is still down for a December 
release in Japan and should launch with 3 
games: Mother 3, Sim City 64, and Mario Paint 
64. The American version won’t hit until 
Summer ’98. 

SEGA’S 64 BIT SYSTEM: DURAL! 
The latest news on a 64-bit Sega machine 

is that the name will be Dural, not Black 
Belt (Black Belt will be the Saturn upgrade 
cartridge for VF3). Dural is still in develop¬ 
ment, and won’t be complete for approx, 
another 6 months. Even still, Sega has 
already sent out emulator systems to their 
key developers. Dural will use Hitachi’s 
new SH4 chip, a 64bit CPU that runs at 
200Mhz and has a 16bit data bus. The 
graphics chip will be based around the new 
dual 3D FX card due to be released for PC at 
the end of this year. Sega has confirmed 
that Dural will have AT LEAST 16 megabytes 
of Ram, with 32 megs being a possibility. 
The CD-ROM is still a 12x speed drive, but 
that might also be upgraded to 16x speed. 
The Dural operating system was designed 
by Microsoft, just like the Saturn. 

Sega of Japan is supposedly going to make 
an official announcement about Dural at the 
Tokyo Toy Show, which we’ll have a full report 
on next month. Expect to see versions of 
Virtual On 2, Virtua Striker 2, Virtua Cop 3, 
Scud Racer, and Virtua Fighter 3 Plus when the 
machine hits next September in Japan. 

FINAL ROUND! 
Street Fighter 3 is coming to the PlayStation 
and Saturn in December this year. A 64DD ver¬ 
sion is rumored to be in development, but we 
have no confirmation. DarkStalkers 3 for the 
PS will hit sometime in the 4th quarter of this 
year and should be playable at the E3. Other 
E3 titles to look forward to are Ghouls ’n 
Ghosts 64, and Resident Evil 2. 

We have also just received confirmation that 
the Street Fighter Collection disc will include 
Super Street Fighter 2, Super Street Fighter 2 
Turbo and Street Fighter Zero 2 Alpha, the 
unreleased upgrade to Alpha 2. 

GAMEWORKS OPENING 
SEATTLE, WA, March 15th. Knightmare 

and Substance D attended the star-studded 
gala opening of GameWorks, the new enter¬ 
tainment venture inspired by DreamWorks 
SKG, Sega Enterprises and Universal 
Studios. GameWorks was designed as, and I 
quote, “a place to connect with new people, 
play the hottest games, kick back with 
friends and escape.” At the opening those 
friends included Will Smith, “Weird Al” 
Yankovic, Gillian Anderson, Beck, Coolio, 
Carmen Electra, Yu Suzuki and Bill Gates. 
We were all given unlimited access to both 
games and celebrities, and basically the 
whole day was a blast. 

Currently there are two other GameWorks in 
development, one in Las Vegas and another in 
Ontario, Canada, though there are expected to 
be more than 100 around the world in the next 
five years. The site itself is split into three dis¬ 
tinctly ‘themed’ sections. 

The ‘Arena’ is the main downstairs area 
which features several signature games 
designed exclusively for GameWorks, such as 
Vertical Reality, a 24-foot Virtua Cop style 
game that actually lifts you up and down while 
you play. The ‘Loading Dock’ was where 
Coolio and Beck performed on a special stage 
that resembled a Night Club more than an 
arcade. The ‘Loft’ had a much more relaxed 
environment and is intended as an area where 
people can ‘chill out’ and meet other players, 
either on-line or face to face. 

BITS OFTID... 
Nintendo aims to have Zelda 64 playable at 

E3, along with six to eight other games. 
Y oshi's Island 64, PilotWings 2, Golden Eye, 
Ken Griffey Jr. 64, Body Harvest and Buggy 
Boogie should also all be present. The 64DD 
will be at the E3 but in demo form only. 

Sources at Namco have informed me that 
Tekken 3 will not ship with an upgrade cart. 
Instead, Namco will attempt to convert the 
game as closely as they can without one. 
Namco will also be showing off their first two 
N64 games at the E3. One is a sports game 
and the other an RPG. 

The President of Sony Japan recently went on 
record as saying that the PS2 will not be 
released for another 3 to 4 years. 

SNK has officially announced that at present 
time they do not plan on releasing Neo*Geo 64 
for the home market. 

Konami has announced their plans for the 
Tokyo Game show. Konami will show four N64 
games: Goemon5, Hyper Olympics in Hagano, 
Akumajou Dracula 3D (Castlevania 64), and a 
fighting game called Battle Dancers. Only 
Goemon 5 will be playable. 

N64 Quake is looking amazing, according to 
John Carmack, one of the original founders of 

id Software. He also recently wrote, “We got 
DM5*(the only level small enough to fit before 
we take a lot of space saving measures) run¬ 
ning perfectly in only two weeks. It looks like 
GL Quake (that’s the SGI Onyx version 
Quake) with ‘picmip 1,’ and it runs at 30fps. 

Inside GameWorks! 

Here’s Tobal 2, Vampire 
Savior and Panzer RPG 
Azel. I have no space 
so I’ll just say tune in 
next month for more 
info on all three! 
See you then! 

Panzer RPG... WOW! 
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Mintpnrln game cartridge converter with purchase of select N64 
INIII It? I IUU UH- titles. Play Import or domestic N64 games on any N64 system. 

Turok Dinosaur Doermon Konami Baseball Doom 
Mario Kart R Blade and Barrell Star wars Wave Race 
Blast Dozer Star Fox J League Soccer Golden Eye 007 

( ATI tovt Satum converter purchase of select Saturn titles. Play import or 
feT7 3fciy\yVl U KN domestic Satum games on any Satum system 

Cyberbots Psychic Killer 
Macross Sailor Moon S Fake Down Assault Suit Leynos 
Dracula X Pt 2 Gundam Z Die Hard Arcade (Cybernator 2) 
Fire Pro Wrestling Dragon Ball Z Waku Waku 7 Tenchi Muyo 

(6 Man Scramble) King of Fighters '96 Samurai Shodown 3 Marvel Super Heros 

* Guaranteed* 
Lowest Unbeatable Prices In The Universe 

Import games starting at $14.99. 

24 HOUR VIDEO GAME HOTLINE 
Call now for the hottest titles 

919-872-2440 
Mastercard, VISA and COD accepted 

Instant cash for select systems and games. 

Nintendo 64, Playstation, Saturn, PC CD ROM, 
NE0*GE0 CD, Jaguar, SFC, Animation, MD, Game 

* Wallscrolls, Toys, PC Engine 

Overnight delivery. Call today. Play tomorrow. 
Monday-Saturday 10:00 am-7:00 pm E.S.T 

/ 

Final Fantasy 7 Time Crisis 
Macross VFx Sailor Moon 
Dracula X Pt 2 Busido Blade 
Ranma 1/2 Renasaiance Xevjous 3D 

Free Spring adapter with 
purchase, play any PS game 

on almost any PS system 

Dragon Knight 4 
Toshinden 3 < Toshinden 3 c 
Dragon Ball Z 
Ray Storm 

All rights reserved for all parties mentioned. We reserve the right to ★ 
refuse any sale, trade or purchase. Games are subject to availability. 

Please have your Visa or Mastercard ready. 
Canada and Mexico orders add $10.00 U.S. funds. 

Allow 6 to 8 weeks for your first issue. 
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Nintendo 64 
Playstation 
and 5atum, 

Now you can buy at the lowest 
unbeatable prices.Think of it! 
Saving $10, $20 or more. * 

UniverseiideO’Games 
Light Years Ahead Of The CompetiNon With Domn To Earth Prices 
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# ME C we 
Everything for the gaming enthusiast 

Game Cave is the first ever full-scale import and domestic game and related 

merchandise center. You’ll find the latest import games for the Sony 

PlayStation, Sega Saturn and Nintendo 64, a complete line of domestic 

games, resin kits, related toys, game music, wall scrolls, apparel, anime, and 

peripherals all under one roof. When you call Game Cave, you’ll be greeted 

by one of our many expert sales people eager to 

assist you with your needs. Leave those busy sig¬ 

nals behind! Our state-of-the-art phone system 

assures unparalleled customer service. 

Our goal is your satisfaction, each and every 

time you call. Bottom line: We want your business! 

Call Game Cave today! 

Game Cave and Samsung have teamed up to bring you this incredible offer on ... 

The Uttimate Personal 
Video Game Television! 
GXTV, the first personal video game monitor made especially for gamer 

The 21-watt, 3 speaker surround sound has deep, meaty bass, the remo 
and on-screen options are a gamer’s dream come true, easily adjusted 1 
fit each and every game. When you’re done playing, fold in the doors ar 
keep the dust and muck off your screen. Don’t worry about closing thei 

during a paused game either, the speakers are magnetically shielded. 

• Works with any game system 
• Image bum resistant 13” CRT 
• Precision bass- reflex speaker door 
• Stereo surround sound o n ly i 
• Multiple A/V input jacks $00095 
• 181 Chanel TV with 

MTS stereo tuner andling Plus shipping 

Nintendo shall be forgiven 
for their FX chip disaster. 
StarFox N64 is an 
absolutely immeasurable 
revolution. Placing the 
shooter carnage right in 
your hands with the first 
title to use Nintendo’s 
amazing jolt pack :m_ 
controller device! 
$99.95 With JOLT PACK Included! 

it again with all new extended quest 
modes and RPG elements, thrown into one big 3D 
textured polygon brawl fest. $79.95 

History will be made with Neo*Geo’s first-ever RPG. 
Could SNK have picked a better series to produce 
an RPG ? ? ? EXTREME INSANITY! $69.95 



Yu he YnshTs Island B4 

Enix and Treasure join forces to bring you an animated world 
beyond any SGI wonder ever witnessed. $97.95 

The mystical ninja returns with friends, in what may be the 

most extravagant Nintendo 64 title yet. Goemon in a totally 

3D world, what the heck else could you ask for? $97.95 

We have all followed Yoshi through his many adventures, but 

nothing could ever prepare us for what we are about to wit¬ 

ness. Purchase this miracle in June! $97.95 

MULTI RACING CHAMPI¬ 
ONSHIP 3D rally racing 
arcade style brought to your 
home for the first time. 
$97.95 

Doom 64 pumps out the 

hell with absolute pure evil, 

made possible only on the 

demon 64. ENJOY! CALL! 

SONIC WINGS ASSAULT Video 
Systems’ amazing Sonic Wings 
overhead shooter series has hit both 
the Neo»Geo and Saturn thus far. 
Nothing can prepare you for the 
arrival of the N64 assault. $97.95 

Turok Enter a prehistoric 
world where time travel is a 
reality. The most realistic 
atmosphere ever produced 
in a video game. $74.95 

BLADE AND BARREL Nintendo’s 
first attempt at a 3D sim shooter 
with a 4 player option is a suc¬ 
cess. Apocalypse Now revisited 
on the N64. KILL! CALL! 

Special Off< lighiy anticipated 
StarFox and a controller for one low price! 

Experience the revolution 4^ Experience the revolution 4\oldrfour crafts at a time! 
StarFox 64 with jolt pack an! gray N64 controller, all 
for one absurd price. ($169.95 value!) $129.95 

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE 
Coming to a system near 
you. The recreation of the 
blockbuster movie, literally! 
CALL! 

GOLDENEYE The first 
movie-based title to ever 
truly succeed. Corridor 
fans, prepare to be amazed. 
CALL! 

REV LIMIT The most fre¬ 
quently asked about 
Nintendo 64 title ever!!!! 
IN STOCK NOW!!!!!!! 
CALL! 

DUAL HEROES Hudson takes 
time away from Bomberman, 
to bring you quite possibly 
the most visually impressive 
fighter of our time. CALL! 

WILD CHOPPERS The most 
realistic flight control ever to 
hit home. Militant action 
and bullet carnage galore. 
$97.95 

J-LEAGUE SOCCER Absolutely 
the best soccer game on any sys¬ 
tem ever available. Over 17,000 
animations for 256 Japanese 
players. SCOOOOORE! $93.95 

ST. ANDREWS GOLF Revisit 
all of the historic landscapes 
and glamorous courses in 
this masterpiece of all golf 
sims. $89.95 

BLAST CORPS We have all 
wanted to mow down whole 
cityscapes in massive vehi¬ 
cles of destruction, right? 
Here is your chance. $74.95 

ZELDA Do you own a 
Nintendo 64 system? Do 
you not own Zelda 64 yet? 
Have you lost your mind? 
CALL! 

DORAEMON Based on one of 
Japan’s most lovable anime char¬ 
acters comes a 3D Mario*sque 
style action game. Choose from 
1 of 5 different characters $93.95 

EARTH Tenchi Sozo has been 
one of the most sought after 
RPG’s for years. Live the magic 
now, only at Game Cave. $69.95 

ROMANCING SAGA 3 The pre¬ 
lude to Square’s up and coming 
epic RPG: Saga Frontier still 
remains in the elite group of 
historic SFAM rpgs. $69.95 

STAR OCEAN The last Enix 
title produced on a 16-bit sys¬ 
tem. 32 megs of pure equal¬ 
ized sound and hard hand 
drawn graphics. $94.95 

FRONT MISSION The (I haven’t 
slept for 3 weeks because of 
this insane game I just pur¬ 
chased) isometric strategy RPG 
from Square. $79.95 

TALES OF PHANTASIA 
Namco’s first and only RPG 
ever released. With one of the 
most interesting battle modes 
ever produced. $79.95 

DRAGON QUEST 3 Reprise 
Considered one of the most 
highly regarded RPG’s in 
Japan, reprised to perfection. 
ENJOY! $74.95 

Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday, 8am-7pm Saturday & Sunday 8am-5pm PST Visit: Our Web Site: www.gamecave.com- 
SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN¬ 
DLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE 

IIMFO 
LINE 1-818/330-1300 
- Call Tall Free, Far Orders only: 1-B88/GameCa\/e C.O.D. 
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Alundra Bushido Blade 

FF7 is not 
game, it is I ^ 
an experi- l S jjB f 
ence. Why jfc 

wait ’til 
November 
15th for the English version. Live the experience 
now! Game Cave FF7 comes with translation and 
walkthrough, FREE. $79.95 

rSquareSoft, the masters of innovation, do it again with 
the most unique fighting game engine ever created. By 
combining the art of Kendo and strategy fighting a mas- 
temiece is born. $74.95 

In our quest for monster action 
rpgs (or any action rpgs for that 
matter) comes Alundra. From the 
creators of the original LandStalker 
a miracle has come forth. $79.95 

1 ' • - ms’irm 
TOBAL 2 Whether you liked 
the first effort or not, forget 
about it. Tobal 2 is absolutely 
psychotic. 3D Fighting pushed 
to the *@#!&*~# limit! 
$74.95 

TIME CRISIS The game that 
killed Virtua Cop 2. With 
multiple paths of play and 
bosses only present in the 
home version this game is a 
must-have title. CALL! 

FRONTIER Square s METAL GEAR The only title that 
can slaughter what is already 
dead. Sorry Resident Evil, 
Metal Gear has arrived with a 
horrific vengeance. CALL! 

FINAL FANTASY TACTICS 
SquareSoft conquered isomet¬ 
ric strategy with Front Mission 
on SFAM, with Tactics they 
have reached perfection. CALL! 

MACROSS DIGITAL MISSION 
Macross fans, strap yourself 
in and prepare for the best 
Macross valkyrie sim to 
date. $69.95 

attempt at outdoing their own 
masterpiece, Final Fantasy 
VII. Their efforts, a success! 
CALL! 

dotation 

WILD ARMS The first RPG to 
actually use 3D polygon roto- 
scope environment battle 
scenes. This game’s as good as 
Suikoden and Persona. $49.95 

ZERO DIVIDE 2 Fully refined 
polygons, massive playfields, 
super combos and thrash 
pumping tunes make Zero 2 
the best mech fighter next to 
Cyberbots. $79.95 

arcade board to give absolute 
coin-op quality right at home. 
The closest thing to Virtua 
Fighter 3 in your living room. 
12+characters. $74.95 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS 
1000's sold since November 1st 
when we first opened. Ranking 
one of the most wanted import 
PlayStation fighting titles that 
we carry.$69.95 

16 different aircrafts, over 30 different stages, 
enhanced graphic overlays, pumping surround sound 
and human targets. OOOKKKH! Enjoy the game !!!!! 
Special: Comes with PlayStation analog control pad 
with jolt feature. $109.95 

ANs, (W,A\WI': 
far the gaming enthusiast:! 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN¬ 
DLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 

SANGOKU MUSOU Kings of 
strategy (KOEI), amazeaus all 
this year with the title that came 
out of nowhere. Sangoku 
Musou can easily hold its own 
against Soul ana Tekken. $69.95 

FINAL FANTASY IV REPRISE 
Releasing the classic and 
bringing them back seems to 
be Square’s new specialty. 
FF4 with filtered music and 
insane cinematics! $64.95 

BATTLE SABERS Advanced 
Variable Geo, Sailor Moon, 
Asuka 120%-esque all female 
rendered 3D polygon one-on- 
one fighter. $74.95 

IMiffli'ilMiHUiina 
LE[/LL UA£VLL3, LlLiALIULA.^ 

The bloody Nosferatu returns bringing pure pain to all that 
dare play. Taking on the same engine as Super Metroid, with 
a musical score taken right out of a black mass requiem, 
E.C.D.X. is a given. If you’re a gamer you own it. SPECIAL: 
Comes with Dracula XX double music CD. $115.95 

RANMA1/2 fans, until Nintendo 
64 throws down a Ranma title, it 
wont get any better. Ranmal/2 
Renaissance is awesome, 
whether you’re a fan or not. $69.95 

TALES OF DESTINY Fashioned 
after the unbelievable Tales of 
Phantasia for SFAM comes 
destiny. Absolute rendered 
RPG heaven. $74.95 

RAYSTORM The best shooter 
ever made!!! Do you own a 
PlayStation that plays imports? 
Buy this title NOW! $69.95 

NEORUDE Tecno Soft the mas¬ 
ters of shooters, come on 
strong with their first RPG. 
Believe it or not FF7 may have 
some competition. Amazing!! 
CALL! 

ARC THE LAD 2 Parti or 2 
will never see a US release. 
Experience the best S.C.E. 
RPG next to Wild Arms. 
Comes with free trans. $64.95 

BOUNTY SWORD Old school 
style RPG, 32-bit style. 
$64.95 

RAYTRACERS We have all want¬ 
ed to ram the back of a cop car 
going 300mph through vast 
mountain scapes before, right? 
Here's your chance. $59.95 

7prn mppta D’^ 

Diner meets post-apocalyptic 
neo-Tokyo meets “I can’f believe 
what I am seeing on the screen.” 
Regular $69.95 Box set $84.95 

VANDAL HEARTS Konami's 
amazing isometric strategy 
RPG that actually is as incredi¬ 
ble as they say. Huge battles, 
astonishing magicafeffects 
and blood galore. $49.95 



lilUiUiyj 

The 5 i , 

on the saturn. All beautifully hand drawn 
characters emerge in wondrous textured 
polygon worlds. $69.95 

Ballistic 2D ' ' .** 
fighting l.rruP^ 1 
done Atlus style. Groove proves without a 
doubt that Atlus’ mastery is not just in the 
shooter realm. $69.95 

You have called 1,000,000,000 times on 
this game. Now buy the game and beat the 
hell out of each other. THANK YOU. CALL! 

lilACLiLl^t LilSliUzliUlLzLi LilVil 

D-XHIRD The Saturn's been 
blessed with Takara's all new 
fighting masterpiece. Free 
movement, polished combo 
system and gothic theme all add 
for a titillating package. $69.95 

CYBERBOTS Capcom throws 
Zero Gouki.Full Metal Madness 
right in your face with their 
version of Street Fighter 
mechanization, regular: 
$64.95 BOX SET: $84.95 

FAKE DOWN Enter a 3D action 
world brought to you by the 
creators of the most highly 
regarded animated film in 
Japan, Akira. CALL! 

Z-GUNDAM Just another notch 
in the Gundam success belt. 
Highly rendered cels amongst 
a ballistic side scroll action 
battlefield. $69.95 

SKY TARGET The direct port of 
the mind-boggling arcade 
machine hits the saturn. This 
game will make you think twice 
about your negative comments 
on satum's, 3D engine. $69.95 

WAKU WAKU 7 Sunsoft steals 
the show with this one. 1,000 
times better with unparalleled 
animation and gadgetry gags 
galore. $69.95 

ANARCHY IN THE NIPPON 
Developed by the top 4 Virtua 
Fighter champions in Japan. 
3D polygon fighting created by 
the masters of the sport. $69.95 

SKULL FANG Choose from 4 
different pilots in the most 
amazing rendered overhead 
shooter to date. $69.95 

With the immense amounts of record breaking j|| 
cinematics added to Macross Saturn, a two 
disc set was inevitable. Most likely the most anticipated 
2D shooter of our time! I import | 

SPECIAL: Game with Macross Plus wall scroll $87.95 

LUNAR MAGICAL SCHOOL 
From the world of Lunar 
comes yet another RPG 
extravaganza. Lunar fans 
rejoice! CALL! 

KING OF FIGHTERS ’96 With 
more fighters than any other 
2D fighter and custom team 
edit, KOF ’96 is a must-own 
title. $59.95 

X2 SATURN The dethroning 
of Pulstar is about to take 
place. Capcom's X2 has 
arrived. CALL! 

SHINING THE HOLY ARK The 
genius individuals of the Sonic 
Team in Japan decided to cre¬ 
ated a 3D corridor RPG like no 
other. $64.95 

STEAM HEARTS Experience 
this brilliant 3D futuristic full 
rendered shooter now! 
$69.95 

ENEMY ZERO Dropped fora 
US release because of slight 
nudity and ultra, ultra vio¬ 
lence, this landmark Warp title 
is a must have. $69.95 

SOUKYU GURENTAI The first 
all SGI rendered overhead 
shooter of its kind on any sys¬ 
tem period. If you are even a 
slight shooter fan, prepare to 
be astonished. $64.95 

SHIEKRYU The best Japanese 
coin-op overhead shooter to 
reach a home console thus 
far. Shooter freaks prepare to 
strip. $69.95 

DRAGON BALL Z LEGENDS In 
your idle time until the release 
of Dragon Ball Z GT, give the 
next best thing a shot, millions 
of others have. $64.95 

SAKURA WARS Jeffrey's 
favorite game of’96. 80 + 
hours of SGI rendered 3/4 iso¬ 
metric strategy mech battles. It 
doesn't get any better. $69.95 

FATAL FURY REAL BOUT SPECIAL 
The return of the Bogart family 
and friends is absolute insanity. 
Enhanced backdrops and added 
character animations make this 
a winner. $69.95 

TWINKLE STAR SPRITES 
Parodius-esque style competi¬ 
tive overhead shooter. 
Japanese cartoony shooter, 
Tetris style. CALL! 

BREAKERS Visco and SNK 
team up again to bring all 
fighting addicts their newest 
fix. CALL! 

SAMURAI SHODOWN 4 An 
absolute @*&#"?!# blood 
bath. All followers of the 
Samurai series must own this 
4th installment. $54.95 

^LllilLullvu LlL-tl 
_IM^uMlLku. 02 — 

Witness the Samurai clan in their first 
ever RPG. Packed full of hellacious monstrosities 
and melanomic questing. SPECIAL: Comes with 
Samurai Shodown RPG original music cd. $104.95 

GF005 _ ^  Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm, Saturday & Sunday 8am-5pm PST 

uni. 1-B1B/B30-1300 
Visit Our Web Site: http:/www.gamecave.com Cali Toll Free, For Orders only: 1-888/Game Cat/e 



ATTENTION MANGA FREAKS 
AND INDUSTRY ENTHUSIASTS! 

’fANME! 
Game Cave carries a vast collection of all the new and classic anime 
titles. Add some bulk to your collection with the purchase of any of 
our amazing films.Buy any 3 anime titles and receive any other title 
for just $4.95. (Imports excluded) 

NEON GENESIS EVANGELION 
GENESIS 0.4 Japan's most 
popular TV series is here. Join 
Shinji, Asuka, and Rei as they 
battle to defend earth from 
alien “angels.” $29.95 

BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 
The uncensored release of the 
most frequently asked for 
anime series. Mega hit fight¬ 
ing series hits the anime 
screen. $29.95 

BLUE SEED REBIRTH The 
most talked about anime 
series gives birth to one of the 
year’s best animated movies. 
$29.95 

VAMPIRE HUNTER: THE ANI¬ 
MATED SERIES The evil bam- 
phomet clan join forces in their 
first ever animated movie. 
Watch Donovan and Demitri bat- 
tle it out cel style. $89.95 

ORCHID EMBLEM Join Rei - 
Lan in her search for the ulti¬ 
mate plan of revenge as well 
some pretty flashy escapades. 
For mature audiences, must 
be 18 yrs old! $29.95 

Music 

FINAL FANTASY VII ORIGI¬ 
NAL 4 DISC CD SquareSoft's 
brilliant composer Nobo 
Uematsu displays his musical 
artistry once again, with the 
best FF musical score ever. 
$59.95 k 

Buv anv two SauareSoft music CDs 

KHAN SUPER SESSION SOUL 
EDGE CD Soul Edge goes 
orchestral, with the most ambi¬ 
ent, classical,hard-core rock 
and roll mix of soul edge music 
thus far. Soul Edge fans pre¬ 
pare to be blown away. $44.95 

and receive $5.00 off vour order 
Game cave carries a large line of import anime and game related 

original and arranged music CDs, for the true (“I must have 

everything”) industry addict. CDs range from $19.95 - $64.95 

Buy any two SquareSoft music CDs and receive $5.00 off your 

order. Restrictions apply. 

nirafims! 

SAILOR MOON MUSIC DRAGON BALL Z NEVER FFANIMATED MOVIE CD 
COLLECTION $24.95 ENDING STORY$54.95 VOLUME2 $24.95 

LANGRISSER 3 
$24.95 

“X” MOTION PICTURE 
SOUNDTRACK $24.95 

SAMURAI SHODOWN 
RPG $44.95 

3X3 EYES SPECIAL 
$24.95 

NEON GENESIS EVAN¬ 
GELION 0.3 $24.95 

RECORD OFLODOSS 
WAR» $24.95 

Surround yourself with insane anime and game related 
wall scrolls. Complete your favorite series collection, 
Game Cave carries multiple scrolls|frdm your favorite 
series. ENJOY! ALL SCROLLS $24.95 each 

1-T’f 
MACROSS 7 DRAGON BALL Z NEON GENESIS 

(NEW DESIGN) EVANGELION 

r 
- vv„. 
* r 

r<j8L ^ 
SAILOR MOON RANMA1/2 
SCOUTS (NEW DESIGN) 

DARKSIDE BLUES From the 
creators of Vampire Hunter D 
and Demon City comes a story 
of sinister villains and idealistic 
rebels in search of evil power 
and global control. $29.95 

L.S, ' 
for the gaming enthusiast 

MACROSS PLUS 
(NEW DESIGN) 

NEW! 
INK WASH 
DESIGN 

G0R0! 
GORO! Resin kit 
comes fully 
assembled and 
painted, stands a 
towering 11”x13” 
over a $199.95 value 
(Includes stand) 

RES IN KITS 
RESIN KITS: (ALL RESIN KITS UNASSEMBLED AND UNPAINTED) 

NAKO RURU WITH 
MAMAHAHA 
HAWK SIDEKICK 
$89.95 

GHOST IN THE 
SHELL WITH 
BACKGROUND 
$99.95 

OH MY GODDESS 
$79.95 

MOBILE SUITGUNDAM MASTER 
GRADE PLASTIC MODEL KITS: 

EVANGELION SERIES RESIN KITS Small Evangelion kits 8 1/2 
inches tall. Constructed with poly-resin. Comes painted and 
fully assembled. Sold in Japan for $200.00 
$84.95 STAND NOT INCLUDED 

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION AND SATURN GAMES ARE NOT 
COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HAN¬ 
DLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE. 



Get Music CD 
And Wall Scroll 

Ghost In The Shell Special 

MAMORU OSHII S GHOST IN THE SHELL SPECIAL: 
Ghost in the Shell original soundtrack with “new design" wall 
scroll. $50.00 value $34.95 

CDZ Starter Kit 

Get Hie 
System, 
ControllerGames 
Laminate Poster! 
SNK FAN’S NE0«GE0 CDZ STARTER PACK: Start off your new 
mega system right with Game Cave’s special starter CDZ package 
Includes Neo*Geo CDZ system with Samurai Shodown III, King of 
Fighters ’96, Neo-Geo CDZ control pad, and King of Fighters ’96 
laminate poster. ($630.00 value) $589.95 

Mobile Suit Gundam 

Z Gundam Saturn import with high-grade Mobile Suit Gundam 
plastic model. ($105.00 value) $87.95 

Multi-Racing 

Get The Game 
And Controller 
Multi-Racing Championship N64 with red 
Nintendo 64 controller. ($150.00 value) $129.95 

FF7 Enthusiast Package 

let The Game (3 CD Set) 
With 4 Disc Music CD Set 
FINAL FANTASY VII ENTHUSIASTS PACKAGE: The epic Final 
Fantasy VII PlayStation with Final Fantasy VII original 4 cd set. 
($165.00 value) $129.95 

GetTheAnime 
And Music CD 

Anime Collection 

EVANGELION ANIME COLLECTION SPECIAL: Evangelion 0.1,0.2, 
0.3, or 0.4 anime with your choice of any of the three volumes of 
music. ($60.00 value) $44.95 

Package Special 
FINAL FANTASY VII FIGURE SET SPECIAL: Pick from one of 5 
different characters for $19.95 each or receive the whole set for 
$89.95. Available characters: Cloud, Barret, Aerith ,Red XIII, & Ufa. 

Saiinr Moan Scout Resin Kits 

Sailor moon kit #1 Sailor moon kit #2 Sailor moon kit #3 

Package Special 
SAILOR MOON FANS REJOICE! SCOUT RESIN KIT SPECIAL 
PACKAGE: Choose from any three Sailor Moon resin kits for one 
insane price. All scouts available. Choose any 3 from our collec¬ 
tion for only $139.95 ($250.00 value) 

Visit Our Web Site! 

Register to win a 

GXTV Monitor 
• Order Online 

• Online Catalog 

• Internet Only Specials 

Drawing held bi-monthly, winner notified by mail. See site for details. 

r free" offer^ GF005 

-JOIN THE GAME CAVE CLUB! 
FOR A FREE MEMBERSHIP FILL OUT THIS FORM AND 
SEND IT IN! YOU’LL RECEIVE... 

• A $10.00 OFF MAIL-IN COUPON 
• A GAME CAVE CATALOG, AND MORE! 

! NAME & AGE_ 

j ADDRESS_ 

, CITY._ 

; STATE & ZIP_ 

jPHONE# ( )_ 

I E-MAIL ADDRESS_ 
[_MAIL_T0: GAM_E_C«VE_42J_E^ HUNTINGTON OR. M0NR0VIA CA._91016. 
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